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Tree Podlers. 
We are olten surprised at the readiness 
with which some people are “gulled" or 
imposed upon by itinerant tree pedlers, 
and we have in mind several instances 
where considerable sums ol' money have 
been paid tin trees nul shrubs,a consider- 
able portion ol which tailed to live as 
might have been expected, and others 
turned out quite different kinds lrom what 
they had been represented to be and from 
whatthev were wanted by the purchasers. 
P novel sale to buy ot sueli tramps. Go 
to the regular nurseryman and buy the 
la eost'wliat they will. 
Phe Geneva X. V. Horticultural Society, 
a warning tanners against patronizing 
such pedlers says: 
I or several years past various gangs of 
men have canvassed different portions of 
the country with samples of fruit in glass 
ins, and large numbers of people have 
become victims of their fraudulent prac- 
tices These men do not grow the stock 
themselves, but it is packed in different 
parts of the country wherever they can 
inly lilt hcapest tree-. One ot the gangs 
that hav e ucen operating during the past 
vc: -oi a ( cntral -New fork and iXew 
i.nglaml i.- low engaged in packing in 
this place. The fruit shown by them in 
their glass airs is seldom ot the variety 
represented by them but consists of the 
largest specimens they can obtain—is 
named arbitrarily to suit the purpose even 
w hen u i- real. but. il i- olten ot wax, and 
1 ng ii .quid the deception is not per- 
0 ; .y the purchaser Again, the stock 
is p-e-ked n a way well ealeuiated to 
-vri-ii from observation, being baled 
the utii c .cngili in rye straw, and is 
shipped hundreds ot miles without being 
b, xcd to pc iteet it ami without moss sut- 
tii iciit keep the roots moist. Three 
days .a -inn treatment cannot fail to in- 
jure the hardiest tree, while this stock is 
often necessarily on the road tor weeks. 
1 hat th fraud may lie entirely successful 
customers arc warned by these imposters 
b open their trees, as exposure would 
n in c them. And the victim is thus usu- 
liome Indore ho discovers the traud. 
T th manner the most worthless stock 
pa i lui, ai d olten, by a method known 
-liingling," tin- bales are made to ap- 
ear several feel longer than the trees 
really are They pav no attention in 
packing t have the varieties labeled cor- 
e'.:y. Imtuiix different lruits and differ- 
ent varieties of the same fruit proniiscu- 
and I ibet lrom this mixture to suit 
the irders regardless of the selection of 
Thi price- ibtained by 
simply fabulous, and 
-ii .o. i" plants that do not exist. Fol- 
iar th v sell a strawberry plant 
which they call “the Alpine tree straw- 
er11 ci -thing” unknown to nursery- 
nomotis price, and doliv er a 
pin. t 'Un common variety. fcvery 
rtilii c .t the praeti'iu > windier is em- 
pic id v tin sc men. They readily coin 
ov r. lines ami new varieties, and can on 
o -hurt. notice till any order for any- 
thing if a little opportunity for conceal- 
ment I".- given them. Before you receive 
tin- -lock "! iige the delivering agent to 
pen tlic straw package (don’t do ityour- 
II so that you can inspect the stock 
am! see it their “famous tree strawberry” 
has not every appearance ol being a com- 
mon variety and l their high priced 
plums and cherries are nut the poorest [ 
apologies for trees, while the whole are 
dry and worthless. Their apples and 
cars are in quently of decent quality, but 
with the varieties so mixed as to be 
worthless to the planter even if in fair 
condition. Wifoe the buyer may not be 
tide to detect mixed stock as readily as a 
nurseryman. I can easily see the differ- 
ence lietvvi mi a Baldwin and red Astra- 
Irnii apple-, or a Bartlett and a Clapp 
pear, and il both look alike he maybe 
-are, there is something wrong. 1’er- 
sous who have bought nursury stock an- 
-wering the description above given will 
he justified iii refusing to accept it, and 
Hicv need tear no attempt to collect pay- 
ment by law Ample evidence of the 
truth of this statement will be cheerfully 
furnished l,y tlie society The reader is 
o-o i-di-rmi to any reputable uurscrv- 
mini, dealer, or horticulturist in Geneva, 
ib.clii'stcr or elscwhere. 
Diking in Suit Marshes. 
<in this subject we liml that Robert 11. 
his new Old Farmers’Alma- 
nac says: It i- gratifying to be able to 
-talc that the improvement ol the exten- 
si\c tracts of salt marshes along the shores 
ot this State has been already begun, 
e ireen Ilarbor Marsh of nearly fifteen lnin- 
ir<-d acres, in the town ol Alarshlicld. has 
been diked in at an expense of more than 
thirty thousand dollars and the. results are 
..iready apparent, though it is yet too 
11,11 to stale precisely the economy of the 
operation. It must still be regarded as 
experiment, though there can be little 
l iubt that it will prove to be a great suc- 
■ css. or that the reclamation of the wide 
•uige of salt marshes will add largely to 
iio prodnetive capacity of the. state. 
Sal; marshes may be considered as the 
osult of tidal accumulations to which 
have been added the debris of various 
geological formations along the adjacent 
■ asi usisfing of the mineral and organ- 
ic matter carried down by the streams 
mpty ing into tlie tidal basins. 'J'lie coin- 
,,-ilion ol the soil thus formed will ol 
nurse diller somewhat according to the 
■haraeter ot the sediment of creeks and 
streams coming in from the interior 
wintry, or the washings ot the surround- 
1 *ig uplands. At the same time, it is rea- 
sonable to suppose that they will have a 
generally striking similarity of character. 
1 hey arc all composed, to a large extent, 
ot coarse, <4 the settled semirings ol the 
ocean resembling often certain layers of 
-and, loam or marl, which formed the sea 
bottom lands of preceding geological 
epochs, while they are all modified to a 
greater or less extent by fresh water as 
already indicated. 
Changes in the actual vegetation of salt 
marshes will take place slowly after the 
sea water is shut oil by means ol dikes, 
it takes time to alter the mechanical as 
w ell as the chemical condition ol the soil, 
mu experience shows that such changes 
will take place, and that the vegetation 
■viii be improved gradually even without 
wrtilieial aid. Northern Europe presents 
U-- with abundant evidence of tins, and 
t he low lands, like the polders of Holland, 
reclaimed from the sea are among the 
richest and most productive in the world. 
hie ot the grandest experiments in this 
direction was the drainage of the Jlaar- 
nn hen in Holland. It originally con- 
isted of four small inland lakes, which 
from the breakage ot various dikes and 
barriers came to cover an area of from 
thirty thousand to forty thousand acres, 
met at tile time its improvement was un- 
dertaken by the government in 18411, this 
area was 4.1.000 acres, and its depth fif- 
teen let t. ’1 his sea was surrounded by a wall fifteen or sixteen feet high, on the 
toped which a ditch wus dug to receive 
and convey the water thrown into it by 
numerous pumps worked by lour steam 
e ngines of 1.10 to .100 horse power each, 
which threw tlu water into the ditch. 
I he cost jeer acre lor the improvement 
a a- $42, exclusive of roads, drains, &c., 
;m aggregate: of $4,500,000, two-thirds of 
which was received back for the sale ol 
iaiieh so elrained, while the taxation pays 
a good interest on the balance. 
So great was the success ot this enter- 
prise that the lanels alter the first year’s cultivation rose to three times the origi- nal cost, and the present annual produc- 
tion often amounts to more than Sje t<)0 ner 
acre in value. About half of these re- 
claiiiieel lanels are still kept in grass. 
There is now a population of about ten 
thousand living within the basin of the 
former sea. 
'1 he scientific investigations instituted in the Green Harbor marsh, ahead}' re- 
ferred to, show that there is in the soil an 
ample supply of plant food for future 
crops, and that with suflicient time for 
the requisite changes in the chemical and 
physical condition of the marsh deposit, 
the proper cultivation will abundantly re- 
pay all the labor and time and money that 
have been or that may hereafter be de- 
voted to it. [Mass. Ploughman. 
I he North Turner, Me., choose factory 
has made the past season twenty tons ol 
cheese against eleven tons last year. 
Bradford Sawtolle of Sidney, Me., raised 
seventy-live bushels ol good, clean, sound 
wheat this year on a little less than two 
acres of land. 
The Massachusetts Agricultural College 
lias been experimenting the past summer 
with ninety dill'erenl varieties of potatoes. 
A disease the nature of vvihieh lias not 
yet been ascertained, prevails among the 
hogs in Columbus county, Ohio. About 
one thousand have died in Hamilton town- 
ship. 
I wo crops ol potatoes in one year i> an 
unusual thing lor New Hampshire, yet 
Mr. Daniel Dearborn, ol Woodstock, inis 
just harvested the second crop, both good 
ones, from the same lot. 
J he starch factory at Caribou, Ale., is 
working up potatoes at the rate ot loo 
bushels per hour, or lOOu bushels a day. 
1 he laetory at llridgewaler is working at 
about the same rate 
Adam Grimm, ol Jelferson, Whs., is one 
of the largest honey raisers in the world. 
His crop tor the last year was L’d.iMO 
pound', and his apiary consists ot lids 
colonies. 
In tlie four Pennsylvania counties of 
(Tawfoi'il. Venango, fa ir anil Mercer, 
there are 111) cheese lactones, producing 
yearly an aggregate ot H .011 i,(Mit) poiniils. 
In Hell county, 'J'evas, there is a lann 
of -i./OQ acres, which is inelosetl by one 
lenee, unit cultivated by tInrt\-two own- 
ers, every one of whom i unmarried. 
New Hampshire larniers have oblaiued 
an excellent crop of corn this year. 11. II 
Wentworth, I,sip, below (omie, lias nine 
acres ol very large enrn, csliinaled to yield 
about GO bushels per acre. Among this 
corn was raised about V1 bushels of beans, 
making the corn less Ilian oO cents a 
bushel. 
Sheep-raising lias its drawbacks in Cali- 
fornia. The Visalia 1 •dta remarks : ‘Many 
herds of sheep are driven from the moun- 
tains to the valleys, where the feed is al- 
ready almost completely exhausted. There 
is a lair < lance tor i’0(l,(HMi sheep to starve 
in this county thi~ fall il they are not fed.’ 
An enterprising and ingenious Irishman 
has patented a process by which the heat 
wasted in burning lime, may be economiz- 
ed in the production ol fruit and Mowers 
under glass. At the top of the kiln is plac- 
ed a boiler with hot water pipes connect- 
ing with the inside ol a green house. Il 
successful, lime and fruit should both be 
somewhat cheapened. Il is to he tested 
soon in this country. 
Throe Fatal Sisters. 
The St. Louis Times narrates the fol- 
lowing tragical story from real life: 
(Hir readers may possibly recollect the 
circumstances of a total duel, widely pub- 
lished at the time, which occurred'on the 
•hi oi April, is,4. on the old dueling 
ground, on the sandy stretch o( shore 
1 routing Bay Si. Louis. The participants 
were Artelle Bieiiveuue, a broker, and 
Andrea Phillips, a lawyer, of New Or- 
leans. 
Aside from tlie fatal termination of the 
meeting, the contest between Phillips and 
Bn nveiuic would not have been unusually 
remarkable hut foi the fact that it was the 
final scene in the tragic wedded lives of 
three women-—sisters— whose husbands 
tell by the hands id' violence, incited by 
the ex il courses oi t.lieir wives. I lorn of rep- 
utable creole parents, these sisters were 
inheritors of wist wealth and a stainless 
name, and distinguished lor personal beau- 
ty in aland where the loveliness of women 
was proverbial. Tenderly reared and bril- 
liantly educated, with possessions that ri- 
I valed in extent and excelled in value a 
I Herman principality, it is not surprising | that they became llie Haltered belles of 
society, and were the boast and pride ol 
the merchant and planter beaux in all the 
wild coast country. That the brilliant 
protege of the haughtiest aristocracy of 
the old regime should be destined to ex- 
ercise the fatal influence they exerted on 
the men who loved them and made them 
their wives is indeed surprising. But thoy 
were flirts from their cradles. Born to 
admiration, their lives were spent from 
youth to maturity in an atmosphere of 
lietitious sentiment and unreal passion. 
1 hey looked upon men as merely the 
ministers of pleasure, and as the mediums 
through which their Haltered vanity might 
grow and expand, as the flower blooms 
in the warmth of the sunshine. All the 
aims and duties of life were hounded by 
the ambitions of society. Admiration to 
them was appreciation. 
And now tor the story ol their lives: 
The eldest sister was married to hr. Sharp, 
of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, a polished, grace- 
ful gentleman, whose love and devotion 
might have contented any woman less 
prone to the allurements of society a.id 
the admiration of men. It was the fiist 
year ol the war, and the most brilliant 
society of the South was gathered at Mo- 
bile and New Orleans. With an appetite 
whetted to fever heathy a few months’ ab- 
stinence Iron] social pleasures, she plung- 
ed recklessly into a whirlpool of gayety. 
The married flirt wears no armor ot in- 
nocence. Her love of admiration is pitted 
against man’s duplicity and cunning. Sho 
staked and lost. From folly there is hut 
one step to imprudence, and that step 
was taken, despite a husband’s jealousy 
and sense of honor. The end was inevi- 
table; a challenge and a duel, and her 
husband fell, pierced to the heart by the 
bullet ol her seducer. There was no pity 
for a woman like this; society repelled 
her, her friends discarded her. and she 
fled to New Orleans to lead the life ot an 
adventuress. 
The second sister shortly afterward 
married the son of a distinguished jour- 
nalist in Mobile. The fate of her sister 
was no bar to a career of similar folly. 
Society received her with open arms. 
Wealth, influential connections and alli- 
ances with a distinguished family obscur- 
ed tor a time the recollections ot a sister’s 
imprudence. But gossip soon grew busy 
with her name. From one lolly to an- 
other she passed with fatal haste and 
seeming indifference, until in a fatal hour 
her husband learned that the woman he 
loved, the wile he idolized, was a thing 
to he scorned, it broke his heart. With 
the downfall of his idol his reason waver- 
ed and he perished by his own hand. For 
all his brilliant talents and the promise of 
a brilliant woman, he died the victim of a 
woman’s perfidy. 
The younger sister became the wife of 
Bienvenue, a young broker ot Now Or- 
leans. Kick, beautiful and accomplished, 
she was at once a leader in society. Court- 
ed, flattered and caressed, she plunged 
headlong into the vortex. Men lavished 
praises upon her—women hated and smil- 
ed upon her. What cared she ? Beauti- 
ful, reckless, heartless and indifferent to 
all alike, she cared only for that social ad- 
miration which was the sunshine of her 
life. Iler large fortune gave her an in- 
come in her individual right. This gave 
wings to her extravagance and enabled 
her to contract hills in her own name. 
One of them, a milliner’s bill, was over- 
due ; suit was brought and execution is- sued, which Mr. Phillips, the lawyer, had levied for satisfaction upon her carriage and horses. In an interview subsequent- ly had with the lady regarding the settle- ment of the hill, words which she con- strued into a* insult were charged upon the attorney. Her husband resented, a challenge ensued and then the fatal duel 
on that sad April morning, when a hus- band s life ebbed away its purple tide up- 
on the lonely beach, the last unhappy vic- tim of the fatal sisters’ folly and extrava- 
gance. 
The Way of the World. 
When ut morning, vou start on the journov of 
life, 
With your heart full of hope, and your pock- 
et of gold, 
When the air seems with sunshine and happi- 
ness rife, 
You think you can never grow weary and old. The path lies before vou,—the descent is but 
slight. 
And the :;oft. springy turf, with fresh dew- drops is pearled. 
When your spirits are bright and \our footstep 
is light, 
Ifs a very nice way, is the way of the world! 
When surrounded by friends, you stride gaily 
along, 
And each weaves for other, green garlands of 
bays; 
While ami lighten the journey with laughter 
and song, 
'Twill be sunshine, you think, to the end of 
your days. 
If steeper the path grows, as still you descend, 
What prospects of bliss, arc before you un- 
furled, 
While the storm still impends, ere you're left 
bv your friends, 
It’s a very smooth way, is the way of the 
\\ orld. 
Hut, all! when the tempest o'ertakes you at 
last.; 
When clouds and thick darkness the prospect 
enfold, 
When you wrestle in vain, with the force of 
the blast, 
Till it leaves you exhausted, and naked, and 
cold; 
When the path you descend, is still shattered 
aud dell. 
And sharp splintered crags, all around you 
lie hurled; 
When your Iriends have all left, when of for- 
tune voti’re reft. 
It’s a very hard way, is the way of I he world ! 
The Mischief of u Telegram- 
Jennie Johnson went Hying down stairs 
at the ring of the door-hell. “It’s a tele- 
gram,” she said to Melissa, on returning. 
1 knew Hopper’s ring—Hopper’s the 
messenger.” 
“Not a telegram lor me, 1 hope,” said 
Melissa, looking up from her work. “1 
do hate the sight oi one; they always set 
my teeth on edge, and make the hair of 
1113 head stand up. You don’t think that 
anything has happened to—to Ledyard?” 
“Certainly not; it’s addressed to Led- 
yard !” 
“And you are opening it?” 
“lie gives me permission to read Ids 
telegrams when he’s out of town, so that 
I maytorward them it they are important. 
Voii'll have that pleasure when you are 
married, 1 suppose.” 
And then Jennie relapsed into utter 
silence tor full ten minutes, while Melissa 
fidgeted and coughed, and wondered what 
it was all about, too proud to ask till anxi- 
ety constrained her. 
“Somethingmust have happened to Led- 
yard, I know,” she cried. “Why don’t 
von speak, Jennie? Why do you look so 
—so distracted? Let me read it. J insist; 
it is iny right, Jennie!” 
“Yes,” said Jennie, slowly, “it is your 
right; but 1 wouldn't read it, it 1 were 
you.” 
“Not read it.! Do you think I am sel- 
fish enough to spare myself so weakly ? 
II lie suffers, is it too much for me to 
know? Live it to me this minute, Jen- 
nie !” 
“Oh, l don’t believe you have any idea 
what it is. It’s worse than death! Here, 
read it, ii you will 1 hope l am not doing 
wrong to allow it!” And Melissa read : 
1\. I >r. Lcdviii'tl Johnson : 
Dearest.—Mj parents consent ill lie t. Lome 
to me before iny heart breaks, if you still love 
your Lain.ik. 
Melissa put it down without a tremor. 
Jennie dared not look at her. 
“1 must go home,” said she, with a 
voice as holloWas the whispers of a sea- 
slu'll, "of course. When does the next 
train leave, Jennie, do you know?” And 
then her assumed calmness melted into a 
torrent of tears. 
“Now 1 teol more composed,”she said ; 
■a good cry is equal to a tonic. I might 
have known that it couldn’t last. Only it 
he had told me himself! I think it would 
have been easier to hear if he had not de- 
ceived me. And yet lie seemed in earnest. 
He once told me that he had never loved 
but one woman, and I was fool enough to 
think that one was myselt; though lie did 
not say so, his eyes swore to it. Oh, 1 
have been too happy! but this ends it all. 
Jennie, for what are you crying? Tell 
him i hope he will be happy with—with 
Kmilie. You know, 1 cannot bring niy- 
selt to like her just yet—” 
"Oh, 1 detest her, the huzzy!” cried 
Jennie. 
“Tell him 1 mean to forgive him; hut, 
1 never, never wish to see his face again! 
Oh! oh! oh!” and another heavy dose of 
the aforesaid tunic; and the girls kissed 
and parted. 
Dr. Ledyard had been expected home 
that night, but after Melissa had departed 
Jennie received a note sayiug that lie 
should be detained for a week or more, 
and not mentioning Melissa, as her visit 
had been kept a secret from him, Jennie 
intending a surprise. When they heard 
his ring, Melissa was to step behind the 
statue of Ariadne, and while Ledyard 
warmed his hands at the blaze on the 
hearth and dilated 011 the pleasures of 
home, hinting that there was hut one de- 
light lacking, that one delight, in the 
shape of Melissa, was to step from out 
the shadow of Ariadne, into the warmth 
of (ire-light and embracing arms. So the 
little drama that Jennie had planned 
failed ot performance, and when Led- 
yard’s note arrived, she inclosed Emilio’s 
telegram to his address, having written 
on the other side of the sheet: 
Melissa Inis been visiting here. We intended 
a pleasant surprise for you, instead of which 
there was an nyh cuntrc-temps. She left in- 
stantly. This horrid telegram will explain. 
Your sorrowful sister, Jennie. 
15ut in her agitation. Miss Jennie, who 
was always just a bit careless, though 
kind-hearted enough, directed her letter 
to East instead of West liabylon street, 
number nine instead of ninety, ;md there- 
fore—it being prior to the present postal 
arrangements, which returns a miscar- 
ried letter to the original writer at the 
expiration of a lew weeks—Dr. Ledyard 
Johnson never received it. Judge of his 
surprise, then, when, having written to 
Melissa in his usual vein, his love-letter 
was returned to him unopened! 
“1 should like just to know what he says 
about it,” Melissa had pleaded; “how he 
excuses himself” Having utterly resign- 
ed him, she was just dying for one word of 
affectionate apology and appreciation, in 
her own heart she had already excused 
him; she had pieced up a sentimental 
story for his apology, lie had loved Km- 
ilie first, but a cruel lather had interfered ; 
then he had met Melissa herself, and had 
fancied she could fill Emilie’s place ;-but 
oh! when she stepped aside, what happi- 
ness she had been capable of giving him ! 
—the more costly since it was also her 
own happiness which she threw into the 
scales. Therefore siie would fain have 
opened his letter, in order to verify her 
romance; hut her mother, who under- 
stood human nature and the ways of the 
world better—to whom romance was a 
dead letter—said, “No, dear; it will only 
probe the wound; it will do no good— 
better return it unopened, as he deserves; 
there is no excuse possible.” And being 
a high-handed woman, who always car- 
ried her point, the letter was returned. 
Dr. Ledyard posted down to Doverby 
instantly to inquire into the affair and 
was told that Melissa had left town, and 
her mother was indisposed—she having 
sent Melissa away on a visit to divert her 
mind. At his wit’s end, Ledyard wrote 
on his card, “Will Mrs. Vaughn give mo 
Melissa’s address?” To which she re- 
plied : 
“Under the circumstances, Mrs. Vaughn 
thinks it wise to withhold her daughter’s 
address from Dr. Johnson, and she is 
greatly surprised at his importunity — 
after all." 
Fairly puzzled, and not a little angry. 
Dr. Ledyard returned to town. He had 
no heart or spirits for anything, but it 
was his duty to see that people did not die needlessly, though he were dying by 
inches himself, lie knew that it was not 
a griel to kill outright, but it threatened 
to be a life-long anguish. He had long 
known that the ambitious Mrs. Vaughn 
did not regard him as a brilliant niateli 
for her beautiful daughter; but that Me- 
lissa should disown her love was incom- 
prehensible. 
It would be a sorry Christmas lor him, 
indeed, but lie thought it best to leave his 
patients in the hands of lii.s assistants, and 
run down to llaven to keep it with .Jennie. 
When one has lost a sweetheart, a sister 
is. perhaps, the next, best tiling. 
Hut he found Jennie somewhat changed 
too; she was by no means in Jier usual 
sprightly vein ; she, had nothing for him 
but half smiles, lie wondered, secretly, 
il she had ever experienced a like dissat- 
isfaction with lilc, of which he had never 
! dreamed before. 
They were mi uncommunicative lamilv, 
ho knew; and sisters and brothers much 
more readily repose sentimental confi- 
dences in strangers than in each other. 
To be sure, Jennie had hung the Christ- 
mas wreaths in the window. There was 
a goodly store of dainties in the pantry, 
too. Hut there was little ot Christmas 
cheer besides, though the trust was on 
the pane, the old ehnreh-bclls saluted the 
Christmas eve with cracked but jubilant 
voices, and the moon was rising overhead, 
as it. rose over Palestine when lirst the 
song of “lYaeo on earth, good will toward 
men” was heard, w hose echo still vibrates 
across the dusty centuries. 
Dr. Leoyard stood before the blazing 
hearth, thinking wdiat a dill'eront night ii 
might nave been, bad Melissa continued 
true; wondering what site was doing; il 
the ii re-light still flushed her cheek in the 
low parlor; if she and Lennox March still 
sung together sweet Christmas choruses, 
lie was thinking thus bitterly, when a 
sharp ring at the door started both 
brother and sister from their reveries. 
“Hopper’s ring,” said Jennie. She had 
never exchanged a word with Ledyard 
about the fatal telegram. If he did not 
choose to mention it and explain, why 
should she? How could she? She had 
not the courage. Hut, sifting there, it 
had struck her that he was looking worn 
and depressed, and il was on her lips to 
say something comforting, when the little 
servant entered with a yellow envelope. 
“A telegram, doctor,” said she. 
“1 hope they haven't called me back to 
the city—no urgent case, 1 trust. Humph; 
poor tiling, poor thing!” and he tossed the 
telegram upon the. table. 
"Is anyone ill?’’ said Jennie. ■Must 
you go ?” 
“Oh no; it's the same old si try. llc.ul 
it, if you wish.” 
Jennie took it and read— 
d’o I>r. Ledyard Joliiisun: 
Hearest,—.Mi parents consent at Iasi. ( nine 
to me before m\ heart breaks, if you -till love 
your ll.Mii.ri:. 
Then she looked up at Ledyard, w ho 
seemed to have forgotten all about it. 
He was still standing before the tire, 
looking at the picture of the “Sleeping 
Palace,” hanging over the mantel. 
“That’s a capital tiling, Jennie; do you 
know it'J One would think the artist had 
visited the sloop-shops. It's the genuine 
blue sleep. See tiiis old seneschal, w ho 
was about to blow his trumpet will'll I,he 
enchantment seized him, with his two 
cheeks distended! And there comes the 
fairy prince across the hills. ‘The many 
tail, the one succeeds.' 1 say, Jennie, 
why do they alway s paint lairy priuec- 
with a feather in their hats?” 
"Hut—but the telegram !’’ gasped Jen- 
nie. 
“The teU‘*£iTuii ? >li yes. Sa«l, isn’t if 
“Oil, it's the same—the very same.” 
“Then you ha\ e seen il belore. I thought 
it was probable. I’ve had adozen, or less, 
word lor word. She’s as mad as a March 
hare, you see, hut quite harmless. She’s 
one of my hospital patients, you know. 
She. had a lover, they say, whom her 
father dismissed, and it aifeeted her rea- 
son. She took the greatest fancy to me 
from the lirst, imagines I am the young 
mail in question—it's plain she has for- 
gotten ids name—and so every little while 
she gives the keepers the slip and tele- 
graphs to me. Poor child ! she must he 
lilty years old at the leas: There’s a 
heart-wound for you. .Jennie, what’s the 
matter, dear? It isu'l a nice story for 
Christmas-eve." 
“Oh, it is the best story 1 ever heard— 
the very best! she cried, rising and 
stretching out her arms to a charming 
apparition in the door-way—or could it 
he Melissa Vaughn, wrapped in ermine 
and crowned with smiles? 
1 heard every word of it,” said the 
phantom ot Melissa; “so much for eaves- 
dropping; but then, to he sure, it was an 
old story. I had heard it belore. J)r. 
Rightabout is my godfather, you know. 
Godfathers always bring gilts in the fairy- 
books. So this morning at breaklast we 
happened to be talking ot insanity and 
•By-the-vvay, Melissa said he, ‘there's a 
rival of yours at the Guinness Hospital. 
There’s an Kmilie >st. Raymond in love 
with your Dr. Johnson—sends him tele- 
grams by the armful of the lov ingest sort. 
It’s lucky you aren’t jealous; but, bless 
me, she’s as mad as Hamlet—been so this 
twenty years—perfectly harmless, though.’ 
Do you know, Ledyard," she pursued, com- 
ing toward him and putting (.lither hands, 
“1 couldn't speak a word. The tears just 
Idled my eyes, thinking Imw 1 had sentenc- 
ed you without a hearing. I hei’t, they look 
terribly red ?” 
“They look terribly beautiful,” he said, 
kissing the bent brow. It seemed to him 
that he was beginning to see through the 
fog. 
And mamma,” continued Melissa, 
“who is hard upon evil-doers, but kind- 
hearted withal, said I must run right 
down this Christmas-eve and make it 
straight through Jennie—lor we thought 
you were at Babylon street stilt—and she 
is waiting in the hall hoping you will for- 
give us.” 
“I will go and help her to take oil' her 
wraps,” saiii Jennie, leaving the lovers 
alone. 
And so the curtain falls? Nay. rises, 
revealing a happy Christmas-eve in store 
for Dr. .Johnson and Miss Vaughn. 
Sun Knfav mu Women. Atone ol the 
railroad depots in Detroit, the other day, 
a lady walked up to the ticket window 
and smilingly said: 
“1 know just how women are, and 1 
don’t propose to bother any one. Answer 
me a tew questions, and I'll sit down and 
say nothing to no one till train time. 
How far is it to Grand Rapids? What’s 
the fare ? When does the train leave ? 
When do we arrive there? Where do 
they cheek baggage? Which track will 
the train start from ? How can I get to 
Muskegon from Grand Rapids? How tar 
is it? What’s the fare? Do I change 
cars? Js there a palace coach on the 
road? Shall I get a lay-over ticket? Can 
1 cheek my baggage clear through ? Js 
there a conductor on this road named 
Smith? J)o you allow dogs in the pas- 
senger cars? and can a child ten years old 
go lor nothing ? 
Having been answered, she kept her 
promise to sit still, and the depot police- 
man never had the least bit of trouble in 
seeing her oil’. [Free Press. 
A Revolution a it v Relic. A few days 
before Lord Cornwallis arrived at York- 
town, lie and his army camped over night 
on the larni of a young widow by the 
name oi Lane. When the lady arose in 
the morning the army had disappeared, 
and under the large oak tree in her yard, 
where Cornwallis had his tent, she found 
a curious tumbler made of horn, and a 
long-necked bottle half full ol wine. They 
were preserved as interesting relics. The 
bottle was broken some time ago, but the 
tumbler lias recently found its way into 
the Virginia State Library. 
Elopomont and Pursuit- 
1,. Marcy was called to the bar in 
October, l-SLl. Acting under the advice 
cl lrieuds, he opened an ollice in Troy, N. 1 ., and commenced the practice ot his 
Profession. He was surrounded by expe- 
rienced and gibed lawyers, who controlled 
the honors and emoluments of their pro- fession. Young Marcy, deficient in those 
brilliant and ready talents so attractive to 
the public, though possessing erudition and strong intellectual powers, did not at 
first meet with professional success, but, 
taking an appeal to the future, lie patiently 
awaited tho developments of time- With 
great labor and perseverance he perfected 
liimseit in those oid acquirements which 
subsequently rendered hint conspicuous before the world as a lawyer, judge, dip- 
lomatist^and statesman. 
Among the characteristics that distin- 
guished tlie early days of Air. Alarey's 
professional lilo was carelessness in re- 
gard to dress. Though lie was not, like 
•Martin t;rover, accustomed to appear in 
dilapidated attire, still lie held fashion 
and her votaries in coni', nipt. His hoots 
were olten left lor weeks without polish, 
and liis hair to say the least, never ap- 
peare i in Hyperion curls, and withal, by 
casual acquaintances he was regarded as 
a very dull and inactive young man. Hut 
bis personal appearance was in his favor. 
He was slightly above the ordinary height, 
“stout and masculine, but not gross; his 
forehead bold and full, his eye-brows 
hea\y, li s eye deep set and expressive, 
his liioutu and chin firmly moulded, ilis 
manners yore nil'able and courteous, tree 
from pretense, yet dignified,” lie was 
easy, pleasing and graceful in conversa- 
tion. in really refined and cultivated cir- 
cles young Maivy, notwithstanding his 
indifferent attire, was a favorite, though 
coxcombs ittompted to make him ti e 
subject of raillery. 
thi: yoi'Nu i.axvyku am> rm: si misaky 
mm.. 
11 is ollice was in a small one-story build- 
ing, surrounded by a railing or veranda. 
Directly opposite Ids ollice there was a 
fashionable female seminary, in pleas- 
ant weather he would seat himself on the 
veranda, with his feet elevated on tlie top 
of it, and in this position watch tlie gam- 
bids o I die young ladies on the play-ground 
of the school or engage in pursuing his 
favorite studies, lies unpolished boots, 
thus conspicuously exhibited, were oiten 
the subject of merriment among the lair 
students. Though young Marcy was want- 
ing in taose externa! qualities constituting 
xvlint is called “a ladies man,” his society 
was by no means distastelul to the fair 
sex. especially to those who had the pene- 
tration to understand the real beauties of 
his character and to appreciate his abili- 
ties, Among the more advanced pupils 
ot the seminary was a Miss Dubois, a 
young lady from Springfield, Mass., ail 
heiress and very beautiful. Marcy had 
frequently met her at the residence of a 
lady friend in Troy. For some time a re- 
spectful friendship existed between her 
and the young lawyer. She was pleased 
with the graces ot his mind, the variety 
and extent of his knowledge, the superi- 
ority of his intellect. There was a charm 
in tils conversation xvhieli unconsciously 
revealed the mental resources of the lu- 
Jtiro statesman, stimulating intelligence 
in others. .Miss Dubois possessed that 
charming versatility that belongs of right 
to woman—the acuity ot suiting her line 
intellect to all whom it encountered—ot 
so tempering her subtle wit with feminine 
grace as to exempt her from enmity or 
malice, and that pride which is the neces- 
sary result of superiority she wore easily 
and graeelully. There were those ole- 
jit -t-: In cl>- ftl. ii.lol.ij> brliutui 
Marcy and Miss Dubois xvhieli naturally 
ripen into deep attachment and ardent 
love: yet, singular as it may appear, 
there was no allair ol tlie heart blended 
with il but those who were aware ot 
their intimacy, not understanding its na- 
ture naturally put another construction 
upon it, and a report readied the ears of 
the faculty ol the seminary that Marcy 
xvas an accepted suitor of Miss Dubois. 
Tlie rules of the. institution strictly for- 
bade the young ladies from receiving any 
attention from gentlemen; and the pa- 
rents of the lady bad strongly enjoined 
upon the faculty the enforcement of this 
rule in regard to their daughter. There- 
fore, tiie report of tier relations with the 
young lawyer caused an unpleasant sen- 
sation in the seminary, and Miss Dubois 
was strictly torbidden to have any iurtlier 
association with Marcy. Tlie report even 
readied her lather, who hastened to Troy, 
determined Lo remove his daughter from 
tin; seminary. 15i.it her explanation ot the 
matter was sullirient, and lie returned 
home satisfied that all reports connecting 
tlie name of his daughter with Mr. Marcy 
were groundless. 
mi: i:i.oi’emi:>;t. 
A lew days -.liter her father's \ isit, Miss 
Dubois obtained permission to visit Al- 
bany with some friends. Some time after 
her departure it occurred to one of the 
pupils of the seminary, who had interest- 
ed herself in the affair of Miss Dubois 
and Mr. Marey to quite an extent, that, 
although the day was delightful, the young 
lawyer had not been seen in his accus- 
tomed place on the veranda of his office. 
On making proper inquiry she learned 
that he had not been there at 11 that day. 
This aroused her curiosity and excited her 
suspicions, leading her to make further 
inquiry, and she was informed l.iat lie 
had accompanied Miss Dubois to Albany. 
Without further consideralio 1, she believ- 
ed that an elopement had taken place, 
and immediately informed the hicti ty that 
young Marcy and Miss Dubois hat lied to 
Albany for the purpose of being clandes- 
tinely married. This aroused them to the 
highest pitch of excitement. The rumor 
ran like wildlire through the Institution, 
reaching the city in a short space of time. 
There was a strange “hurrying to and 
fro” in the seminary—consternation was 
evi rywhoro mingled with the Silent mirth 
which the affair had created among many 
of the young ladies who really enjoyed 
the scene, Cupid had slyly found a lodg- 
ment within those walls, dedicated to 
science and study, though all thought the 
little winged god was sternly forbidden 
there—to many known only in the beauti- 
ful dreams of girlhood. But he had actu- 
ally been a sojourner in that temple of 
science; one of its fairest inmates had 
yielded to his witchery—had lied to his 
enchanted bowers. Fearing that the wrath 
and inlhience ol the young lady’s father 
and her other friends would be turned 
against the institution, and dreading the 
odium which an elopement would bring 
upon it, an immediate pursuit was decid- 
ed upon. The sheriff ol the county, with 
a posse comitatus, was sent in pursuit 
and proceeded with hot haste to Albany. 
Learning that the lady was at one of the 
principal hotels in the city, he rushed 
thither eager to forbid the bans before it 
was too late. Sans ceremony he forced 
his way into the ladies’ pallor. Miss Du- 
bois was there enjoying herself with her 
friends, but, to the astonishment of the 
sheriff, young Marcy was not present. 
Tilt* officer had entered the room sternly 
determined on breaking the chains that 
love nail forged with the strong arm ol 
the law. He had anticipated tears, cries 
and shrieks from the lady, mingled with 
deep curses from the lover. But no ar- 
dent lover was there—no priest about to 
pronounce the solemn but happy union 
could lie seen. 
NOT AN ELOl'E.tfENT AETEIt AI.L, 
The lady and her friends, taken by sur- 
prise at the sudden entrance of the sheriff 
and his assistants, started to their feet in 
alarm. One of the ladies present sum- 
moned courage enough to demand of the 
officer what lie meant by this intrusion. 
Contused and embarrassed by the awk- 
ward position he found liimselt in, ho said: 
“We—we—have—that is—wre want to 
line! Lawyer Marey ami Miss Dubois, We 
are told—” 
“I am Miss Dubois, sir. As fov Mr. 
Marey, 1 have not seen him to-day. What 
do you mean, sir ? 
“Why, tile people at the seminary said 
that you and he had gone oil' together to 
—to—get married, and—” 
“And so they sent you in pursuit ol us, 
I suppose. You will not arrest me on 
mere suspicion, \v ill yiju ? 
We have to obey orders, madam, i 
have a warrant against Mr. Marey tor ab- 
duction—that is, l'or carrying you oil-—for 
they made that out before the just lee" said 
the officer. 
The deep, clear, silvery laugh of Miss 
Dubois—in which her companions joined 
—rang through the room at this announce- 
ment, while the sheriff and his assistants, 
finding themselves “sold," as the saving 
is, retired, greatly chagrined at their sin 
gular adventure. Il happened that short- 
ly alter .Miss Dubois and her friends left 
l’roy, Mr. Marey having business in Al- 
bany proceeded to that city alone I>v 
stage. Having transacted his business lie 
returned home, as he came, to the sur- 
prise of tli" citizens and his friends, who 
verily believed lie had eloped with the 
pretty heiress. Iiis own astonishment was 
unbounded when informed of the commo- 
tion and exciLument he had unconsciously 
caused, at the seminary especially, when 
lie 'learned that, during tiie dav, it was be- 
lieved throughout the city that lie had ab- 
sconded with a clandestine marriage in 
view ; that he* tin time being ho Itad aban- 
doned the law tor (iretna (ireen. Noth- 
ing could exceed the mortification ol tlie 
seminary at the useless and ludicrous ex- 
citement they had produced. For a long 
time this elopement made much merri- 
ment in all circles both at Troy and Al- 
bany. None, however, enjovod the joke 
with a keener relish than Marey ami his 
fair friend. 
•mi. si.iji ia.. 
At length she graduated and returned 
to her friends, leaving the young lawyer 
to plod on towards the fame that awaited 
him. In the course ot time Miss Dubois 
married a highly respectable citizen of 
Boston, witli whom she lived with great 
happiness and prosperity. With the lapse 
of time honors accumulated upon William 
B. Marcy. lie was elevated to the bench 
of the Supreme Court ot the state ol New 
York. lie occupied the (lubernatorial 
chair, and afterwards became a member 
ot the United States Senate, and then Sec- 
retary of State in the Cabinet ot the I’res- 
ident of the United States, gaining honors 
as Minister ot Slate which few id his pre- 
decessors had attained. While a Senator 
in Congress, lie attended one ot those 
splendid receptions given by a distinguish- 
ed otlieial to the heads ot departments, 
Senators, members of Congress, and oth- 
er eminent persons entitled to an invita- 
tion. In the course of the evening a lady 
whose beauty, accomplishments, fascinat- 
ing manners and reputed wealth attract- 
ed much attention in the fashionable cir- 
cles of Washington, approached Mr. Mar- 
cy. She was leaning on the arm of a dig- 
nitied and courtly gentleman. “Senator,'1 
she said, with a graceful salutation, “1 
cannot resist my desire to renew an ac- 
quaintance with you, once the source of 
great pleasure and profit to me. Do von 
not recognize in me an old lrieud ? 
“Certainly 1 do. You are, or rather 
were, Miss Dubois. 1 am delighted to 
meet you again ; nothing could give me 
greater pleasure,” said Mr. .Marcy utter a 
moment's hesitation. 
“Permit me to introduce to you my 
husband, Mr. 1)-, ot Boston,” said the 
lady. “Mr. D-,” she continued “this is 
the lion. William C. Marcy wU.-.i.» 
Know so well by reputation, lie is an old 
friend ol mine. 1 once doped with him; 
but l trust you will forgive him a- vou 
have me, for it was only an indiscretion 
of our youth.” 
“Such elopements as easily begotten. 
Senator,” said Air. D “especialh 
since the one Mrs. D -alludes to has af- 
forded us a hind ot amusement from oui 
lirst acquaintance.” 
“It was so well managed that neither of 
us knew anything about it until it was all 
oyer,” said Alarcy. 
The story of the elopement soon limnd 
its way into Washington society where it 
was the subject of much merriment 
“Marcy, said President .Jackson, at 
one ot his receptions, at which Mrs. D —- 
and her husband were present, "Alarcv, 
by the eternal, if 1 had been in your place 
I should have given lull occasion for the 
report of an elopement with that splendid 
woman. Why did you not P 
“Because, Mr. President, Iliad my eyes 
on a still lovlier woman—the. luliuv Mr-.. 
Marcy,” was the reply. 
“Ah, that was ail right; an excellent 
explanation,” said the President. 
“I'li.i.kkini;They were coming down 
from Saginaw on the boat, and, as a swell 
rocked the steamer,the young lady scream- 
ed out and crawled around until she seized 
the young man’s arm. “filler yer head 
right here, Susan !” he exclaimed, patting 
his heart with one hand and slipping the 
other round her waist “When a lollow 
loves a girl as 1 love you, he could take 
her on his back and swim eighteen miles 
in a bee line, anil then go home and hoe 
corn till sundown, filler yer head right 
here my love, and it she rains, and hails, 
end thunders blue blazes, don’t you squeal 
one squeal!" “Are you safe she trem- 
blingly inquired. “Sate as a cow tied to 
a brick wall eighteen feet thick, my lovei 
dust lean right over here, slmtyour pearly 
eye5, and feel as contented as if ye set on 
the top rail of the pastur’ fence, waitin’ 
fur a tin peddler to arrow in sight!" She 
“pillercd.” and everybody remarked that 
he looked like a hero. 
Ok Col list:. I his is the deal man 
eli?” inquired the court, as the last pris- 
oner came out. Then raising his voice, 
he asked: 
“(iuilty or not guilty V 
The man held his hand up 1“ his ear 
and replied : 
“You’ll have to talk up loud 
“(iuilty or not? yelled the court. 
“You’ll have to <prak up!” replied the 
man. 
Come here,” ailed out the court, crook- 
ing his linger. 
(letting the prisoner where In- could 
yell in his ear, he continued : 
“i can’t fool around and burst a blood- 
vessel by straining my voice 1 (let out o’ 
here!” 
“Of course—of course” replied the man 
and lie got. 
It takes a woman to rciuii.se a traveling 
agent sometimes. In a neighboring vil- 
lage, the other day, a man ailed on Mr. 
C. at his place of business and wanted to 
sell him a parlororgan. Mr. C. not wish- 
ing to buy, referred him to his wife. On 
the man’s making his business known to 
the lady, she asked him if Mr. C. sent him 
to her. “Yes, ma’am” he replied, "Well 
sir,” said Mrs. 0. “you can just go back 
and tell him that until he can furnish me 
with something besides mackerel to eat, 1 
can make all the music that, is necessary 
around this house.” The agent concluded 
he couldn't sell an organ there, f l’re.sipie 
Isle Sunrise. 
A Good Answeu. The conductor on 
the train which reached Clinton, Ind., Irotn 
the West at 7 o’clock Wednesday evening, 
was so kind to an old lady when she got oil' 
the train at DeWitt, and ho rendered her 
so much assistance in getting her baggage 
to the depot, that a passenger asked him 
if “the old lady was his mother ?” 
“O, no,” was the reply, “but she is 
somebody’s mother.” This is the conduct 
of a true gentleman, anti is in strange 
contrast with that of the shoddy aristocra- 
cy which has grown lip within the last 
i few years. 
Tho Story of the Wandering Jew. 
There are probably persons in every 
country in Europe, although uo complete 
j nation of sect, who still believe in the I Wandering Jew, tho Undying One who 
j wanders eentury after century over the earth’s surface, yearning tor death that 
never comes. Myths live long in the rus- 
tic mind after they have been discarded 
by men ot the world and steady thinkers. 
This is one ot them; and, like most ot the 
others, its origin is lost in obscurity, al- 
though traceable with much probability 
to religious feeling, or to a mistaken ap- 
prehension ot Scriptural passages. 
Rich collections ot manuscripts have 
been carefully examined by competent 
men. to ascertain the most distant date to 
which these legends or myths can he trac- 
ed. f ile oldest document at present known 
on the subject was written about six bun- 
dled and fifty years ago, in the reign of 
ilenrv 111. The Rook of the Chronicle ot 
Sf. Alban's abbey contains the following 
narrative, as of a contemporary event : 
Cue day tin: patriarch or archbishop of 
Armenia arrived at the abbey with a 
small retinae, including an interpreter 
who could make the patriarch and the all- 
hot. intelligible to eacii other. lie had 
visited most ot the celebrated shrines and 
holy places in England, and had now 
come to seethe shrine of St. Alban, lies 
pitably entertained for many days, the 
patriarch held much conversation with 
the abbot and the monks. He was asked, 
amongst other things, whethei he had 
seen or heard aught ot Joseph, a mysteri- 
ous being who was reputed to lu.ve lived 
ever since the early days of Christianity 
I lie Patriarch replied that lid had not oniy 
heard ol this undying one, but had been 
visited by him in Armenia. The stcrytold 
by the wanderer was a solemn on *. On 
the day ot the Crucifixion. Castaphilus 
(another name borne by Joseph,) a port- 
er i.i Pontius Pilate's house, struck Jesus 
on the back with liis hand, and bad ■ him 
mockingly to move on more t|uicklv. A 
severe but mysterious reproof was admin- 
istered to him hi reply: "1 am going, and 
you will wait till my return.” Castaphilus 
lived on century after century, apparent- 
ly no older than at lirst. He became a 
holy and religious man, narrating to bish- 
ops and divines events which lie had wit- 
nessed in the apostolic day-. He was al- 
ways serious, accepted nothing but food 
and raiment Irom his entertainers, and 
I iol;ed out anxiously for the last dav. 
Search appears to have been made in 
vain for any mention of the Wanderer dur- 
ing the iouiteenth and fifteenth centuries; 
but ij 11 ito early in the sixteenth we hear of 
a Wandering Jew who assisted a weaver, 
named Robot, to discover in Pxdieuiia a 
treasure which an ancestor of the weaver 
was reported to have hidden. The Jew is 
described as appearing like a man seventy 
years ol age 
A row years alterwards the scene shills, 
and aecordiug to another legend the Strati 
ger makes liis appearance in Arabia 
When the city ot Elvan was captured, Fad- 
liilali and three hundred horsemen pitch- 
ed their tents in the evening between the 
mountains. When repeating liis prayer 
to Allah and Mohammed, Fadhilah heard 
all his words echoed. Demanding who 
was doing tiiis, Fadhilah saw approach- 
ing him a venerable man like a dervish, 
with stall' in hand. The stranger state 1 
that he came by command of Jesus, who 
had led him to live upon earth till the sec- 
ond advent,. Solar the legend; why the 
apparition appeared to a follower ol Elam 
is not made clear. 
A limit the niiilillei.il the •■mu' century 
[ the Wandering .lew cropped up in 11am- 
j luirg Bishop Fit/.on narrated that, when 
1 
a. v“Uiil', 111,tti, Lo .-\t. u. cliuiv 1» in llivtL 
city a tall barefoot pilgrim, with hair 
hanging ova r his shoulders, standing op- 
posite to the pulpit, listening intently to 
j the sermon, sorrowfully and sighing, and 
often smiling his breast. A rumor spread 
that lie was the same mysterious person 
that had recently been seen in Kugiand, 
Frailer, Italy. Hungary, l'ersiu, Spain, 
I’ulaml, Muscovy, I .apland, Sweden, Hen- 
mark ami Seotlami. Bishop) Ihtzen sought 
him out, and asked him many iptcstions. 
The stranger replied that lie was a Jew, 
Ahasiierus by name, a shoemaker at Je- 
rusalem ; that lie had been present at the 
crucifixion: that he had lived ever since, 
travelling in various parts of (lie world. 
< 'nestioiied liirl 'ii !'. lie declared that he 
had regarded I. -us as a deceiver and a 
heretic, whom lie helped to bring to jus- 
tice: that Jesus, on passing to tho place 
of crucifixion. stood a moment to rest at 
the dioemakcr’s door, borne down by the 
weight ot the cross; that the reprooi came 
In him, “I shall stand and rest, but thou 
shall go to the Last Hay"; that after wit- 
nessing Hie crucifixion, he was struck 
with a forboding that lie would never see 
Ills home again, but would wander from 
country to country as a nnmrnlul pilgrim. 
Returning to Jerusalem many ages after- 
wards, he found its buildings razed to the 
ground, insomuch that lie could recognize 
none ol tile hanilities again ; and he regard- 
ed this as a judgment oiiJiiin for his mis- 
conduct. The bisnop, to test him, iptes- 
tioued him concerning historical events 
which had occurred in I’.urope during fif- 
teen centuries, and (we are assured) re- 
ceived satisfactory answers. He was ab- 
stemious and humble, silent until ipies- 
tioned, and never tarried long in one 
place, lie spoke the languages of all the 
countries lie visited, and—so ends Bishop 
Milzen’s narrative. 
Two papal envoys, sent to Spain about 
Hie time oi Hie 'punish Armada, declared 
on their return that they had seen the 
Wandering Jew at, Madrid, and that lie 
spoke as good Spanish as lie had before 
spoken go.ul Herman at Hamburg. An- 
other Hy ing rumor located him for a time 
at V ieiina. 
France was iniL likely lo be without 
something to say concerning this inexpli- 
cable being. At the beginning of the 
seventeenth century annalists and chroni- 
clers often made mention ot him. We 
next hear of tile I inlying One at Nauni- 
burg, listening intently to a sermon in 
church ; then a second time at Hamburg: 1 
then at Brussels, where we are told to 
believe as follows: Two citizens, walk- 
ing in a wood near that city, met an aged 
man, clad in tattered garments. On in- 
vitation, h took a little refreshment with 
them at an inn, but refused to sit down, 
lie narrated to them many events which 
lie had witnessed centuries before. Ho 
was believed by the Brussels people to be 
the Wandering Jew, but gave himself the 
name ol 1 saae I .aipiedeni. 
Stories of his appearance in Fngland 
within the last three 'centuries are also 
not uncommon, hut are evidently fanci- 
ful, or a result of crazy imposture. For 
example: During or near the reign of 
• iueon Anne, a man made, his appearance 
who claimed to he the Wandering Jew; 
he was laughed at as an impostor by the 
educated, but listened to attentively by 
the ignorant, llis story was, that he had 
been an olliccr of the Sanhedrim; that he 
had struck Jesus as he left the judgment 
ballot Dilate; that he had since travelled 
all over the world; that he was personally 
familiar with the habits and customs of 
the apostles; that he had known the father 
ol Mohammed at Ormuz ; that he had re- 
buked Mohammed lor denying the cruci- 
fixion; that he had known Nero, Saladin, 
Tamerlane, B;fjazct, and the principal 
Crusaders; and that he had the power of 
healing the sick. We are asked to be- 
lieve that learned collegians at Oxford 
and Cambridge tried to detect him as an 
impostor, but tailed. 
Those who have seen or known anything 
of Weber’s wonderful opera of Dor Freis- 
chutz are aware that its plot depends in 
part on the German legend of the Wild 
Huntsman. This legend, it appears, has 
in some instances been mixed up with the 
story of the Wandering Jew; insomuch 
that it is difficult to say where the one 
ends and the other begins. In the Ilarz 
Mountains—a region well suited for the 
birth of superhuman or preterhuman 
myths—the \Y ild Huntsman is believed 
by some of the peasantry to lie the veri- 
table Wanderer himself, but with a little 
change 01 attendant incidents. He is a 
Jew who, eighteen centuries and more 
ago, refused to suffer Jesus to drink our 
ot a river or out ot a horse-trough, but 
contemptuously pointed out to him the 
hoof-print of a horse, in which a little 
water had collected, and bade him utiench 
his thirst therewith. 
Instead ol the Wild Huntsman other 
legends and beliefs have come to be mi\- 
ed up with that oi the Wandering Jew There are parts of France in which the 
sudden roar of a gale at sea is attributed 
to tlie Wanderer passing by theiv. In 
some countries he has been regarded as a 
kind of impersonation of Jews gcneralb.. 
One version ol the story associates him 
with the servant whose ear Peter cut of 
while another considers him rather as the 
impenitent thief. The Gypsies are brought into the mein by some theory, which pro- 
pounds that the onward-moving Strang, r 
belongs to that community, and that he i- doomed to undying life because he refused 
to shelter the Virgin and Child during the 
flight from Egypt In Switzerland, there 
is a popular story to the eflect that the 
\\ andering Jew was one day seen n the 
Matterberg, a spur or ofishoot from the 
Matterhorn, viewing the scene with sor- 
row and wonder that he had once before 
been there, when it was the site <d' a flour- 
ishing city; and that he will once again 
lie there on the eve of the Last l>a\ 
1 lie biblical record of the period ante- 
rior to the Hood, when hitman lile is -,-t, 
down at a duration ol eight or nr e Inin- 
died years, seems to have had something 
to do with many ol the legends relating 
to the 'Vandering Jew. True, there are 
inconsistences in time, place, persi u and 
circumstances in such legend-; but this 
is i.o more than niav reasonable be ex- 
pected. 
That there are audacious impostor-. 
Who have assumed the character d ; 
mysterious being for purposes of tin : 
own, is unquestionable. We hate no- 
ticed one example as having occurred in 
England in the time of (queen Anne; and 
Sir Henry Ellis, in his edition of liraudc'.- 
Popular Antiquities, mentions another ot 
much more recent dale: remember 
having seen one ol these impostors some 
years ago in the north ol England, who 
presented a very hermit-like appearance, 
and went up and down the streets ot 
Newcastle with a long train of Ino s at 
his heels, mattering "Poor Joint alone, 
alone; poor John alone!" I thought he 
pronounced his name in a manner -icgu 
larly plaintive. Another untie",■ li v thought 
the name sounded more iike ■r.or.f 
alone!” and another, "Poor .lev.- al ne 
Need we marvel that the -o.rv of the 
Wandering Jew has been full ot all;., 
lion for poets and painters':1 It is pi-t tin- 
sort ot subject on which the imagination 
has plenty of material to work upon An 
old ballad relating to it is given in liislmp 
Percy’s "Heliques;” the poem of I he 
Undying One” is built upon it; so i-- , 
lathiel,” and so is Eugeni- Sue -‘Juit 
Errant,” lounded mainly on an old 
iection of popular Trench ballads and 
metrical stories, l’lie lii-v. Earing (iouhl 
has devoted much attention to the subject, 
but more with the view ot collecting and 
comparing the various myths and legends 
than of presenting any of them in a pi. 
etical or fanciful form. In our own dav, 
(Instate Dore has presented Lin- world 
with twelve wonderful designs, in which 
his exuberant fancy has depicted the Wan- 
dering Jew in many supposed incidents 
of his undying career. There is the -In-, 
maker at his shop-door, gazing at the 
solemn procession to tin- place ol crucifix 
ion, after the awful words had been tit 
tered to him. There is the wild scene i-i 
which lie is walking on during a raging 
storm, and startled at seeing a crucifix by 
the wayside. There is the town scene-, 
with men and boys assembling to -o- tin 
Wanderer pass by. There i- tin- s-i-m- 
outside the alehouse with burg In rs mock- 
ingly' asking him to drink. There is the 
dismal seem; of the barefoot pilgrim, wad- 
ing through marsh and slough, his tat- 
tered garments blown about by the wind 
There is the churchyard, with the cloud- 
mysteriously made up of beings ecle-ti i! 
| and terrestrial, to typify the thoughts oc- 
cupying his mind at licit moment Then 
is tiie-mountain scene, with trees similar- 
ly presenting half human outlines; and 
another wherein angels and t'alvnrv un- 
seen among the clouds. 'Then- i- ab-ri. 
ble battle Held, in which slaughter is go- 
ing on all around him ; while he, the Un- 
dying One, cannot give up life i-v, u if he 
would; and the shipwreck, in which all 
are lost but lie There i- the valley Tull 
ot snakes and hideous reptiles, none ot 
which can put an end to his lonely exi-t- 
enee. l.astlyg then- i- the Day id' Judg- 
ment, in which Don's rich imagination 
has titli scope. 
All Appropriate Hymn. 
Tins following incident occurred in a 
New England oily not more than thirty 
miles iron liostou. as the crow llies: 
Elder (i-•, who has been .Mayor "i 
the city in which lie resides, is a -Icdg-- 
hammer preacher id'tle> free-will bap- 
tist persuasion, highly esteem'd, stamlin .' 
seme six feet two in the community, ui.d 
moreover, is noted as a revAalist of the 
John Knox pattern, giving ire. pent mu 
pliasis to Ids exhortation by sturdy blows 
upon the pulpit. As a result of his earn 
ost preaching, lie lias seiMi-occasionally a 
large number to baptize in the ri\ er w hi-h 
pleasantly meanders along the southern 
limits ot the city In a recent batch lie 
immersed was a colored woman weigh 
ing in the vicinity of turn hundred pounds 
She was tile last one to "Io>V her guilty 
stains," and as a verse had been sung by 
the assembled church choir at the baptism 
ot the other candidates for church prefi 
ment, the choir started up with, ere tin 
elder had fairly concluded the sentence 
commencing, baptize thee." 
The morning light is biviodug ! 
The darkness tlieippeais.' 
What made the matter more ludicrou 
just as the choir uttered "the darkness dis- 
appears.” the head of the colored woman 
went under the water with a tremendous 
souse. The spectators were convulsed 
with laughter; to suppress it was impos- 
sible. It was the beliel of some present, 
who knew the wit and eccentricities ot 
the elder, that he had selected the verse 
sung when the sable convert was baptis- 
ed ; but as to the truth of this, “deponent 
saith nut.” [Harper’s Magazine. 
An I.w.uknsi: Cijihx, A Montreal di- 
patch says: 1 lie prepcrations for the in- 
terment ot Guihord are being proseeu'teil 
with vigor. The stone sarcophagus in 
which (luiborti’s remains arc to lie inclos- 
ed is being made by Mr. Robert Reid, ot 
this city, one of the most skilful worker' 
in marble in Canada. The two blocks of 
Montreal limestone Irom which the eollin 
is to be made were cut in the ipiarry at 
Cote St. J.ouis. Each stone is seven tec! 
long, four feet wide, and about two tcet 
thick. In each stone a cavity is to be cut 
of sutlicient width and depth to hold the 
eollin in which Guibord's body is now en- 
closed. The wooden eollin having been 
placed in one of the cavities, tile two 
stones will tie accurately litted to each 
other and fastened together with heavy 
iron bolts driven through each stone and 
riveted at each end. The whole surface 
of the sarcophagus will then be covered 
with a layer ot Portland cement, mixed 
with scrap iron, ot a thickness suiliciont 
to resist the most powerful drills. Tin- 
stone eollin will weigh nearly nine tons 
Mr. Reid expects to have it completed on 
Saturday next. The interment will be 
made within two or throe days alter the 
completion ot the eollin. 
The Springfield (Mass.) Republican 
records this: General Washington non 
and then took notice of singnlar facts in 
natural history. Two years before his 
death old Colonel Perkins, of ISoston, 
then a young gentleman, visited him at 
Mount Vernon. As ho was sitting with 
young Perkins on the veranda which over- 
looked the Potomac, a toad hopped along 
on the ground near them, “which led him 
to ask me,” says Colonel Perkins,"it 1 had 
ever observed the reptile swallow a tire- 
fly. Upon my answering in the negative, 
he told me that he had, and that from the 
thinness of the skin ot the toad he had 
seen tho light ot the lire-fly after it had 
been swallowed. This was a new and to 
me a surprising fact in natural history.” 
Gov. Heudricks on the Money Power* 
The distinguished Chief Magistrate of 
Indiana, having been invited to address 
the people of Philadelphia, spoke at Con- 
cert Hall, lie devoted his remarks main- 
ly to the money issues of the c unpaign. 
Wo make the following extracts: 
An Eastern magistrate had before him three 
young men to debate upon the strongest inltu- 
cnees jn an Eastern kingdom, first, whether 
rnoiiov was tlie stronger' second, whether wo- 
man was the stronger, anil, third, whether 
truth was the stronger? The debate went on, 
and when it was closed the judges hearing it 
d. eid"d that truth was the stronger, and tile 
king threw the gold chain around the neck of 
tile \ outli \\ ho ad\oeateil it. 
I'll VI IS 1 Alt BACK IN III I’- WOBKPS HIS- j 
TOBY. 
\Y< < .win* down now tothe ellulgent light of the 
loth century—of our higher civilization. How 
i«. jt now? Is money or truth stronger in this 
tree eountrv of ours? You are to settle that 
question when you come to the polls next 
month. How does this debate stand before the 
people of Pennsylvania? For many years the 
political police of the state and the nation has 
Keen shaped by the republican party. In the 
congress of the I'nited Slates it had a majority 
which defied the presidential veto and delied the 
inlhience of the vote of the democrats. They 
have controlled and fashioned politics in this 
state where they controlled the public appropri- 
ations. How is it then to come before Hie intel- 
ligent people of Pennsylvania? Shall thev con- 1 
timic m this power? *Or shall they render an 
account of their exercise of it in the past '.- Who 
-a\s the democracy are on the defensive? We 
have not bn n in power and could not control 
1 he public police, l'liey have: and for whatever 
consequences have followed from their policy 
tin are chargeable. A few years ago, and 
:n ilu \ claimed, their policy was benctieial. 
Tin- eiirrenev was good in all parts of the 
< oimtry. High wages prevailed and labor was 
productive. Kverything was prosperous, and 
tiIe\ were entitled to the credit. This was 1 lie 
-"tilt. the\ -aid of republican government and 
administration. I conceded it.. Put as they 
claimed the reward for prosperity then, so now, 
when we are surrounded not bv prosperity but 
Py adversity, tie must b\ all fair reasoning Ik* 
Jield responsible. And let them a •count for 
the onditiou in which we liml oursei w•>. Why 
is ii that labor setks employment and not em- 
ployment labor? \\ In is it that the products 
i)[ the country seek a market instead of the 
niarkei seeking the products? Why is it that 
ni > r\ part of ibis great country hard times 
ln-ard in r\ err part of tin- land except in par- 
iieiilar laiiiilie-? And in -neb a country as no 
oilier people can boast, when every acre of soil 
is productive, when we ought to be all prosper- 
\\ h\ arc we not prosperous? Let the 
publican managers who a>k a continuance in 
wi r an-wer that question. lie fore they can 
: li e allot Ini' step in advance they must satisfy 
the peoplt that they have honestly and fairly 
•-iv.it ilie prosperity of this great country, 
li-ive lbev made that answer? In this citv. 
-lair ami nation have they shown their lvspon- 
I» i I i I for the expenses being s,» great, aye, 
enormous—that fixation is so burdensome, the 
earnings of labor so contracted? Let them an- 
swer that question before they demand a con- 
1 imianee of power. 
<»t LOTIONS TU HI'. ANSWIiKI 1* NuV 
1Tj«■ i'«• .1 r- some questions which should he an- 
-wcrrd now—not as if the democracy occupied 
iu ltd- controversy a defensive position—hut 
upon tlic (air argument that tie* party which 
ha- had tic power must respond to tlx* people 
!"• the manner in which that power lias been 
u'ivm'i!, In respect to the linauces of the 
countrv. 1 have a little to say to you to-night 
w ith ri t> reie-c to any policy of the democratic 
partv. When that party comes into power it 
will be its mission *.o promote the business and 
tiie » nierprisc of this country by a great cur- 
rency. siiilieieiit lor its business, [great checr- 
ing] a good currency: but the question to-night 
i>. what i- tin* policy of the republican party in 
lv-pect t«i the linam-e ol the country? And that 
policy, in iny judgment, is found iu two acts of 
congress. Tin first of tlu-se. passed on the 14th 
da> of June. !Nil, provided for free banking, but 
at the same time it provide] that the greenback 
‘•urronev of this country should remain at three 
aindicd and eighty-two millions of dollars 
>dsj,oo<.»,ouo t. When the debate upon that bill 
was progre—ing, a distinguish'd senator an- 
nounced to the Senate that the fair construction 
of the measure would b«* that there was to be 
no reduction of the greenback currency below 
ooo.ooo, and that statement was made by 
a senator from my own state, a republican sen- 
ator. They passed the bill, and the country 
acquiesced in it in 11>< belief that that law, es- 
pecially lbr the time, did lix the greenback cur- 
rency at s:i>-j.ooo.ooo. Hut before eight months 
rolled around a new measure was introduced 
into 1 lie congress of the I nited states—a meas- 
ure contrary to the policy of the act of 1-S74. 1 
speak now of the act of the 14th day of January, 
1*7‘». commonly known as the resumption law 
—a law providing for a return to specie pay- 
ment-. 1 have a little to say to you ip respect 
to that law. It received the vote of every re- 
publican senator except one. Every democrat 
iu tin > nate voted against it. and. I believe, 
ev ery democrat iu tiie house also voted against 
it. h was a square parly issue. And why, 1 
a-k you, was il W,: lluvl tin- .uiswei 
to that query in a speccti that was made in the 
slate of Ohio, verv recently, by 31 r. Senator 
Sherman, chairman of tin* linance committee of 
the Senate. J1- stated in his speech, in opening 
tin canvas- in Ohio, that the act of January last 
was pa--cil because tin* fortunes of the repub- 
iean tarty required it. lie stated in that speech 
that a year ago the republican party went into 
tin* contest in all the elections in the country 
without any policy upon the linauces, and that 
thev were beaten all along the line, and that 
when they met in congress the following ses- 
sion thev had been taught by those defeats the 
necessity of having a policy, and so they decid- 
ed upon this bill as 
1 III'. Pol.I< Y <>l TIIK KKITIJLICAX I’AIITY: 
and Mr. Sherman, in the speech to which I re- 
fer, tat' « 1 t<> th«* people of Ohio that that bill 
ma*it a lixed policy and that there was no step 
backward. M v opinion i- that from that bill 
tin re will !•<• “a step backward." [Deafening 
he- I -. It i- ratlier extraordinary that a lead- 
ing m< mber of a great political party should 
'ay i" the people that a bill lias been passed to 
e-taldish apart) policy; and yet the chairman 
<4 the tinanei- committee of the 1 nited Slate.', 
Senate'ays to the people of the country, “the 
republican party needed a policy, and therefore 
\\|- passed the linuiiee bill of ,January, l"~o." 
Now. what is that bill ? The lirst section of 
the bill direet> the secretary of the treasury to 
l' d'-em the fractional currency of the country 
and 'Upply it- place with silver coin. The last 
section of th«- bill directs that In* shall redeem 
on the lir-t dav of January, 1*70, all the out- 
standing legal tender notes with gold. Now 
tiie fractional currency last month, according to 
the report of the treasury department, was 
a In ‘ill >11 .ooo.ooo. and the legal tenders amount- 
ed to 'rJ7J.ooo.oou. So thi- resumption law of 
la-i winter requires that with coin the curreii- 
« '• f the eountrv shall be taken lip and re- 
deemed to a sum amounting to more than #K)b,- 
ooo. ioo. The question recurs to each of you, 
how i> the secretary of the treasury to redeem 
in- um-iiey uf the country with coin? There 
i- no gold in tie- treasury for that purpose; 
tli i1 i- no -il\ oi the treasury for the purpose 
4' redeeming the fractional currency. That 
very quest inu presented itself to congress as it 
pi nt- i; -• it to your minds to-night, and there- 
lore in tlie la-t seetion of the bill congress pro- 
el- that the -eeretai ) of the treasury, in order 
t" redeem with coin, shall sell I'nited Slates 
bonds in such quantity us shall be sullicient to 
liable him to do this. In order to raise the 
-"Id an.I silver with which to take up the frac- 
'i’Oial currency and the legal-tender notes the 
-< eretary of the treasury will probably be re- 
quired to sell I’nited States live per cent, bonds 
amounting to $400,000,000; and 
in j>um:< t effect of this mi.i. 
i- Jn liirivasc the national debt in gold-bearing 
bond-, al 11k* interest of live per cent., to the 
extent o! >10(1.000,000, and to increase tin* an- 
nual interest in gold at the rate of $20,000,000. 
In iny statement on a former occasion J estima- 
ted it at about $17,000,000. but the report made 
in September authorize* the conclusion that it 
will require a sale of bonds exceeding $400,000.- 
ooo, and the increase of our annual interest 
about $20,000,000. Are you prepared for that, 
Joy countrymen? Are tile men of Pennsylva- 
nia prepared to add to the gold debt of the 
•ountry the enormous sum of $400,000,000 for 
lie- purpose of taking up the legal tender and 
1 raetional currency of the country? Jt is an im- 
portant question, but a very material inquiry 
in connection with it is this: ‘'Where are these 
bond- sold r' Of the bonds already sold I sup- 
pose that up to this time not one single bond has been sold in t he United States. It has been 
the policy of this administration to negotiate 1 
the sal** of our bonds abroad. That negotiation 
lakes place through a combination of banks 
called the syndicate; and the bonds are not sent 
to Philadelphia, they are not sent to New York, 
they are not sent to Indianapolis, inviting the 
people of this country to purchase them, but 
they are sent directly to England and sold to 
foreigners; and the effect is to add to our for- 
eign debt $400,000,000 and to our annual inter- 
est abroad $20,000,000. Are you prepared tor 
this? Some men talk about the democracy not 
being true to the public credit. 1 say that the 
man who unnecessarily proposes to increase 
the national debt — the interest-bearing, ,the 
gold-bearing debt of the country abroad—is, of 
all men, the man who endangers the public 
credit. [Series of cheers.] Who, I ask, wants t he legal-tenders all to be redeemed when by so doing you bring about such an increase of our national debt and such an increase of our annu- 
al interest abroad? Have the people asked this? i oil have, perhaps, in your pocket a legal ten- der.' Have you asked congress to make provis- 
ion lor borrowing gold lbr the redemption of I that legal tender.' Are you not satisfied with 
the legal tender as a currency? I would rejoice if all the paper currency were equal to gold, and I look forward to the time when all the 
money of the country shall be 
OF EQUAL VALUE WITH GOLD. 
rClieers.l l!ut I do not look for the attainment 
of that desirable result through the borrowing of gold. 1 do not believe that a permanent, sure 
and reliable return to specie payment can be 
accomplished upon borrowed gold. 1 think 
that before we return to specie payment we will liave to have in this country gold that will 
remain in tiiis country. [Applause.] Four 
hundred millions of increase to our debt for the 
purpose of taking up the legal tenders? The 
legal tenders will lie made par with gold when 
we shall have restored the industries of this 
country and returned to economy in all expen- 
ditures, public and private, so that the ten- 
dency of gold shall be toward our own shores 
and not from us. [Applause.] For the pres- 
ent, what objection have you to the legal ten- 
dors? The only objection is that they are not 
on par with gold. Ilaye not the legal tenders 
been the active and faithful servant of the peo- 
ple? Have you stopped to consider the cir- 
cumstances under which they were issued? It 
was in 1S02 that the first legal tenders were pro- 
vided for. At that time there was not sufficient 
gold in the country to meet the requirements 
of the public service. The soldiers upon the 
line of battle could not be paid in gold, because 
tiie government could not obtain gold in sutli- 
eiciw jiiantity ; and to meet t hat exigency of the 
pubiic service the act of February, was 
passed, authorizing the issue of the legal fin- 
ders, and they were issued. Upon their face, 
although there is the promise of the govern- 
ment to pay, upon the back of them is stamped 
the quality of money, that they shall be a legal 
tender: and the act of congress declares them 
to be lawful money. Why was that doner Be- 
cause the soldier receiving this money down 
upon the line of battle needed to send it home to 
his wife that she might pay otf his debts, that it 
might meet the necessities of the family ; and so 
it became necessary in order to promote tin- 
public service that upon these bills should be 
stamped the quality ot money; that it should 
pass as money, and it paid tin* soldier, paid the 
soldiers' debts, and from that time to this it has 
been the active servant of the people. From 
pocket to pocket it lias gone, and oh, how 
many stories his bill could tell U'it only had ears 
to hear and a mouth to speak! [Laughter and 
cheers.J How many debts it has paid otf, how 
much property it has purchased; but it lias 
never been stopped or questioned until now. 
Bight now. when the 
COl N IKY IS IN Tin; MIPS OK A l‘AN It', 
when all industry is stagnant—now it is pro- 
posed to declare this to he bad money, ques- 
tionable money—and even it is said that go\- 
ernment must increase our national debt in 
order to redeem it. 1 would be glad if that bill 
were equal in value with gold, but with great 
respect to congress I do not believe that it is 
within tin* power of the congress of the United 
States to make my dollar bill equal to your gold 
dollar, unless the laws of trad*1 and commerce 
give it that value. [Tumultous enthusiasm, 
culminating in a .series of cheer>.] And when 
any political party tells you that that can be ac- 
complished by an arbitrary edict of congress, 
they mislead the people. There is a higher 
power than congress—it is the power of the 
trade and commerce of the country. Hut let 
us look al some of tin* other consequences of 
the bill, lit the tirst place, in myjinlgmciit.it 
is to produce a contraction of the eimvmy of 
the country which the business of tin* country 
can not endure. As the first day of-January. 
lsTik the time for the redemption of greenbacks, 
shall approach, what will be the natural clleet 
of the law? Uvery man who has money that 
he wishes to lay aside and keep mil of active 
employment and industry will put that money 
into greenbacks, so that he may have the hem- 
tit of the advancing value, and thus the banks, 
that have to redeem their currency in gold 01 
in legal tenders, will put away the greenbacks 
to meet the exigency when gold alone ivinai’.- 
av ailable for redemption. The effect of tin hill 
is to retire the legal tender currency of tin* 
country, and to reduce the currency upon which 
the business and enterprise of tin country is 
carried on from one-third one-half at least. 
What is the advantage of it? What has been 
the clleet of it up to this lime? 1 believe that 
when this bill was passed gold was about ten 
or eleven cents. It is to-day. as I understand, 
fifteen rents. This policy of the republican par- 
ly in congress that was intended to bring gold 
and paper nearer together has had the clleet to 
increase the distance between the two. The 
speaker then dwelt at some length on the poli- 
cy of the republican financiers in placing our 
loans all in foreign markets, and attributed a 
great deal of our present monetary and busi- 
ness condition to that policy alone. 1 don't 
know how it is with other countries, said lie, 
but i considered that our fathers discovered 
the true theory of our government—that all na- 
tional matters and our relations with loreign 
governments should 1m* left with the f derai 
authority, ami for these purpose*, tin* govern- 
ment of the United .States i< < io lied with full 
power. Hut in respect to local mutters, domes- 
tic policy’, the home like atf.ur< of the people 
shall be left to the «da’ -s. W here we have 
stood by that doctrine Jhaven has bless,-d us. 
and the earth has given up its richest treas- 
ure*. [Applause.] 
A Trade with Bank Rubbers. 
Shortly alter the Winthrop bank rub- 
bery, .Joshua Taggart of Philadelphia, a 
well-known detective, being in Boston, 
was led to visit Winthrop, and while there 
satisfied himself that the job was done bv 
one of two parties whom he knew. The 
bank ollicers had made such arrangements 
with other detectives that they were not 
in a position to avail themselves of Tag- 
gart’s services. On bis return to Philadel- 
phia he wrote tiie ollicers tor a description 
of the robbers, which was sent him. A 
few days after he again wrote the ollicers 
and requested them to send one ol their 
number to Philadelphia at once with au- 
j thority to act. lire trustees ol the bank decided to com- 
ply, and September (ith Col. C. A. Wing 
st.-irtnit t,,r Pliibnlolplii iw 1,1., .,‘i 
there lie learned that Taggart had been | approached by a middleman in the inter- 
j ests of the robbers, tvho desired to treat 
respecting the restoration ol a part of the 
property. An arrangement was made for 
a meeting by Col. Wing, which took place 
September 'Jth. In the course of a lengthy 
conversation concerning the details of the 
transfer, the mediator said that the ar- 
rangement could not embrace the govern- 
ment bonds nor the currency taken, but it 
would embrace all the other securities. 
Col. Wing said : “If this be the fact 1 don’t, 
know as 1 have any furl her business with 
this man. 1 here were a few minutes of 
silence, during which the man maintained 
an appearance of absolute indifference, as 
he smoked Ids cigar and twirled a cane 
which he carried. Thu .silence was brok- 
en by Taggart, who said to the man. 
“Can’t a portion of the government bonds 
lie reached in some way?” “Xo,” was 
the reply, “they cannot.” Col. W ing then 
said: “Inasmuch as I am here, we mav 
as well see upon what terms you propose 
to give up the other securities.” to which 
the man replied, “My directions are twen- 
ty per cent.” 
Colonel Wing limn raised the question 
whether the twenty per cent, had refer- 
ence to tiie lace of the bonds or their mark- 
et value, remarking that a portion of the 
bonds had greatly depreciated in value 
since their purchase by the banks. The 
mail coolly replied: “As a business man 
1 should say the twenty per cent, should 
apply to the market value of the bonds.” 
Colonel Wing then inquired it this pro- 
position was his ultimatum. "Yes.” said 
the man, “these are my instructions.” 
Colonel Wing then suggested to fag- 
gart an adjournment of the interview to 
three hours later in the afternoon, at an- 
other place, ot which suggestion Taggart 
approved, and it was agreed upon. 
During the intermediate time it appears 
that Taggart saw the mail at the instance 
of Colonel Wing, whose object wastb.it 
he might get the very best terms on which 
a restitution of the property might be 
made. 
At the time lived for the next meet- 
ing Taggart communicated t<> Col. Wing 
the best and only terms on which the 
property could be restored, Taggart act- 
ing as the mouthpiece of the man who was 
not present. lie reported that $10,000 
must be paid, and that all the property 
would be given up excepting the stolen 
currency and the government bonds, which 
he (Taggart) was satisfied had been dis- 
posed of by the robbers and was beyond 
their reach. 
Col. Wing asked time of Taggart to re- 
port the result of his mission to the Trus- 
tees of the liank, and see whether they would accept or decline the proposition”, 
and Col. Wing returned to Maine. After 
reporting the result of his doings the bank 
officers were unanimously of the opinion that terms proposed should be accepted. 
The appointment ol a receiver by the 
court then pending, it was decided to wait 
a while until the appointment was made, 
and it was necessary that the receiver, in 
whose hands the affairs of the bank would 
be placed, should act in conjunction with the trustees of the bank. 
M hen the arrangements were complet- ed at Winthrop, Col. Wing notified the de- 
tective, Mr. Taggart, that he was prepar- ed to pay the $10,000. Taggart put him- 
sell into communication with the middle- 
man, the result ol which was an appoint- 
ment between the three parties to meet 
in New York at a given place on one of 
the streets in the upper part ol the city. 
There they met a day or two ago. Col. 
W ing asked the middleman il lie had the 
securities, when the middleman produced 
a bundle. Then Col. Wing handed over the 
$10,000, which the middleman permitted 
to lay on the table until Col. Wing had ex- 
amined the securities by schedule and 
found them all right. The man then de- 
parted with the money, and Col. Wing 
returned to Winthrop with the securities. 
[Press. 
San Francisco. Oct. .‘JO. A despatch 
from Virginia City says building is going 
on rapidly. The burnt district is dotted 
with shanties. Work is plenty, wages high and the people are recovering their spirits. Relief is coming in freely, and as soon as 
provisions and money aro plenty no more aid will be needed. The town will be all 
right in a week or two. The relict move- 
ment is going on actively here 
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Let Them be Recalled. 
From tin- Frog. Ago, Oct. v's. 
Our statutes provide a method tor tlie selec- 
tion of grand juries, who, when legally drawn, 
arc to serve at every term of court during the 
year, when criminal business may be transact- 
ed. Before entering upon their duties, they are 
required solemnly to swear, to diligently in- 
quire, and due presentment make of all Tnat- 
Ut- and tilings given them in charge; that thex 
\\ ill present no man for envy, hatred or malice; | 
nor leave any man unpresented lor love, fear, j 
favor, affection or hope of reward; hut will j 
present things truly as they come to their 
knowledge, according to the best of their un- ! 
d- i-lan.ling; and, moreover, that they will 
lo p the State’s counsel and their own secret. 
I'lie statute further provides that, in ease Ihey 
are dismissed before court adjourns, they may 
he summoned again. 
Now, xve move the court that the Grand jury 
impanneled at this present term he summoned 
again: for from a public speech made by one of! 
their number, last Sabbath, in a temperance ! 
meeting in thi> city, it manil'otly appears that 
they did not diligently inquire nor due present- 
ment make of matters given them; in other 
xvords. that, laboring under some strange bias, 
they did not duly consider or deliberately weigh 
the testimony xvhieli was then and there given 
in before them. As a specitieation, xve repeat 
one of those made by the aforesaid grandjury- 
man. to wit: that in a hearing had upon com- 
plaint against a certain alleged liquor seller, in 
the city of Belfast, more than txvclve persons, 
of laxx iul age, positively testitied to acts of sale 
of intoxicating liquor by him at different times 
within eighteen months, some of them being 
quite recent: and that, although the character 
tor veracity of those witnesses xvas certilied to 
l»x one of the jurors present, nine of the panel, 
being one ball the number of said panel, voted 
against tiuding any bill, to the insult of justice | 
and thereby subjecting the whole panel to pub- 1 
lie scandal. * 
Other facts stated by him, or xvhieli have 
otherwise transpired, tend to show that the 
protesting members of the panel xve re laboring 
under a grave misapprehension in regard to 
the weight to be given to unimpeachable testi- 
mony or that their minds were laboring under 
a i>< rttlinr bias. One is that they concurred in 
finding a bill against a man belonging in the 
city of Ni1 xxT York, for a sale by xvholesale by | 
>amh!e upon the testimony of but one witness, 
and be a man against whom complaint fur ille- 
gal selling xvas then a*id there pending before 
'aid panel: also that they concurred in finding 
a bill against an obscure and uninlluential li- 
quor seller in one of the back towns, upon tes- 
timony far le>> xveighty than that given in the 
ease of the alleged liquor seller in this city. 
What could this singular bias have arisen from? 
Now xve propose to put certain things to- 
gether merely to see how they will look. First, 
txvo of the members of tin* jury were, at the 
recent State election, elected to county offices 
in thi< county ; second, that the influence which 
was exerty.i <»...»!, thi. mid the vote gixen I'M' them in the city, was tUioiiv t,lu.,i 
in securing their election as well as the rest of 
tin* democrate* ticket. Third, that the demo- 
crat' engaged in the liquor traffic put forth 
special effort' to carry the election, while those 
heretofore republicans, who are alleged to be 
engaged in the traffic, in this city, declined to 
go to the polls, and they thus indirectly con- 
tributed to the election of the democratic ticket. 
Now xve don’t say that these facts are in any 
xv ax, dependent on each other. Nor do xve say 
lew any member of that panel voted in the 
given ease; nor do xve know, except from liear- 
iy. that the panel xvas equally divided, politi- 
cally. But inasmuch as the acts of the panel 
have been made public, greatly'to its discredit 
in our law abiding community,\ve suggest that 
the jury be recalled to explain their partiality 
as between liquor sellers; and xvliy the testi- 
mony of one xvitness, in one ease, should out- 
x\ mb txvclve or more in another ease; also to 
reviexv their action, generally, to see if they 
have not acted under some political or other 
improper bias, which justly exposes their panel 
to public scandal. 
Tin; sxvorn obligations of members of 
tin* grand jury are correctly stated in the 
above article, so far as it goes. But the 
particular obligation of secrecy in respect 
L<» proceedings in the jury room has much 
more stress than is there made to appear, 
fin* revised statutes of Maine leave no 
doubt on the subject, in chapter l:»i. sec- ! 
tion s, which declare^— 
No grand juror or officer of the court shall 
disclose that an indictment for felony is found 
against am person not in custody or under re- 
cognizance, except by issuing process tor his 
arrest, unt il he is arrested: nor shall any grand 
juror state how any member of the jury* voted, 
>r what opinion he expressed, on any question 
before them; and the court in charging such 
jury shall impress on their minds the provisions 
of this section. 
All writers upon law and the rules of 
evidence are agreed in sustaining the wis- 
dom of these provisions. (Ireenleaf on 
Kvidenee comments upon these provisions 
as necessary to a wise public policy’, say- 
ing— 
It is the policy of the law that the preliminary 
inquiry, as to the guilt or innocence of a party 
licensed, should he secretly conducted; ail.I in furtherance ot this object every grand juror is 
"Worn to secrecy. One reason* may he, to pre- 
vent the escape of the party, should he know 
that proceedings were in train against him; another may be, to secure freedom of delibera- 
tion and opinion among the grand jurors, which 
would be impaired if the part taken by each 
nlight be made known to the accused. A third 
reason may be, to prevent the testimony pro- 
duced, before them from being contradicted at the trial of the indictment, by subornation of 
perjury on the part of the accused. (Jraml ju- 
rors are not; permitted to disclose who agreed 
to tintl the bill of indictment, or who did not 
agree: nor to detail the evidence on which the 
accusation was founded. 
1 lie wisdom ol those provisions will he 
seen in the very newspaper article upon 
which we are commenting. The inten- 
tion is, that entire freedom of delibera- 
tion shall be had among jurors, without 
fear of being exposed to the hatred or re- 
sentment of those whom they may pre- 
sent, or the accusers ot those against 
whom they may fail to find indictments. 
It will be seen that these disclosures were 
made at a temperance meeting—a gath- 
ering of that class which set on foot the 
complaints against the liquor dealers. At 
once tiie anger of this class is aroused 
towards the jurors who are said to have 
voted against indictment. And not only 
that, but the Age, a paper not specially 
friendly to temperance, tries to use tiie 
occasion to arouse party hatred against a 
portion ot the panel. So the indiscretion 
of the speech-making juror bears swift 
fruit. If the jury should bo recalled, as 
suggested, tiie heaviest censure of the 
court would be likely to fall upon the 
member of tiie panel who had not only 
disclosed the proceedings he had sworn 
to keep secret, but had done so in a pub- 
lic assemblage, in violation of his own 
oath and in contempt of the court, be- 
tween such a misdemeanor and the fail- 
ure to find a bill upon suflicient evidence, 
there is little to choose, so far as the en- 
forcement of laws and file well being of 
society are concerned. 
No grand juror can be justified in vot- 
ing against an indictment for tiie reason 
alone that lie does not approve the statute 
under which a complaint is made, llis 
oath and conscience should bar him from 
such a course. The remedy for a bad law 
is to be lound in other directions, and a 
repeal is much more likely to be aided by 
enforcement than a contrary course. But 
there are many proper and lawful consid- 
erations which may operate on the minds 
of jurors towards the negative—the cred- 
ibility ol witnesses, the motives of com- 
plainants, the probabilities ot conviction 
under the testimony, the trivial nature of 
complaints, &e. For these they cannot 
be brought to account, lor they are mat- 
ters of conscience. 
The most serious portion ol the charges 
made by the l’rog. Age are those which 
remain to be noticed, and which mean, if 
they mean anything, that two Democratic 
members who had been drawn before the 
state election, and were candidates tor 
county offices, made a corrupt bargain, 
by themselves or others, whereby their 
action and influence as jurors were sold 
for votes. The two Democratic members 
who have just been elected to bounty cili- 
ces are Crosby Fowler, of Unity, County 
Commissioner, and Richard II. Moody, ol 
Belfast, County Treasurer. Mr. Fowler is 
one of the most substantial farmers of 
Waldo county, and one ol the most honor- 
ed and respected citizens of his town. Mr. 
Moody is a young man, a druggist, ol ex- 
cellent character and reputation in all re- 
spects. Such men.about to be called to the 
discharge of positions of trust,ought not to 
lie assailed in such loose, slang-wlianging 
style, without some real cause. The accu- 
sation is a most serious one. for if true it 
strikes at the very foundation of morality, 
law and order. If it is not true, as there is 
every reason to believe1, then the accusers 
should he exposed and punished. Rut it 
is very probable, if an investigation shall 
he had, that the man whose memory could 
not retain an oath of secrecy between the 
jury room and an evening meeting, will 
not be found entirely trustworthy in other 
respects. And it may also he made to ap- 
pear that the editor ot the Ago on elec- 
tion day made fruitless attempts to rally 
to the polls ‘‘those heretofore republicans 
who are alleged to be engaged in the traf- 
fic in this city”—and hence these tears 
over the corruption and degeneracy of the 
jury. The Age has doubtless gone the 
longest distance for the smallest load ot 
spite this time, of any instance since its 
one horse team took the road. 
The Age has called upon the Court to 
investigate the action of the grand jury, 
and made its charges, it the suggestion 
is not acted upon, it will evidently be be- 
cause they are regarded as untrue, and 
instigated by malice. In that case the ac- 
cusation will stand for what it is worth, 
for the other jurors will respect their oaths 
of secrecy, even at the expense of hear- 
ing the calumnies of the Age and its open 
mouthed informant. 
Grant anil His Now Secretary. 
The appointment ol Chandler to the po- 
sition of Secretary of the Interior, made 
vacant by the forced resignation of the 
hero of the big Indian steal, does not ap- 
pear to be ■popular at the West. The .Mis- 
souri Republican says: 
The surprise which the appointment of 
Chandler has occasioned among even the 
warmest friends of the administration, 
oooivi.’ to u.' onf ii’oli* ****/Hi 0...1 w. In- 
deed, there would have been much great- 
er occasion for astonishment it this ap- 
pointment, or one similar to it, had not 
been made. Certainly, after six years of 
Grant nobody ought to be so dull as not 
to understand the most marked and re- 
markable peculiarities of his official char- 
acter. Mot only has lie evinced from the 
beginning a settled antipathy to really ca- 
pable men, and never, except in one or 
two instances, allowed himself to be asso- 
ciated with anything above the rank of 
amiable mediocrity, but he has taken es- 
pecial pains to colder his patronage upon 
those members of bis own party which 
the people have formally anil emphati- 
cally repudiated. He has literally trans- 
formed our civil service, abroad as well 
as at home, into a hospital lor decayed 
and crippled politicians. The fact that 
the communities which knew these inva- 
lids best and employed them longest bail 
remanded them to the. harmless obscurity 
ol private life, has always been, in his es- 
timation, an all-sullieient reason why they 
should be placed in positions of honor and 
trust at the expense ol the nation. 11 one 
party hack has been kicked out of the 
lower house by his disgusted constitu- 
ents, he finds a salve lor his wounds and 
a reinforcement for his pocket in a for- 
eign mission. If another is distanced in 
a gubernatorial race, he is stabled and 
groomed in a tat eollectorship. 11 a third 
is gently removed from the senate by an 
unfriendly legislature, he is provided with 
a soft cushion in the cabinet. And so on 
through all the gradations of political mis- 
fortune—providing, of course, they are of 
the Republican household ol faith, and are 
not accompanied with brains beyond the 
administration standard. 
This is Grant’s idea ol sticking to one’s 
friends, and maintaining the balance of 
power. Chandler was made Secretary of 
the Interior, not because he is fitted for 
the place, not because he is likely to be 
any improvement ol Delano, not because 
the decent portion of the party wanted 
him there, but because he has always 
been “a Grant man” through thick and 
thin, and because the people of Michigan 
have dispensed with his services. Had 
he been deficient in loyalty to the Presi- 
dent, or managed by hook or crook to re- 
tain his senatorial dignity, he might have 
possessed the executive geftifis of Riche- 
lieu, combined w'lli the moral purity of 
the Apostle Paul, and lie would never 
have been called upon to contribute his 
statesmanship to the deliberations of cab- 
inet councils. 
Dr. Hayes writes to the New York Her- 
ald a letter upon the voyage of the Pan- 
dora. He mentions the fact that during 
the residence ol Captain Hall among the 
Esquimaux, previous to his voyage on 
the Polaris, he became satislied from •in- 
formation received from the natives that 
Franklin’s party had leit certain docu- 
ments and other relics in a stone cairn on 
the southwest coast of King William’s 
Land. These have never been obtained, 
and it was principally for the purpose of 
securing them that the Pandora was sent 
out by the joint efforts of Lady Franklin, 
Captain Hall and the New York Herald. 
In his letter, Dr. Hayes takes the view 
that the only way to explore the regions 
in which Sir John Franklin’s party was 
lost, or for that matter, any portion of the 
frozen zone, is by wintering in the ice 
and sending out parties in the spring with 
sleds, as is the plan of the English expe- 
dition which has gone up Smith’s Sound. 
Observations of Men and Things. 
BY OUR GEORGE. 
He Continue™ to Ramble. “Now, boys,” 
says Sam, “get out your trailers, lor here is about 
the place you will yarn’em.” And we proceed 
to fix our trolling spoon, with its three wicked 
looking hooks, to the end of our stout, braided 
liue, for unless the line is braided it will untwist 
as spoon revolves. AVc run out some 50 or 
00 feet of it over the stern of the boat, and hold 
the line expectantly. Our companion is also 
clutching liis line, and his face exhibits interest 
enough to pay 10 per cent, on the national debt. 
After a time we begin to forget what we are 
doing, as the trout do not seem to bite, and we 
laugh and joke, when suddenly our companion 
gives a start from his seat, as though a bull 
thistle had suddenly found its way into his 
trowsers, and with a twiteli at his line he sings 
out—“I had a strike! I've gut him,” and he 
begins tu pull in liis line with all his energy. 
“Hold on, hold on!" shouts Sam; “pull steady 
and slow, or you'll yank the jaw right off of 
him. There, now, that's right —easy—hand 
me the dip net—now we have him;'’ and with 
a dip he brings up a nice fuur pound brook 
trout, that dances round like a hen with the 
delirium tremens. We continue to keep out, 
our trolls, and meet with varied success, till 
suddenly something takes our hook with tre- 
mendous force. Wo jump up as if a girl had 
sat down in our lap, and commence to puli 
with vigor enough to pull the bottom of the 
lake up, but the ever cautious Sam yells out— 
"Hold up, crazy, don’t you know we are sail- 
ing six miles an hour, and you want tu keep 
calm and pull carefully." And then we pulled 
with as much care as though we had a #300,000 
l-. S. bond on the end of our lino, and indue 
time Sam dipped up and landed on deck a sil- 
ver laker, twenty-four inches long, and weigh- 
ing six pounds ! If we had been the father of 
twins, we could not have felt “prouder than at 
that moment. Noticing that the lish looked 
somewhat aldermanic in proportions, we took ! 
it up to investigate matters, and on looking j 
into his mouth discovered the tail of a fish ; 
therein, netting hold of it with t hook, we | 
pulled out of that trout a whitelisl. that m«*a.s j 
tired twelve inches! As we gaze at the above 
sentence, it certainly looks tin* must like a lie 
of any story we ever told; but if nobody ever 
told a yarn that eontained any more lie than 
that, there will be no use for tie* day of judg- 
ment. As we hauled that lish into the light of 
day, we could not help addressing a few ap- 
propriate remarks to the trout on the evils of 
gluttony. Hen* was a trout with a lish in him, 
whose tail protruded from his mouth,just as 
anxious for one more bite of something as 
though Ids maw was as empty as the pews in a 
church. The moral of this is swallow what 
you have in your mouth before putting any 
more in, and Ren. Frankin never made a bet- 
ter remark than that, even though he used to 
tly a kite built out of a red bandanna. In troll- 
ing. the tisherman gets but two kinds of lish, 
the lakers, as tins are termed, and the brook 
trout. The lakers are sealeless. like the trout, 
are mottled and spotted, though not with the 
peculiar red spot: their meat is white, instead 
of salmon colored, and their tail is forked, or 
as we say, “swallow tailed." They vary in size 
from a pound to as high as twenty-seven pounds, 
though ten pounders are full as scarce as honest 
men. The brook trout run from the tiny little 
‘‘haps that we find in our streams, to monstrous 
lish two feet long, and weighing as high as ten 
pounds. They all look alike, spotted with bright- 
red spots, llesh a beautiful salmon color, and 
tail square. The brook trout is the handsomer 
lish, but the man does not live with a taste so 
nice that he can tell which he. is eating, simply 
by the taste. This is our own opinion on the 
matter, and we have a dollar or so laid by to 
back it lip with. It is understood that persons 
desiring to bet with us are to furnish the lish 
and cat them; all we ask to do is to rook th“»n. 
Here let us say that of all the different ways 
that a trout was ever enticed into the human 
stomach, there is no wav that they will slide 
into a man, with such satisfaction to the man, 
as broiled before^ an open tire. Split the tNh 
on the back, bead and all, just as you would a 
mackerel, put him in a wire bread toaster, on 
the upper part of the lish lay on some strips uf 
pork, ami broil lilt h nicely browned: then 
blitter well—put on the butter as if it was only 
ten cents a pound —eat while hot, and thank 
the Lord that all lish are not herring or Secre- 
taries of State. 
Our first camp was at an oM fisherman's 
camp on Lucky Urook, .Spencer 1 >;iy. It was a 
log shanty about 10 feet square oil the ground, 
with a shed roof which came nearly to the 
ground on the back side, thatched with cedar 
splits and then covered with tir boughs. A 
chimney made of poles, a fire-place on one side 
of the camp, the lire being built against the 
logs. Why those logs did not take tire will al- ; 
ways puzzle us if we live to he oOO years old. ; 
Our bed was made of the small twigs of the fir 
tree, and as soft as any bed we ever laid in, 
while the fragrance of the boughs tilled the 
camp, and mingled with the smoke and smell 
of fried fish. During the night it rained very 
hard, and continued during all the following 
day. As wo laid on our bod and looked up 
through the cracks in the roof, wo wondered 
how a camp could he made without a single 
nail and yet he so light that not a drop of water 
came through, when there is hardly a roof on 
a house in our city but what leaks a little some- 
where, and yet, all the skill, ingenuity and pa- 
tent rooting of man are expended on them, j 
There never was a drunkard that was tighter | 
than that camp. We shall remember that night ; 
in camp a long time. If our m< mory is a thou- 
sand miles long we shall remember it it' whole I 
length. We awoke in the night by hearing the ! 
most unearthly yell it was ever our lot to bear. 
We cuddled up close to Sam and listened again. 
It seemed to Us like the screeching of a whole j 
menagerie operated by steam power. We beard ^ 
a train of army mules sing once, but it heat j 
that. The camp was in total darkness, but we 
could sec it filled with hears, caribou, loupeer- 
vics, wild cats and hyenas, and wo would will- 
ingly have changed our bed lor a roost on our 
front gate, with only a shirt and the darkness 
of night to cover us. We were favored with 
three yells, and the next morning when Sam 
said to us, “Did you hear that owl last night?" 
we wanted a hole to open into the earth and 
let us down about half a mile. We learned 
then the truth of the adage “horn in the woods 
to be seared by an owl.” It was the biggest 
howl we overheard. We got our first taste of 
canoe riding at this place. Of all the uncer- 
tain things in this life, a canoe is the worst. 
They are as frail as woman, and will upset a 
man just about as quick. Hiding bareback on 
a knitting needle would he excellent prepara- 
tory exercise to one intending to practice eano- 
ing. Sam lirst tilled the canoe full of our plun- 
der, then our companion got in, then we got in, 
and then Sam. Handing us a paddle, he told 
us to get down on our knees in the how of the 
canoe, and we sank down in the natural and 
familiar attitude of prayer, and if over one 
needs to be in such an attitude, it is when lie 
makes his debut in a canoe. If we could have 
got hold of our check-hook, we would have 
tilled Sam out a check for all our little idle, if 
he would have let us get out. A most uncom- 
fortable feeling it is for a man that cannot 
swim, to undertake to go to sea on a whip-lash. 
We didn’t move any more than if wo were run 
full of Homan cement, and when the canoe 
touched the beach, the Pilgrim Fathers were 
not more thankful to get ashore than we were. 
We afterwards accustomed oursell to a canoe, 
just as a man accustoms himself to look death 
in the face; but we didn’t like to go in it any 
better than we do the smell of asafa tida or the 
taste of garlic. Wo camped one night at Wil- 
liams Stream, at the upper end of the lake. 
We were late in getting there, and 'twas near- 
ly dark before we got our tent pitched. It had 
been raining all day, and the ground and trees 
were soaking wet. Sam with his axe soon had 
some logs cut, and a fire kindled, and our sup- 
per cooked, and we sat down to a supper of 
broiled trout, boiled potatoes, hot biscuit and 
coflee. After supper San took the canoe and 
paddled out to the boat, leaving us to wash the 
dishes and keep the Arc going. The washing 
of dishes was simple enough, but keeping a fire 
with green wood was a new business to us. 
This was one of the “green spots” iu our lile, 
and we were as green as a house blind. The 
more wood we piled on, the less fire we had, 
and then wo took oft' the wood and had less 
still. We laid down on the ground and blowed 
the coals, and then we got up and-blowed. 
Then we fanned the cinders and ashes into our 
eyes with our hat, and we put on birch bark, 
bnt the wet sheets would curl up like ahoy in 
a cold bed, till we finally gave up, and seating 
ourself on a log, finished our task of washing 
the remaining dishes in total darkness, and 
when Sam returned, there he found us looking 
as disconsolate as a clam with the neuralgia. 
With a stick here and a chip there, Sam soon 
had a lire roaring, which lighted up the scene. 
We instinctively gazed at him to see if there 
was anything supernatural looking about him, 
but there lie stood as unconscious of the feat he 
had accomplished, as though he had done noth- 
ing. Our bump of respect for him swelled up 
as big as a ruta-baga turnip. Few men there 
are but what can learn to turn a grindstone. 
Men of medium intelligence get into the legis- 
lature, and till high places in the nations as- 
semblies, but a man who can go into the woods 
when it is raining, cut green wood, start a good 
fire, and get supper in 45 minutes, ought to 
have a paper collar named for him, and be 
chromoed and given away with packages of 
fine cut chewing tobacco. While at Williams 
stream we visited a beaver dam, and a won- 
derful piece of work it was too. Built of sticks, 
set up on end, and interwoven wilh twigs and 
plastered with mud, it was as tight as anybody 
we ever helped home. Some of the birches 
they had cut otf with their teeth, were over 
four inches in diameter. For fear we should 
not believe this statement when we wrote it. 
we brought home a piece of an alder that they 
cut simply to look at occasionally as we wrote, 
and if any one doubts our statement, we can 
show him the travelling bag we brought il 
home. in. The dam was not built straight 
across the stream, but on a curve, the better to 
resist the pressure of the water. Wo stood and 
gazed at this piece of engineering that had been 
done by animals, that had never seen a pull 
back dress in their lives, or heard of Hannibal 
Hamlin, and yet could dam a> well as if they 
had enjoyed all the facilities for-wearing that 
arc so lively ottered to every American \outh. 
As we looked at their work, we could not help 
thinking how confoundedly it was raining, and 
how wet we were, and we returned to camp as 
soaked through as though wo bad been towed 
across the Atlantic ocean, behind a Cunard 
steamer. 
What strikes one as singular at Mooseliead 
Bake is the absence of lumber. Our idea of 
the lumber regions was, that pine lands were 
like corn fields, and (fiat when the trees that 
wo re lit for lumber had been cut off, that the 
land was comparatively bale. Blit tlu rc i> 
not and never has been any pine lumber of an\ 
amount ther -. All the pine trees that are rut 
arc far inland, and arc rim down the riv ers that 
empty into the lake, and then rafted down to the 
Kennebec outlet, through the dam. and thence 
down the river. Fven in the pine regions, the 
trees that are lit for sawing are few and far be- 
tween, as is said of angels' visits. We never 
bad much experience with angels, but we can 
answer for the other. The wood about the 
lake consists of spruce, tir, hemlock, beech, 
birch, and maple, with an occasional pine, and 
there is no distinguishable dificrenee from the 
forests in this vicinity, only that they extend 
over mo re territory. The. water of the lake is j 
ver\ pure, and if one enjoys drinking water at 
I all, lie can find as much enjoyment here as he 
can hold, and more too. The face of the lake 
is dotted with islands, and it. is claimed that 
there is one for every day in the year, except 
leap yea.*. We did not count them all, but 
should say that tiiree hundred would cover the 
amount. Some of them are of immense size. 
Sugar island is over live miles long, and con- 
tains upwards of 5,000 acres, and Deer Island 
about' fi.ooo; then dotted here and there are 
islands of smaller dimensions, down to the size 
of a buckwheat cake. The lake is about forty 
miles long, by from live to ten miles wide, 
though in one place, from Spencer Bay to the 
Kennebec outlet, it is fifteen miles wide. The 
best, places for trolling are at the foot of the 
lake, where you only get lakers, as a rule, but 
in some cases a nice brook trout, Spencer and 
Lilly Bav thoroughfare, North Bay, and the 
North West Carry. For still fishing, the Nortfi 
West Carry and Kennebec outlet are the best 
and surest places to go. "When the water is 
low, Williams Stream, .Uoacli River, Nortfi 
West Carry Brook, and Aipose River, will ;il- 
ways furnish good sport for the angler. 
Effects ol‘ ilie Gale- 
l’onrr.ANii, Oct. HI. 'flic storm was 
very severe here Saturday night The 
house of Mr. lteed in Dec ring, nearly com- 
pleted, was blown down ; signs, awnings, 
gas-lights, etc,, were demolished, la the 
harbor quite a number of vessels were in- 
jured. 'flic schooner Alice Norwood, 
from Gloucester, was forced against the 
Grand Trunk wharf and had her bowsprit 
broken short off. The schooners llenry 
Clay and Ida May parted their chains and 
went ashore near the same wharf, but 
were pulled off this morning by tugs. The 
Ida May had her bow stove in and her 
stern smashed down to the water’s edge. 
The sloop Active ran into the schooner 
Carrie, staving off her top rail, breaking 
the jib boom and carrying away the bow- 
sprit. The schooners Elijah and Eagle 
ran aground. The JdaC. Spofiord had her 
bulwarks damaged by collision with an- 
other vessel. The Sea Witch ran into the 
brig Izn, taking away her lanyards and 
main rigging. She ran into two tugs and* 
other schooners before being secured. The 
Maggie W. Willard collided with the Geo. 
W. F ierce and had her rail, badly broken. 
A number of other schooners, small steam- 
ers, etc, received injury by chafing against 
the wharves. No liostou boat went out 
or arrived. The Halifax steamer Chase 
did not sail until this forenoon. It was 
the most fearful storm experienced on the 
coast for years. 
SaOO, Oct. HI. The schooner Marseil- 
les, Uemiek, from liostou for Ellsworth, 
went ashore on Stage Island, inside Wood 
Island light, about 10 Hit) last night dur- 
ing the severe gale. She came to anchor 
inside last Thursday night and during the 
gale parted one chain, broke the shank of 
the other anchor and ran ashore on the 
rocks. She is bilged, with rudder, stern- 
post and principle part of the keel gone. 
The sails and rigging will probably be 
saved, but her hull will prove a total loss. 
She is 150 tons burden and owned by Gap- 
tain Uemiek and others of Ellsworth. She 
was built at Bucksporl in is to, bill was 
newly topped three years since. Loss s|,- 
500 ; no insurance. The crew were saved. 
The rise of water here owing to the gale 
is very great, and to-day l’oor Island is 
submerged. The tides are very Hgh, flow- 
ing upon the wharves. At midnight the 
gale was fearful, and one pinnacle of St. 
.Joseph’s French Catholic church was 
blown off. 
Hath, Oct. :»1. A Iicjivy easterly rain, 
accompanied by a gale, porvailed hero 
nearly all last night. Vessels in the rivet- 
dragged their anchor, and the schooner 
E. It. Emerson drilted on the Hats neat- 
railroad wharl, but came oil without dam- 
age and proceeded up river to-day. 
Rockland, Oct. 31. The gale was se- 
vere here last night, blowing down sign 
boards, etc., but no damage was done to 
shipping in port. The steamer Cambridge 
from Bangor for Boston, arrived last even- 
in"' and laid in the harbor till i> i\ m to- 
day. 
Gloucester, Mass., (let. 31. The soli. 
Ocean, Capt. Moore, which was run into 
Monday oil' Gloucester and considerably 
damaged, had just been repaired and was 
ready to sail, when during the severe gale 
last night, she dragged her anchor and 
went ashore between Canal and Stage 
Fort and will be a total loss. She was 
hound from Boston to Calais with a gen- 
eral cargo which will lie partly saved. The 
schooner Amulet, Capt. Norwood, ironi 
Boston tor Trenton, Me., put in hero for a 
harbor and went ashore at about the same 
place. She lays high and dry, blit is not 
much damaged and can probably lie got 
oil'. 
—This is the season when Atwood, the 
popular oyster dealer of Portland, sends 
his respects to his editorial and other 
friends over the state, accompanied by 
cans of his excellent shell fish. It is the 
sign.that the season of indoor jollification 
has begun, and that Atwood is ready to 
shell out to his customers. 
—Wiscasset people continue to amuse 
themselves with the idea of a railroad to 
IViooseliead Lake. 
—Dexter Haynes, the Kockland lire bug, 
is held for trial lor arson—an offence not 
bailable. 
Generalities. 
Ii« n Rutler is said to have purchased a gold 
mine in Virginia. 
A new Encampment of Odd Fellows is lo be 
started at Fairfield. 
The secretary of the navy will recommend 
that Port Royal be made a naval station. 
The failing eye-sight of a New Bedford man 
has been restored by the falling of a lean v 
weight on his head. 
It is estimated that 1;>,000,000 hogs will be 
slaughtered in tills country between now and 
the new year. 
It has been positively decided that the Crown 
Prince of (ierinanv will visit Philadelphia dur- 
ing th<‘ Centennial Exhibition next year. 
Rockland, <>et. '_K. Robert Armstrong, at 
Rock port, to-day, was getting a piece of timber 
out of the water when it fell on his leg, badly 
fracturing it. 
Miss Sailie Helen Erelinghuysen, youngest 
daughter of Senator Erelinghuysen, was lately 
married to Mr. John ('. Davis, son of Bancroft 
Davis, I'nited States minister to Berlin. 
Hon. Warren Johnson, state superintendent 
of Maine Schools, has gone to Washington. D. 
to consult about Maim* educational matters 
with reference to tin* approaching centennial. 
Mis. Robeson, tile wife of tin* >ee|*etar\ of 
the Navy, while visiting Baltimore last week, 
lo-'t a eamelVIiair shaw l, \ allied at one thou- 
sand dollars, by leaving it m a hin d carriage. 
l»cuch and l’ullerhm and llcceher'- loim-' i. 
were, closeted with the district aLlormw U ; 
lie-day, and it i- thought M.uiiion ha- alien,j 
ed to have I»eeehei* and other- indicted ;«• r lit,.-!. 
(iertnany. with a popula! ion of I2,ono,noh. la-t 
year graduated Obo physicians, rejecting His ap- 
p I leant s. In the same time the hinted State-, 
with a polula ion of in.ooo.ooo, graduated :;,oim 
i)h\ sieians. 
I he I >etroi* Tribune publish* elaborate oili- 
eial ligures to show that the mimher of lajuor saloons in Michigan has decreased 1.17". in on. 
year under the operations of the law imposing 
a heavy State tax on saloon-, which have taken 
out l niled State.- licenses. 
A woman writing from \Va-hingt«.n sac 
“Th*- custom of my own -* \— interchanging 
kisses whenever tliev meet—ha- been -o mm h 
ridiculed that it is going out of la-hion among 
relined people, and i< kept alive in the district- 
where railroa I. teh graph, and m u -paper fa. il- 
itit s are unknown." 
'The name of Ilo■ schooner reported as foun- 
dering oil’ I .lock i.-land. Thursday proves to 
the Cloud of and from Trenton, with coal hn 
Providence. The crew, who were all-ava il, 
succeeded in reaching New' London in a vavvl. 
The ves-el went down -o -uddeulv that Ihcy 
saved nothing. 
Ih*. Harlow, ol the In-anc Hospital, pro- 
nounces 1 he ease of L. A. <iu-iiee <»l Apple- 
ton, one <»i softening of the brain. Ji will he 
recollected that Mr. Cu-he. made an a—auit on 
a young man in his employ recently, and hi- 
l’riend- at once believed him insane, knowing 
him to In* incapable of -neb a rime when in 
his right mind. 
A seefion of Olle cf the big tl'e. of 1 'a I if. >111 ia 
has arrived at St Louis, on it- way to Philadel- 
phia. where it will !>• exhibit. ! at' tile < eJltrU- 
nial lixhihition. It is -ixteen |. < t long, witli 
diameter ot twenty I It was taken from a 
tree 27b feet high, w itli a diaim |. at the h i-e 
of twenlv-six leet, and, a- indicate-1 !■ \ tin- 
yearly rings, 2,120 years old. 
Nr.w Oi;i.Oct. *2s. Tin- ship N,,i ih- 
ainplou arrived from the Southwest Pasv t'mui 
llavie. reports Oet. 1.1, lat. 2d* ohm., Ion. c,.V 
IOm., passed a vessel bottom lip. apparently 
about 200 tons burthen, painted black, appar- 
ently had not been long in that condition. 
South Point hearing WMY, 200 miles, passed a ; 
boat with the name on its stern “Dauphin" .0 
'Thomaston. 
Tilton is drawing immense crowds to his lee- 
tures out west. Robert Collycr introduced 
him to his Chicago audience in these words : 
“I have been requested to introduce the lectur- 
er of the evening, and do it gladly for the sake 
of old friendship. I have broken bread with 
him in his house in vears gone by, and he ha- 
broken bread in my house, and we shall like,\ 
keep on doing so as long as We ha\'“ bread t 
break.” 
ROCKPOKT, Oet. 2'J. 'There lias been launch- 
ed from the yard of John Pascal at Roekport, a 
line sixteen hundred ton ship named “Raphael.” 
of Camden. John Pascal, master builder. Tie 
ship is owned by Carlton, Norwood, of 
Roekport, Captain I. W Sherman of < amdeii. 
who will command her. and others. The v >- 
sel was built under special survey, and i> class- 
ed in French Lloyds tor eleven ycar>. She m in- 
teiuled for general freigling business. 
The new ship Alidu, of Thomas ton, was ! \ in a 
at anchor oil* Tabellon de Tiea, we>: coast of 
South America, Si*ptemhcr 10. A boat with 
the captain, his son, a young man, and four 
seamen, left her to land. Viewed from the 
shipping in port, the sea along the beaeh did 
not seem umiswallv agiraled. and doiibtf 
Captain Mehan did not upprehdul any .lane,, 
hut a breeze springing <11• about the time tin 
boat reached the surf stirred it up. The cap- 
tain tried to keep the boat end mi, but hardlx 
had she passed the tirst roller when the 
back-swash struck her under thoquarler,which 
brought her broadside to the sea. and rolled 
her over and over among tin* foam, and finally 
dashed her on the beach. All hands perished. 
A letter received in this city dated September 
■JJ, says that all tin* bodies excepting that of 
the captain's son had been recovered and would 
be sent to New York in tlie ship John P.ryee, 
then in port. Captain 31ehan was an able uni 
experienced seaman, in the prime of life, and 
was much respected !,\ all who knew him. II 
ship, the Aiida, is a first-class vessel of lr.7--i 
tons register, was built at l’liomastoii in 1^71. 
and is owned by IK o'T.rien of that place. Tin* 
chief otlieer assumed command of ln r, in which 
he would probably he continued l>\ tin* consul 
and consignees. All the shipping in port dis- 
played their colors at half-mast a- a mark of 
respect for the deceased. 
La Pago Indicted. 
(.'■ im'<>Kl>, X. II., Oft. gs. Ai-i-onling 
to summons lrom the (.'unit, tin- Grand 
Jury assembled tliis forenoon at II o\ Ark 
to consider the evidence against i.a 1’agc, 
the Frenchman suspected id the murder 
ofJosic Langmaid, in Pembroke, (hi. I 
Alter a brief address from dodge Staniet. 
who stated to the jury that they had bo-ii 
called to meet tile demands of justice, and 
advising them to keep their business en- 
tirely to themselves, they retired to their 
room. There were brought before them 
ten witnesses besides the detectives, the 
testimony given being substantially as 
has been published, and of nearlv tin- 
same interest to the ease. An interview 
with the detectives, to day, reveals mull- 
ing new in their possession that the- will 
gi\c, further than the fact that one ol the 
razors found in I.a Page's house is cover- 
ed with blood, and Ilia! bis explanation ot 
the fact was that he cut his fare while 
shaving, and thus it became bloody. At 
twenty minutes of I they um- from their 
room and took seats in the eourt-room. 
The roll was called by the Clerk and all 
the jurymen responded to their names. 
The lori.-iiiaii, (leorge A. Pillsbury, Esq., 
then handed to the Clerk a copy ot the in- 
dictment found against I.a Page, which 
was tor murder in the lirst degree, and 
contained four counts. In the course of 
live or ten minutes. La Page, accompani- 
ed by the jailor and olUecrs, entered the 
eourt-room, and was placed in the prison- 
ers1 dock. Oil entering lie stared about 
tlie room in a curious sort of bewildered 
way, but immediately recovered the cool 
nonchalance that has characterized liisde- 
ineanor most of the time that he had been 
in custody, and during the proceedings 
which followed lie remained unmoved 
and apparently imSilferent. lie was se- 
curely liandeulfed, and wore the dark 
coat and pants of coarse cloth that lie had 
worn during his imprisonment in jail, lb- 
sat motionless, almost, during lii.s pres- 
ence in Court, except, that occasionally he 
would lilt his hands to brush his hair, 
which is somewhat long, lrom his forehead 
or work his handcuffs with his lingers. 
When the stir occasioned by his appear- 
ance in Court had subsided, Attorney-Gen- 
eral Clark arose and, addressing the Court 
said that an indictment for murder had 
been found against La Page by Lhc Grand 
Jury, and moved that he be arraigned at 
once. The Clerk then read the indictment 
to La Page, who stood during its reading, 
and when asked “Guilty or not guilty ? 
responded, alter being prompted by a 
Frenchman who stood at his back and who 
acted as interpreter, Not guilty,’ in a 
clear, linn voice, and in English almost 
without accent, lie was then asked it he 
desired to select counsel, anil the lire null- 
man near him replied that lie desired Sam- 
uel IS. Page, Esq., to act as his counsel, 
and said that this was also the choice ot 
his wite. Air. Page was accordingly as- 
signed by the Court as counsel As it is 
impossible to try the prisoner at this term 
ot Court, the Justice is to lix a time as 
soon as possible for its disposition, and it 
is probable that it will taki^ place either 
the last of December or the lirst ol J anu- 
ary. At the conclusion ol the proceedings 
in Court La Pago was remanded to jail. 
It is understood hero that Detectives Dear- 
born and Hildreth will give their attention 
lor the next few weeks to the St. Albans 
tragedy, ot which La Page is suspected. 
The name of a Bergen County centenarian, 
recently deceased, was Lettus Steel, lie was 
no politician either. 
Nows of the City and County. 
When will that gentle Sunday evening sere- 
nader call again? 
Tight was the house that withstood the rain 
of Saturday night. 
Belfast fishermen are returning home. The 
cal eh has been slim. 
The city hell now rings at half past seven 
o'clock in ttie morning. 
Jacob Page had his head fr. ctured Sunday 
by a falling limb from a tree. 
Largo quantities of bay are being stored in 
the houses along the wharves. 
The wood at the Maine Central shed in this 
city is being sawed up lor use. 
The steamer < ambridge laid at Hock land din- 
ing the storm of Saturday night. 
The evening mail now arrives at 3 o'clock, 
at which time the post office closes to all ex- 
cepting those who have boxes. 
I he gas man now goeth smilingly about tin* 
streets with his lighted lantern, to be shortly 
followed by the quarterly gas bill. 
Swan A: Sibley have shipped large quantities 
<d coal oyer the railroad into the interior. Last 
week they sent a cargo to Fairtield. 
Representative Pileher i< eontined to his 
ln>us» hy i: 1 Mt•- It is hoped in* may reeoVei 
i?i >c:is a [u attend hi- legislate c duties. 
t’le- root •; Riekford’s hriek kiln, on the i-t 
side <•* the river. I»l. \v of!' during the gale ot 
Saturd". night. The hrieks writ uot injured. 
lilt* new ! iiree m.i fed selioolier building ii. 
Cottrell's yard for (dipt. Rufus R. Condon, ha- 
been named the Fred A. t trie. for one of hei 
OW lll'I's. 
R' I hist I 1"! e o| odd F i low are progressing 
linoly. I hey have made <u oveellent beginning 
in t his i f_\ .and tin \ e al-o awakened an interest 
in s, ar-iii mt and Rro.»Us. 
I lie llr.st ll it ot snow fertile season, in thn 
vieiuitv, .ma iirn d mi Monday e\ening. the M 
iiisi. 1 non ah !■•!. to whiten the ground and 
to remind u- of what's a<ming. 
V Indy tv. n11\ sent to thi- .Hire, a- a spe. 
nirn of h- r oreharding. an apple that measured 
t -ofC n in. hes in ir umlerenee. Wr thought 
of Adam’s |. mpta'aiii and -ate it. 
1 in- steamer < iara Clarita, from Carver’s 
Harhor, made her regular monthly lip ri\n 
trip on Saturday. and returned Sundav. 
Sin- made landings at R ifa-t each w t\. 
Mr. Frank Howard of tin How ml Manu- 
laeturmg company. of this eitv, will exhibit ai 
the Centennial iie\t year, speeimeti of his 
Mitering Ma. lid; \!mHiihmi| Hurge-s’ Prool 
Presses. 
The l»nil<* 'Power, com i« ted of rape on it,, 
little mi I < i rillin. at Srarsport, has been sen- 
tenced ’fweuis -live years in the state prison— 
at which ever1, friend of in-tiee and deeene\ 
will reader. 
UorU was .:*i: i "ii lhr hark at Mel.i’ 
ver>*s aid miW .-tin- i .a wrek. Strew ill 
lie lillish* d h\ Ili lna >lM|drs <»t Stockton, and 
is to !>• commanded by ant. \. \ Partridge 
of that town. "dir ha Ifcu upon lie sto* k" 1«»I 
a year or more. 
(>1 it k Wt»UK. The Hire. masted seh. ». 
W Andrews left >alem. Mass., on Wedutstlav 
of last week, arrived here Thursday inoruinv. 
loaded with has ami sailed same day for ( harle-- 
too, S. ( U ni. l’itrhn- ami Son loaded her 
They are aNo loudiim seh. Kl 1 a A. Stimpson foi 
S:i\ aim ill. b:i. 
The alarm of tire Friday forenoon proceeded 
from ilie lioime ot (’apt. 1 bini<d M.-Kurland, on 
the eorner ot < ai d Franklin streets 
1’he lire eaii^lit from a dcfcelive stove pipe in 
tiie porch ehamher. The lire department tuin- 
ed out, but tlit* tlames were extinguished before 
their arri\al. Damage but slight.. 
Tip* -Hi. John S. Forman <>t <ear.-port, r- 
1"M'te« 1 ashore at that place h-t wv.-k, was taken 
to ibis eit\ Friday, and i- now upon I Wer A 
Soil’s ways for repair-. II r k« el and holtom 
are bad I \ damage*!. She wa- lluated aero>- III* 
hay by placing cinptx *a-k- in lier hold. Tip 
pressure of the cask* was so great that Up*. 
started her deck. 
W« : a I»! i -! t Up !•* >»\\ m:/ Ii:ti.me r«*s ■duti'-n 
at the reque-i of the Belfast T m;.eraii* A- 
soeiation— 
I he ladie- Ot the lielfa-t I einpelall. \- 
« iati.m ha\ ing form<‘d a n liet soeiety, l*» s.di, 
aid in th*- way of part worn garments of e\. 
<l*‘seripti** i, together w h material for qui 
sheets am 1 undei-elotldng. t*> !.*• made up »• 
distributed among tie* -iek and needy dtiru 
the coming winter, by the r* lief -oeietv. < oi 
tnbiitiuix lor this purpose may I*.- left at th 
Reform Club room, over Mr-. ihas.*’- „• 
e\«*i*3 Saturday afternoon. 
Up* 11 a rve-t < oiieert at the I i.il ariau e!un 
Sun*la\ evening, under th.* direction of th. 
Rev. Mr. I i x b v, w a a most excellent enter- 
tainment, and drew a large audience. Th 
altar wa- dee..ruled with lie- ripe grain and 
fruits of the autumnal har% .--t and looked \ *. 
beautiful, d’h* exereis.-- wnc hv th*1 s.-h*-"1 
scholars, and consisted >T singing, recita- 
tion.-. A*. \ quartette composed of Me- 
Vunie Abbott, Mi— < an:.* Hilton, 1’dward 
Mori-on and 1 red Fr nu*i-. opened and dosed 
the -.r\ice- with singing w hieh was well iv- 
cei\ ed, part ieula r I v that-: Mi-- Abbott. 
Til* S i»>n\l. Ih south, .st gale of Satur- 
d:i\ night and Sunday morning was the most 
vcrc storm of the season, and in fact for a limn 
her-.f veal-. \t midnight, high water,tie* w iiei 
blew fearfully, and the rain cane* down in tor- 
rents. Th.- damage to the shipping and aloti 
the u hal ve- was ii"t i irg*-, in*! an 1». -umne-l 
up a< follows—M*(.d\. rv’s wharf wa* some* 
w hat washed, and tie- -b n staging d the bark 
building there Was -W"j>l awa> and strewn 
along the shore. Th n per portion of San- 
ford’s wharf wa- lull) w isjp-d, and the set 
-trikiuc underneath \ as thrown complete!) 
arrow h i ". Re\ .*nue Cutler I >ohbin, which 
laid opposite. The >eh. Hattie, I) ing fartle 
down the wharf, broke her windlass bit-, 
around wlii.li tin* head line- wer- fast, and 
swung oil’, riding -af. lv l») her stern haw-ci 
The three ma-ted -• h. Ln.i >timp*qn. ul 
'riioma-loii, .t simp-on’.- w hai:. broke otl tie 
corner piling, ripped up about twenty feet «.f 
the cap, and swung oil »«> In r -tern lines. Th. 
sell. Nathan « liiiofd. ! R.*ll':i-t, at l am 
w liarf, loaded w ith -tu\ * -. attempted to go into 
th. stream, hut in the darkness got aslmre on 
tip* east side, m ar the rag wharf. She after- 
wards dragged to within lwent) feet of th. 
bridge, where she rode in vilely. The -eh. 
Sea Flower, moored at Up* bridge, broke from 
her mooring and was driven against the bridge, 
breaking down a portion of tip* bridge railing. 
and badly staving her -tern. The sell. Rio also 
dragged against the bridge, dialing her sides 
badly. A large part of the railing w as turn 
down. The sehis. I'earl and Runner eanie 
toget her in the si ream, ripping up tin* bowsprit 
ot the former, and slightly damaging the lat- 
ter. Se\« ii small boats tilled and sunk at the 
wharves. 
Si'ii.i.im; <»i rnr Lujl'oi:. Friday of la-t 
week was th** day set dow n, for the spilling ot 
the Tb gallons of unclaimed liquors at the jail. 
At one o'clock, the hour named, quite a crowd 
of the curious had assembled to witness the 
execution of this monster,—John Barleycorn. 
The liquors were rolled out into an enclosure 
formed hv the porch of the jailer’s house and 
the out buildings, and consisted of three ten 
gallon kegs of whiskev, mu* forty gallon cask 
of rum, and one live gallon keg of gin. It was 
that seized -<mie time -in.e from tin* packet 
Lillian, and from Wyman, near the depot. Citv 
Marshal Latter-on was the executioner, and 
the w itnesses admitted were the President«»i 
the Reform Club, the Shcrifl*, several members 
of the club, and a Journal reporter. The crowd 
was not admitted, hut climbed upon the roof 
of the adjoining buildings and overlooked the 
scene/ The kegs w ere placed over a shoot that 
led olf to the ground outside, the bungs stove 
in, and the contents gu-hed forth, sending its 
perfumes to the nostrils of the assembled 
crowd. One enthusiast ie reformer to satisfy 
his curiosity, thru-t his linger into the bung 
hole and tasted. When the kegs were all run- 
ning handsomely we viewed the crowd. Pat- 
terson calmly and placidly looked down, San- 
born nodded approvingly, Norton smilingly 
viewed the scene from the doorway, the hoys 
on the roof shouted with delight, while above 
all, the spirit of Bacchus, the god of wines, 
looked down and groaned his disgust, and com- 
puted the amount of revelry going to waste. 
The thirsty autumn soil outside drunk in the 
whole, and thus ended the spilling of the tirst 
instalment of the 1200 gallons of confiscated 
liquors in the keeping of Norton. 
Lecture at the Universalist Church next Sun- 
day evening. Subject—The Sanctity of Home. 
The farm buildings of Thomas T. Wagner, 
at Stockton, were burned on Wednesday night 
of last week Toss $1500, insured for $M)0. 
U"l. Chase has made a careful examination 
of tin Methodist belt, and finds a crack extend- 
ing from the rim towards the top. The bell 
wa> a present to the society from Mr. Sleeper 
of Huston Highlands. 
( lie Sabbath School Concert at the Methodist 
Church Sumta\ evening, was one of the best 
one rtaiiiments of the kind ever given there. 
Tin- singing, deeiamntion, Are., for the scholars, 
was tv good and well received. 
A subscriber writes us to discontinue his pa- 
and '.ays, “I don't find any fault with it 
b n I 'vant to learn my neighbors to take their 
own paper'.*' We shall expect a large list 
nu that town now that their supply has been 
rut otf. 
■ m Wt'dmxliti night of hist w,..-k parties 
cntiiml tile sn.iv of S. * >tis ,v p<j., pity l’oint. 
i.Kmali tin- cellar windows and stole what 
-'■ *11’ 11,1 » "I'l'ers i!i< iv were in the mniirv 
■"'•■»' i. >10:111 article' t 1 the value of #15 01 
v 
1 • ut r> 1 st. takrii. 
1 rank l»i« kford and 4'h:irle> 1*. ifazeltiiie, 
" aia hunting some lift) miles east of Ban- 
'• nt !i -n«e Hu- areas.- of a vcr\ large and 
Ci biwk. which was on exhibition fo? several 
1 
<' :<i < * White's market. We ran testifx 
iiu n il -- u». 1 flavor of the steak*. 
i lie lmot am! shoe dealers, make u good dis- 
i'll" aiher ising column?—Dinsniore A 
>“n H Ji. Forbes. They always deal in 
ar.s; class ar i ■!• ami m i them ut living prices. 
»■ ■c t Beni a ill.W (». Clark lias opened a 
< w iruit, "ufeetiunery. and oyster store on 
1 Bun h street, and is tieserving of patronage. 
1 hi- notice ’n another column.IIerve\ 
advertises jeweliv.See list on non-resident 
lave* in Belmont.\. IV Mansfield A Co. ad- 
v« tise large quantities of codfish. 
beige Libby. on Saturdav at tlie Supreme 
< ■•nit severed the bonds uf mutrimom be- 
111 unhappy couple Vtsta 11.. and 
l.’-tniard IV IMekey. of Searsmont. The plain- 
'll "'a* a young and prepossessing girl 0f ps 
V ars. and w a* married at 15. Her story was 
lie ..! imitbeaten and shut into closets on 
•'!'*'■ “« casions III her husband. Unci' at 
neighbor's house. in company with \oung 
i « opl, m rage of jt ..lousy he seized and rut 
b om her head w ith a knife a long braid of hair. 
vhe had a u mi he ol witnesses who were not 
\amitied, tlie .In.|ge thinking her own st«n\ 
>ullieient. 
r- of the 111r*■<* masted sell. William j 
f,. i!:s\«• i‘i ”i\t(l a letter from Mr>. 
I MeKeeii. at Genoa, Italy. From it 
v :1> lliat < a|»!. MrKc# ii died ol* board the 
'"" "! pt. v and four days afterwards put 
>'a! Im tore reported. 11 ere Mrs. Mc- 
> a>>uiued eharge of fhe vessel. Proeiir- 
;| a an talie < otlin for the remains of her hus- 
■ 'd Hiey were placed on board, and the vcs- 
-a.'ied tor her destination. Genoa, where she 
v d < >». I i. after a j assage of ">1 days from 
I’lnlad'-d hi a. The voyage up the Mediterra- 
nean u as long, accompanied by calms, i'hink 
ili!< 'one, trail but brave woman, perform- 
i,l: 'be duties of her dead husband, and Jie a 
e*’ipsi beside her—tlie vessel in foreign and 
strangf waters—tlie mates and crew bowing a 
le ertul «eijui< seenee to her commands. It 
'bust have been a spectacle to move the stout- 
>'t heart, and adds one more tribute to the 
'v"i‘lli and energy of American ladies. A let- 
r written at Fayal. stating the cause of the 
aptain's death, has not yet arrived, and that 
art ol the narrative still remains unknown, 
.vt tiie date of her letter Mrs. Me Keen was eon- 
be ting the a flairs of the vessel, in ignorance 
ol any doings of the owners. Mrs. M. is a 
thorough navigator, hav ing learned at sea with 
her husband on former voyages. She is tin* 
daughter of the late ( apt. dames Burgess of 
this eitv. 
look ion While a young man named Wil- 
li im I*. tioadhue was out gunning Monday, 
h. discharged his gun at a Hock oi ducks with 
serious consequences 1><> himself. The breech 
pill Oi the L'lin flew out, cutting his cheek and 
forehead, and tilling nis l'ace with powder. It 
'S thought he will lose the sight ol‘both eyes. 
I ho new bark 3vreniell»erg sailed Tuesdaymorn- 
ing lor Richmond, \ a.There are two ear- 
coo of corn diseliaring’ here, a large quantity 
lbr this town. 
I*t jjniia.m. <d*ishoiu Twitehel) undertook 
*•» l"id lie Sebastieook v<-r at I'eltorne Point 
Tuesday, and when about halfway across, 
finding too much water, he was turning to go 
ba* k when iii> hors* made a stumble and went 
off the bar, and was drowned. Mr. Twitched 
wain a>bore w ith much difficulty, having on 
in over-eat and mittens, and w eighing nearly 
JoO Jb>. The horse ami wagon sunk a lew rods 
below the bur, but was recovered. 
Kim <»i.n\ ii.i i;. A sail accident occurred on 
1 hursdav last, resulting in the death of Mr. 
Nathan Fletcher. He started from home in 
the morning for < ainden. wit h a span of horses 
a ml* a load of cord wood. IF had proceeded 
about om mile and a half, when he slopped hi- 
horses to get otf and adjust some parts of Un- 
harnesses. 1 ii getting otf of the load he slipped 
ami fell, whirh started the horses; they swung 
)-'>uml lit ui the road, < rosscil the ditch, went 
“M a range of rocks that had been hauled tor 
a wall, into an adjoining field. Mr. F. was 
*!ragged all the way by some means. The load- 
ed wagon passed o\ 1 him, crushing one of bis 
thighs, breaking bK ba.-k, and rupturing his 
h>wi*ls. lie died that night at eleven o’clock- 
IF* leaves a widow and two children. Mr. f* 
was an industrious man and a good citizen. 
on Friday Mr. Albert Thomas, living in tin* 
-anir neighborhood, in getting down from a 
sratl’old in his barn, fell ten feet, striking on 
Hu- barn lloor. He was badly hurt, though no 
bones were broken.Sell. Agnes, French mas- 
•< r. wliieh lay at tin- Beach previous to the gale 
.d‘ Saturday night, was driven ashore, hut will 
«*ome oil', it is thought, without imu li damage, 
she was from Bangor lor Boston, with potatoes. 
Skai;si*okt. on Friday of last week, a man 
giving his name as Know Is, called at the board- 
inghouse ot Mrs. Cyphers, stating that he had 
obtained employment at the sash and door fac- 
tory of Messrs. Black, Mathews A Co., and ask- 
ed for board. Not suspecting anything wrong, 
Mrs. < acceded to his request, assigning him 
a room and bed with another hoarder. The 
next morning, at an early hour, he decamped, 
taking with him the sum of #5.40 in money, 
and a pocket handkerchief of the goods and 
chattels of his fellow lodger. It is needless to 
-ay that hi- story of having obtained employ- 
ment was but the false fabrication of a thiev- 
ing tramp.A recent cable dispatch from Capt. 
Dunbar, of brig If. II. Wright, announces the 
death of His wife, by typhoid fever, at Stettin, 
Prussia. Mrs. Dunbar wits the youngest daugh- 
ter of the Hon. Wm. McGilvery of this town. 
.\ -hip of about 1000 tons measurement, is 
in process of construction in the shipyard of 
the late dolin Carver.Two good reservoirs 
have just been completed, one at, and the other 
near the village, and now the cold water cure 
will he applied to the tire king when he comes 
tor battle.Notwithstanding the hard times? 
the veteran ship master, Capt. Phincas Pendle- 
ton, (now retired from sea service) has just 
completed the second two story dwelling built 
by him the present season.< >n Tuesday morn- 
ing about one o’clock, a tenement dwelling be- 
longing to I. w. Havener, Esq., and recently 
occupied by Paul Delano, was totally destroyed 
by lire. Cause, supposed to he incendiary. 
—Next year, being centennial, all the 
girls are to wear stockings of the star 
spangled banner pattern. “Oh, say, can 
you see,” &c. 
—That excellent newspaper tho Lewis- 
ton Journal conies out bright and shining 
with a new suit of type, making a very 
handsome appearance. 
—A statue ol Stonewall Jackson, pre- 
sented to the state of Virginia by several 
English gentlemen, was unveiled at Rich- 
mond last week. The introductory address 
was delivered by Gov. Kemper. The only 
child ot Gen. Jackson, a girl 13 years of 
age was presented to the crowd and was 
received with tremendous cheers. The 
procession was an hour and a half pass- 
ing a given point. 
THE ELECTIONS. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Tlie indications are that the Republicans 
lnive carried Massachusetts by a small 
majority—say 5000 for Rice. Boston, that 
last year gave Gaston GO00, now goes lor 
Rice by 78. For Congress in the lirsl dis- 
trict, to (ill a vacancy, Crapo, Rep. is 
elected. In 1872 the state gave Grant 
74,300 majority. 
NEW YORK. 
The Republicans make gains in the 
country, ami claim tbe state by 10,000, 
with both branches of the legislature. The 
Democrats abate nothing o! their confi- 
dence that the state is theirs. Morrissey 
and Ilackett are elected in the city. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
The state is very close, and the result 
doubtful. Outside nl Philadelphia the state 
is largely Democratic, out whether sufti 
eienlly so to overcome the city frauds is 
doubtful. 
MARYLAND. 
Democratic, as usual. 
WISCONSIN. 
\ cry close with the probabilities favor- 
ing the 1 hunocrats, 
MINNESO r A. 
Meagre returns, showimr a large reduc- 
tion of republican vote. 
MISSISSIPPI 
I lie I •emoerals here make great, gains, 
and have carried the slate by a large ma- 
jority training lour Congressmen. 
Supremo Judicial Court. 
.iriK.i: i,rum immmihini;. 
In tin- case ot Ambrose I.. Norton vs. town of 
Moutville, where tin- plaint ill claimed ij-.'iUUO dam 
ages for injuries received on the highway, on trial 
last week, tin-jury disagreed. 
Henry ]•'. Hawkins \s. Bradstrcet M. Hawkins. 
This was an action on account, brought by tin plain- 
titl against hi- father. Verdict for deft. Williamson 
for pit if. l-'ogler for deft. 
A. K. My rick y-. K. I.. Hall apt. \u act ion brought 
before a Trial Justice for a bill of goods sold by 
pltlf. to deft, amounting to $ i 1. 1 Jell, appealed from 
ttie decision of the magistrate. 1). It. admitted hav 
ing tin good- but claimed that In- paid plttf. in cash 
at a subsequent day. Jury disagreed. John-on for 
pltlf. J. Libby' .1 r. for deft 
Wm. Hussey vs. YVm. Sibiey. I'arties live in 
Freedom. 1 he <pte-tion in dispute was the validity 
»I an indorsement upon a note sued by pit if. who 
sa that vv In-ti lie roqiust* <1 deft, to pay t lie note he 
ifered him an order on the town ot Sc.ursmout for 
^ too, and interest, which he took and endorsed on 
the note in part payment. A short time after re 
cclv ing the order he presented it to the treasurer ot 
Sear-mont, who refu-ed to pay it. tin- order being 
worthless. Having been originally given in In'.:; 
for commutation mom y paid by a drafted man, and 
renewed in ls.V.t, there was testimony tending to 
show that deft, warranted the order to he as good 
as money which he denied, claiming that lie took 
the order of a debtor of his, paying just the sanu 
amount a- pltlf. endorsed outlie note, and that pi HU 
took the order at his own risk. After taking out the 
testimony the case was withdrawn from the jury 
und reported to the Law Court. Knowltou & Me 
l.ellan for plttf. l-'ogler for deft. 
.Lime.- Higgins vs. Axel 11 ay ford, f rover for t wo 
notes amounting to $.'loo, signed by W. ll.(ctuinof 
St.John, N. B. The notes were left with deft, in 
i>7! by Higgins to be sent toSt. John, for collection* 
the notes not being paid and nearly outlawed, pltlf. 
demanded of Hay ford the notes or an order for 
them <>n the Atlv. at. St. John which deft. m-gleeted 
to give, when the action was brought to recover the 
'aim- .f tlie notes I’ltlL in his testimony admitted 
that he had since taken tin poor debtor's oath, and 
sworn that he had no interest iu tin-notes now on 
suit. Verdict for deft. l ogler Wallace f.»r pltlf. 
McLellan for deft. 
John ( dllnan vs. < i. riitehctt & ul. Tor !1 
Jays labor at $J.OU per day, painting ami -triping 
shanks of shoes for defts., proprietors of tin- shoe 
factory at Belfast, und for damages for breach of con- 
tract in m»t employing him one year, and tor refus- 
ing to give a job of burnishing according to agree- 
ment. 1’lttl. i- a lions* painter ami claims to be re- 
ceiving $:j.uu per day. He claimed that dells, induced 
him to leavi hi- employment and go into theirs, by 
agreeing to *iiv e him $.:.oo p*-r day for one year, and 
to give him a burnishing j*»b that lie could b t and 
make a profit upon. After working 11 days deft, 
discharged him. Delis, denied any such contract, 
said they mad*- no contract in relation to time or 
pi ice, that after having labored fourteen days the 
price was fixed at one dollar per day, that pltlf. had 
worked but til oav-. tiny hud paid him :?■.**>.UO and 
were r*-a«ly to pay him f-i.no more. \d-rdict *>f:~1L7! 
for plttf. Jewett for pltlf. l-'ogler for defts. 
Benjamin Williams \s. Henry Wyman. Action 
upon a witnessed note dat«*1 Dec. 2'id, lsf*7. Delt. 
contended that the not*- was not witnessed at the 
time of executing if, and that then- was no legal 
consideration, this note ami a bill of sale of his 
hors*-and oxen being given for the purpose of se- 
curing his property irom the reach ot his creditors, 
plttf. claiming it was given fora balance of acet. and 
money loaned. Verdict for pltlf. S o::. McL* Han 
for plttf. Foglcr for deft. 
State vs. Jame- 1'oniroy. ,1'omrov was indicted 
for an assault with an intent to commit a rape upon 
Minnie T. Brown ot Mvanvilh eight years of age. 
flu- Mate withdrew tin- charge as to the intention, 
and respondent- plead guilty to the assault, and was 
sentenced to one year in work house at Wi-casset. 
l-'ogler for State. Johnson for deft. 
State vs. Martin L. Tower. Indictment lor rape 
upon Mar L. (irillin of Searsport, fourteen years of 
ag*-. Hu testimony on the part of the State tended 
to show that on the lMh day of last August the 
(iritlin girl was picking blueberries in a pasture in 
company with four or live smaller girls, when Tow- 
er appeared among them, took a large thistle and 
chased the girls, singling out the (iritlin girl and 
driving her towards the bushes, then taking her bv 
the arm, dragging her into tin bushes, ami commit- 
ted the crime alleged, l ower did not deny the act, 
but said it .was done by consent of the girl. Ver- 
dict guilty, 1-ogler for State. Kunnels for delt. 
State vs. Intoxicating Liquors & City ol i.eifast 
claimants. After opening this case to the jury, tin- 
court intimated that it would be necessary for the 
city to prove its ownership, and that the city could 
he the lawful owner id- such liquors only as were le- 
gally purchased at such places as the statute pro- 
vides; and that those not marked with the name <>f 
tin- city and its agent were liable to forfeiture. The 
facts being agreed as to what portions of the liquors 
were purchased of dealers out of tin* state, tin* jury 
returned a formal verdict that those purchased out 
of the state and not legally marked should be for- 
feited, and those that were purchased at the state 
agency should be returned. The claimants filed ex- 
ceptions to the ruling, and the case goes to the law 
court next dune. T wo other actions against Kean 
take the same course. Fogler. Williamson. 
T he following divorces were decreed— 
.Sarah d. ltucklin vs. 'Truman II. Itucklin; Lena 
F. Davis vs. llermon 11. Davis; Oscar F. Allemvood 
v- Lucy W. Allenwood; Annie S. Treat vs. Waldo 
1*. Treat; Amanda M. Kicker from Isaiah Kicker; 
Vesta 11. Dickey from Leonard I*. Dickey. No ali 
inony. 
The court adjourned finally on Wednesday after- 
noon. 
—Our gale of Sunday was a snow .slonn 
in the interior of New York. 
—Score one for the women. Emma Had- 
dock of Iowa has been admitted to prac- 
tice in tlic courts ol the United States, be- 
ing the pioneer lady in those tribunals, 
— If there is Unusual brilliancy in the 
Journal this week, it may be attributed 
to the fact that the editor has been ill, and 
unable to ply the pen as usual. 
Jt is said that members of the Knox 
County bar are thinking of taking steps to have one of their number expelled for 
unprofessional conduct. For example: 
A man of small means was sued in the 
name of a well known citizen, and his 
employer trusteed. The man who was 
actually a defendant went to the man 
who was named as plaintiff and asked: 
“Do I owe you anything?” “Not a cent 
nor never did” was the reply. Then 
why have you sued me and trusteed my 
wages?” “Why, my man, arc you 
crazy?” replies the nominal plaintiff, “I 
haven’t sued you. What do you mean ?” 
“1 mean,” replies the other “that Lawyer 
;-has brought a suit against me 
in yonr name and is about to get posses- sion of my wages. If I don’t owe you, 
give me a receipt in full.” A second man 
was sued in this man’s name by the same 
attorney and the gentleman in question 
had never given him any sort of an ac- 
count to collect. Wo have this story from one of the parties whoso names 
were used in the suit, and a gentleman of 
entire credibility. It does seem as if the 
Knox County lawyers should look after 
such a swindler as we have alluded to. 
[Press. 
By the President of the United 
States of America : 
A PROCLAMATION. 
In accordance with a practice at once wise and 
beautiful we have been accustomed as the year 
is drawing to a close to devote an occasion to 
the humble expression of our thanks to Al- 
mighty God, for the ceaseless and distinguished 
benefits bestowed upon us as a nation, and for 
liis mercies and protection during the closing 
year. Amid tlie rich and free enjoyment of all 
our advantages we should not forget the sour- 
ce- from whence they are derived, and tin* ex- 
tent of our obligations to the Father of All 
Mercies. We have full reason to renew our 
thanks to Almighty God for favors bestowed 
uiion us during the past year. ]5v His continu- 
ing mercy civil and religious liberty have been 
maintained; peace lias reigned within our bord- 
ers, labor and enterprise have produced their 
merited rewards, and to His watchful provid- 
ence we are indebted for security from pesti- 
lence and other national calamity. Apart from 
national blessing-,each individual among us has 
occasion to thankfully recall and devoutly re- 
cognize the favors and protection which he has 
enjoyed. 
Now, therefore, I. I lysses s. Grant, Pres- 
ident of the United States, do recommend that 
on Thursday, the 2f>th day of November, the 
people of the United States abstaining from all 
secular pursuits and from their accustoinary 
avocations do assemble in their respective 
places of worship, and in such form as may 
seem most appropriate in their own hearts offer 
to Almighty God their acknowledgments and 
thanks for all liis mercies, and their humble 
prayers for a continuance of liis divine favor. 
In witness whereof I have hereto set my hand 
and caused the seal of the United States to he 
affixed. 
Done at the City of Washington, this ‘J7th day 
of October, in the y ear of our Lord Is7">, and 
of the independence of the United State- the 
one hundredth. 
(Signed) U. s. GRANT. 
1 tv t!»«* President, 
'HAMILTON KISH, SciT.'Liiy i.fSIiito. 
Cai.ykk's J1 ai::;«>i;. They are getting moiv 
strict liere with the government workmen. If 
a man is absent half a day, his job is given to 
another, if applied lor, and there are lots hen- 
set king work.The granite company are get- 
ting out some large stones lor Philadelphia. 
A man named Thaddeus Tuinnm while gun- 
ning sea fowl on the ledges last week, hurst his 
gun. blowing hi> left hand to pieces, making a 
hartul wound.‘Joseph Dolan had his arm 
broken last week, \\ bile turning a stone in one 
of the sheds. The jack slipping. Jet the stone 
fall hack.The lireinen\s levee was a grand 
siieeevv. ( harles l.ittlelield received 1 he gold 
headed cane, awarded to the captain who re- 
ceived the largest number of votes, and Mrs. j 
Duran, a widow with a large family, the barrel 
of Hour. The cane at 10 cents per vote brought 
#1*0. They received in all #340.The seh. 
< harles Cobh has loaded stone for Philadel- 
phia.I. \V. p. Turner of this town and Miss 
Ada A. Holbrook of Swan's Island were mar- 
ried W ednesday of last week, and were sere- 
naded the next night, each person presenting 
the liew married couple with some article of 
household ware. They were handsomely treat- 
ed.Kggs are 40 cents per dozen here. How 
is that for high? 
How Radical Party Capital is Made, j A recoill number ot tlie Kennebec Jour- | 
mil has the following : 
A private loiter just written to us from Jack- j 
sonville. by a prominent citizen of that place,] 
who is a native of Kennebec county, ami whose 
statements are entitled to tin1 fullest credit, 
says: 
“We have had a Republican Senator assassi- I 
nated only a few weeks since. It certainly was 
a political murder, and some of tin Democratic 
j iurnals could not wait until lie was buried be- 
fore they were whooping for a Democratic ma- 
jority in the Senate, it is quite true—and the 
New York Tribune is authority for it—that the 
Southern white people cull carry every south- 
ern Slate if they try. 
How do they try: Lot Mississippi, Louis- 
iana. Alabama and (icorgia answer. If Florida 
does not remain Republican for some time to 
come, you can rest a>suivd that the assassin 
* an be thanked for it. 
* * *- >:- •* *■ * 
There is a great cry in some papers that the 
•war i- o\er,‘ and the ‘Republicans have not 
found it out." It is not so. It the dead from 
political causes wer to he collected, even for 
one year, it would frighten some of these peace 
crying papers. 
At the trial preliminary of the accused as- 
sassin, a man incurs the displeasure of these 
high-toned gentlemen, if lie dares to express 
any belief regarding him. except that of his in- 
nocence. It is not a free country, even though 
we have a Republican (iovernor. 
it is free sn long as vour views eoim id.- with 
theirs. W e must have a strong Republican 
government., until olitual murderer* and as- 
saxsins are unknown. 
I have given you facts.** * + 
II we say that this lias been emphatical- 
ly denied by good authority on the spot 
where the report is said to have originat- 
ed. we suppose the average republican 
will reply that the denial is b\ some rebel 
and therefore not entitled to be believed 
But it lias been denied by authority that 
even the Kennebec Journal will not ipies- 
lion Tiie Jacksonville Union, edited by 
N K. Sawyer, Esq., long a prominent 
citizen of Maine, comments as follows: 
Who the “prominent citizen of Jackson- 
ville is who is a native ol Kennebec coun- 
ty and whose statements are entitled to 
tiie fullest credit,” we have not been able 
to ascertain. But we can say w ithout the 
fear of a suecesslul contradiction, that his 
statement should he taken with a i/rml 
dull i>/' nlloiciuicc; and more than this, the 
heart that conceived such thoughts, and 
the hand that penned then), do not belong 
to a fair-minded, nor a sensible man, nor 
an honest one, either. 
Who gave this writer the authority to 
declare that the murder.>1 Dr. E. (i. John- 
son was a political murder ? Are not our 
juries and the court of this circuit now in- 
vestigating this very murder? and had 
we not all better suspend judgment, or 
refrain lrom rushing into print with our 
preconceived views until the courts have 
investigated the subject? Will the Jour- 
nal and its correspondent please answer? 
Our only wonder is, that our old friend 
the editor of tiie Journal, should lend his 
columns to such absurd statements. We 
knew l)r. Johnson well, and something of 
his history in North Carolina, his native 
State, and also under what circumstances 
lie came into this, as well as the current 
events ol his life in Columbia county. A 
portion of this history we have from his 
own 1 i{>*s, and a portion came to us in a 
way that forbids us to make public use of 
the same; and with this evidence within 
our knowledge, ive are not justified in de- 
claring that he was murdered for political 
reasons, for his lite had been an active 
one, making many enemies, and of those, 
it seems to us just as likely to commit the 
dastardly crime of murder as any disap- 
pointed politician. 
What worse enemy of the Republican 
party or ot this State, can there he, than 
one who will recklessly declare, as this 
scribbler does, “that this is not a free coun- 
try.” Even Governor Stearns, a Maine 
man, a strong partzan too, declared in his 
last Annual Message, as follows: 
“Freedom of political opinion and action lias 
been accorded to all, and recognized as an es- 
sential principle of free government. Equal, 
civil and political rights arc denied to none, 
and the most cordial good will prevails among 
all classes of our people. We need no'Con- 
gressional enactment or other interference to 
secure to any class of our citizens the full en- 
joyment of their constitutional rights * * * 
I believe there is a true, drain: for a more per- 
fect restoration of friendly and fraternal rela- 
tions and mutual confidence between all sec- 
tions of our common country. The citizens of 
Florida are loyal to the government, and would 
cheerfully render any assistance in their power 
to uphold and defend it, and I doubt if any State 
lias a more loyal and patriotic class of citizens 
than the people of Florida to-day. 
The Governor, it seems, thinks ditler- 
cntly lrom this native of “Kennebec comi- 
ty" and lie is an old citizen. 
As an evidence of tbe feeling of the 
Democrats, we quote from the proceed- 
ings of their Congressional Convention 
held in this city in September 1S71, it be- 
ing part of General Finley’s speech before 
the Convention, and alter his nomination 
for a candidate lor Congress: 
1 should oppose with uncompromising resist- 
ence any and all Federal legislation which Is designed or calculated to advance mere party 
ends, at the expense of the public interests. 
I enter most heartily into the sympathy ex- 
pressed in your resolutions in behalf of the 
patriotic Cubans, who are so nobly struggling 
for self-government. 
As all our theories of government are based 
upon the intelligence of the people, J should 
always favor the maintenance of schools for 
public instruction. 
I should advocate to the fullest extent of mv 
limited powers all measures which, in my .judg- 
ment, would be calculated to restore and pre- 
serve harmony to all sections and races, and 
which may tend to the solid and lasting estab- 
lishment of the Union on the principles of the 
Constitution. 
We respectfully ask the Journal, as an 
act ot justice to this State, to the thou- 
I 
sands ol northern and western men now 
here, who travel over the State as freely 
as we did Maine this summer, and who 
are as free to express their opinions as 
Maine people are in Maine, guided by the 
same good sense that characterizes gent le- 
men in all civilized communities, to pub- 
lish tli is answer to its correspondent. We 
appeal to the records and the tacts, not in 
the interest of any party, but in the in- 
terest ol peace and truth, and tlie State at 
large. 
—('apt. Doering, of steamer Lewiston, 
writes to correct an error in a recent par- 
agraph. The new wharf ol the steamboat 
company is bniit at Scott's Landing, Deer 
Isle, amt not Mt Desert, as stated. It is 
one ol the best in the slate, and there is 
now being constructed thereon a large 
building, with height room, waiting 
rooms. &e. It will finely accommodate 
the people of the locality. 
—The foolish suit by one (loti against 
the Boston Herald, lor calling the Card ill' 
giant statue a humbug, was tried in Bos- 
ton last week, tloft asked fm s.71,000, 
and got limbing. B was just tun lor the 
lierald 
—The total loss in the Virginia <'ity lire 
last week is £7,oUU,000; insured lor 
000,000. The work of rebuilding has al- 
ready commenced. 
; From tlu* Philadelphia PresbyP ri. u. j 
From the W orld's Dispensary Prim ing(>tii, e 
and Hindery. Hulfalo N. Y\\ e have reeei\»<1 
’“'Mr* People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, 
in plain Fuglish : or, Medicine Sin,pi,lied." Pv 
IP V. Pierce. M. h., < ounselor-iu-( bief ol tin 
Hoard of Physicians and Surgeons at tin 
World’s Dispensary. Whoever helps human- 
it\ in its struggle with its inherent weaknesses 
and diseases, to In or rut'v. is its benefactor. 
Ignorance is net only *»f itself a cause of disease 
and mortality, hut it is the enemy of every « l 
< “t to cure or mitigate. Nothing will so speed- 
ily renioN e this cause as knowledge an elimen- 
uy one at least of the diseases to whieh we 
uv heir, as well as those superinduced l>\ our 
own imprudence. hr. Picree has rendered, in 
our judgment, a hen,•factor’- service, both to 
the atllieted and to the profession, in his diag- 
nosis of the diseases treated of. and in the pres- 
entation of the philosophic principles involved 
in their eause and removal, lie is sparing of re- 
medies. and usually prescribes such as are safe 
in unskilled hand. A- a hook merely of abstract 
knowledge, il is exceedingly readable and inter- 
esting, ospeeialh the following .subjects : Cere- 
bral Physiology, Human Temperaments. Pseu- 
do-Hygiene, the Nursing ol the Siek, Sleep, 
Food. N “Utilation, etc In one ehapter on an- 
other subject, >o delicate in its nature that it 
is shut up l>e\ ond the domain of warning to all 
hut physicians, so aeeursed in its results in 
modeiT. society, he is most explicit, and alike 
true to Cod, to \irtue, to life, and to soeietv, 
shows the truth as presented in the teachings 
of Scripture,—that life begins with eom-eprion. 
— with great force, to which is added faithful 
warnings. 
Price of the Medieal \d\ her s! ..",0. seid pos{- 
pajd. Address the author, at Hnllalo. N. Y. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencxe* 
That Iron is valuable as a .Medicine lias long 
been known, bill i! i- only since ils preparation 
in the ]>ariieular form <•!' Peruvian S\rup ilia! 
its tidl power over di'ca.'C has been brought p, 
light. Ils ell eel in eases of dyspepsia and dr- j 
bility is most salutati»ry. 
The throat is a peculiar organ—always al 
work, and will bear about r\.rvtiling hut a 
negle. led cold, which produces irritation and a 
tickling rough. No time should be lost in ar- 
resting the disease at this point when• ■•< on- 
sumption ran be cured." for this open pro\ es 
to be the tirst stage of that awful disease. For 
these slight attacks there is no better remedy than the “Forest Tar Trodi -none so go.xf. 
If taken in season they will allay the irritation 
and relieve the hacking rough. They may be found at the druggi-N* \vith the “Lopes! Tar 
Hook." 
1 he Supreme Fourl ol I he ale :| New York 
has decid 'd that d. ( Ayrr A • <»., of Lowe!!, 
have the sole rigid !«» use i|j<■ words « nippy 
I *i :< • >!■; \ t for medieim-. and lias issin d an in- 
junction against !•'. V. Kiishion of New 'i ork 
itv, for selling Kushfon’s < herrv Pectoral or 
Fbeny IVetoral Lo/.nge,, or mu other u<r of! 
the name to d.'eei\e the jiublie. I 'his decision ! 
of the high eoi rt includes all dealers wlio soil j 
a11\ similar articles. j port .JciL-rson ( L. 1. I 
Loader. 
\n Eastern tramp, who Inul been «>wr Wis- 
consin, says the names of ih>* lowm- -a\■.,»* loo 
much “I pcde*lriani*m to -nil his notion of a 
••printer’s state." There i- M i'wauk- e. \\ :n\- 
kc-ha, Oeoiiow... Manitowoc. Waukegan, P«- 
waukee, and a dozen otIn \■ “walk-,” hut daran i 
little work. 
In the x\ bole medical pharamacopo-ia (hen- i» 
no medicine so w ell adapted tor the suppression 
and eradication of I*.right's disease, dropsy, 
kidney, bladder and glandular complaints, men- 
tal and physical debility, errors ot youth or 
mature age, exee-siye iiitemj i-i un e, grr:t\f 1. 
diabetes, pain in the back and loins, lemah 
irregularities and maladies incidental to tin 
urinary organs, a- Hunt's /iV/,p ■•///. This med- 
icine never fail.- t«» produce the most beneficial 
results, lienee ii- adoption l>\ family j»h\ sj- 
cians. 
An old edition of Mor-,-'> geography saw-: 
Albany has four hundred dwelling lum-e- an.I 
twenty-four hundred inhabitant-, all -taiidine 
witli their galde end- to the street.” 
SrmtwK'.s I’i'i.MuMi >\ i;t 1*. roi: nit: < Tut: 
» >1 < '« > \ I Ml- l'to.N ( \ >! (tils \ N I» ( ()| 11 
The great virtue of this medicine is that it. 
ripens the matter and throws it out of the sys- 
tem, purities the blood, and thus effects a cure. 
■*( hi a< iPs Sf. \ \\ i:i;i» li.Nir, mu m-; < m 
ol I >VM’I r-i\, i \ PHILS Uo.N A< 
The tonic produces a healthy action of tin* 
siotmich. creating an appetite, forming chyle, 
and curing the most obstinate eases ol Indie 
lion. 
Srm'NciPs Al wiMiAki: Pills, tot: tin: < m; 
OF PlYI'.i: < 'OM PLAIN 1\ Ac. 
These Pill.- are alterative. and produce a 
hea tlix action of flu* liver, without the least 
danger, as they are free from calomel, and yet 
more cllieaeioiis in restoring a healths action of 
the liver. 
These remedies are a certain cure for Con- 
sumption, as tlie Pulmonic Syrup ripens the 
matter and purities the blood. The Mandrake 
Pills net upon the liver, create a healthy bile, 
and remove all diseases of tin* liver, often ;l 
cause of Consumption. The Sea Weed Tonic 
gives tone and strength to the stomach, male 
a good digest ion. and ei allies the organ* to form 
good blood: and thus creates a healthy circula- 
tion of healths' blood. The combined action of 
these medicines, as thus explained, will cun 
every ease of Consumption, if taken in time, 
and ihe use of the medicines persevered in. 
I)r. Sebenek i* professionally at hi- principal 
oilier, corner Sixth and Amu Si.-., Philadel- 
phia, every Monday, where all letters for ads ice 
must he addressed. 4\vls 
A French gentleman* who supposeo he had 
mastered the English language, was s ully puz- 
zled one day when a friend looked at him and 
said: “How do you do?” “Dovai?” “I mean 
how do you lind yourself?” “Saire, I never 
loses myself.” “'Hut how do you leepr” "Smoot 
—you ju.-t fed me.” 
I.yon's K miAluoN prevent* the Hair from 
falling out or turning gray, renews it* growth, 
and gives strength ami vigor. It is delightfully 
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It 
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic 
ever produced. I -ed by the elite. Price only 
50 cents. lyr 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
PERSONAL NOTICE, 
Notice is hereby given that all ullicers, sailors, 
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the 
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a 
pension, and thousands of pensioners are entitled to 
an increased rate. Apply immedialelv through 
Dll. E. 15. .) \<T\ St >N, 
Lute Surgeon, l'. »s. Navy. 
No. 4 New Chambers St., New York. splyr'.t 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every moment of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con 
sumption, iar exceeds all that can be brought io 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Soiienek’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
of many persons of the highest respectability, " ho 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced 
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. 
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as 
these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro- 
moted by the employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Ionic 
and Mandrake Pills. By the. timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock 
■Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. lotli and 24th, and March 
loth and 24th. Consultations free; blit for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor, 
the price is $5. 
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal of- 
fice, Corner Sixth ami Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 
every Monday, where all letters of advice must oe 
addressed. 
CONFESSIONS OF A VICTIM. 
PiJUUSHKi) AS A WARNING and for the benefit of 
Young Mkn and otiikus who sutler from N'LBN 
OUS DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., giv- 
ing his rules of Self-Cure, after undergoing much 
sulfering ami expense, and mailed free on receiving 
a post-paid directed envelope. Address NATHAN- 
IEL MAYFAIB, P. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N• » 
si)0m52 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, Nov. 1. 
Ih'TTKr—We quote tine X York and Vermont fall 
made butter at .Tja.'jjc; long dairies, 28a31c; summer liutter at 28a30c for choice; medium do at 24a26c: 
! common do at 20a22c. 
j Ciikksk—We quote line factory, including North- ern and Western, at 12 l-2al3 l-2c; good do at 11 1-2 al2c; common and medium at Dalle per lb. lv,(,s—We quote Northern and Eastern at 30c, with occasional sales at :>le. 
I»i..\xs -We quote pea l.ieans at $2 00a2 25 per bush lor Western, Northern and Eastern; Yellow 
» at $2 2.) \ er bush. 
Pui i.try—Choice lot- of Turkeys and Chickens 
an\selling at 22a21c. 
V-M'TAi!t.ic—Early I! .-<• and Jackson Whites 
I sol: aMSa.r»3c pt r bush, and Peerless at lac. 
vv AM) .Straw'--We quote prime lots of old and new- hay at $21 on a 22 Go per ton; medium liay 
at $ 18 ooaId oo, and line at $17 00. Oat Straw at s !o 00 per ton ; New York live Straw at $23 00a -1 oo per ton. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
CorrccttJ Weekly for the Journal 
1>: > .. i.\ i' <Sc IJ.vm ocr No. S .Main Street. 
^°ur jOuIO 50 < 'orned Beef loall 
SSaOti Mutton 7 
ton, Meal oo Lamb 7a‘> L\t- Meal s?1.50 Turkey l.Sa£0 
ir 1.50 Chicken llalh 
Harley 00 Fowl K'aI5 
^;ats 50 (ieese 00 Jjt*ans OOatbFj I>uck 00 1 otatoes Go Hay 00al4.00 Apples *i0a$1.00 Straw ^o'.OOaS.OO 
Jtried Applies t<uO Washed Wool H 
-T In washed ;j;{ 
( Ki Hides 
\;8K* >0 Calf Skins 1> Koiiiir. H<>;- lOall Lamb *■ Goa 1.00 I <>rk li.ii i. 10 Hard Wood :?G.50u0.00 
;:ir'1 17a‘J0 Soft !?T50a-L00 
"a 10 Shorts per et. $1 t>5 ai Gas 1.iihe $1.»»5 
* 'd 07 Mutter Salt '£* 
1'olloek 05 Fluster $ 1.40a!.GO 
M \ WHIE1). 
In this city, Oct. JO, by Rev. (Joorge Pratt, Mr. !Vl'r Laughran ami .Mr-. Jane Brown, both <>1 15*1 last. 
In Burnhnni, net. :?!. f.v Rev. John Cook Mr. 
K- Buzz. U ami Mb- Ann 31. Wood, both ol Burnham. 
L Jack on, Oct. Mr. .lames K. Marden of At 
kin on, and 31 Ns Altlmu ('unis of Jackson. 
in \\ tiiUipoii Oct. gb, Mr. Robert W. olson ami 
MN< (ieorgiana Perkins, both of Winterport In Castine, < »ct. g.». Mr. Melvin (jilinore and Miss 
Mar\ McLaughlin, both oi fustine. 
In Camden' Oct. g:td, Mr. Aldcn I McLean ami 
Mi" Beatrice II. Bowley, both of Rockland. 
In South ll-.pe, Oct. gr, Air. H. L. Hastings and Mi Ahbi F. lleweit, both of South Hope. In Lllsworth, (ut goth, Air. Irvin II. Tarbox of 
Bidiletord, and Miss Lucy A. Wilson of Fllsworth. 
In Orlan I. Oct. g.‘»*.l, (’apt. Seth R. Hutchings uiui 
Miss Martha o. Fucteau, both ofOrb.ml 
in Steuben, Oct. 31 r. Addison lb Hodgkins of 
(Jouldsboro, and Miss Mary A. ( raUne of Franklin. 
i >11:i >. 
Ol'ltinirfi n<>/icrst '(’j/oiul t,/e JUtfi, Xuim -inulAne 
mxxl lx jtai>lfur.j 
In this city, Oct. gd, Mrs. Plant Patter-on aged f.C 
cars. 
! ii 1 r» iloin. Oct. 1:, Ju Ison \\ Harlow, son of 
(itoi-gf ami l.li/.u .). Harlow, age.I Id yrs., 10 im>s. ami 7 da> s. 
hi freedom, Oet. gtl, Mrs. Paulina, widow ol l.u 
ticn I 0:i\ is. aged 1) years and n months. 
hi Lllswoith, Oct. c:j, Mrs. Milimta Pratt, aged "s 
years. 
In Sedgwick, Oct. ldth, Mr. Joseph M. Ihirgutn, 
aged >; ears. 
In Kockland, (Jet. Mr. ( harles Pollard, aged Of, 
years. 
In St. Oeorge.Oet. cl, Mrs. I’liza Andrew-, aged ru years, 1 month and Cc days. 
lh I i. n.lsliip, Oct. '.M, Mrs. Elizabeth Wotton, 
ari d sO years, *1 months and J„» days. hi St. tieorge, Oct. a 1st, Sally li.. wile ol' 1‘atriik 
Hart, aged 71 years, months and -j days. 
In So. Tliomastun, Oct. tilth, Flora Etta, child of 
•llehiu and llelia Elwell, aged •' years and 00 duv.- 
SflIL> NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
AHItIVKD. 
>Hi> 1) II Ingraham, Amos, Rockland, to 
I".el for New (irleaus. 
Oct. v.' Ralph Howes, lturgess, Hoboken, coal 
I" \\ B Swan «V Co: .Mary 1 arrow, Foss, Baltimore, 
with coal for "Win 1‘ltcber & Sou. 
<*et, '.' Lillian, Ryan, Boston. 
°ct. v Nathan Clifford, Carter, orhind; F.tta 
Stimps..,,, Hart, Sr. (ioorge, to load for Sa\annah. 
8 AILED. 
1 >ei. ‘. Ada & Annie, Cook, IVnsacolu. 
• nt- Vt.. A W Ellis, Ferguson, Londout Mary, 
Magee, Londout; Flora Sawyer, Nutter, Brooklin. 
net. >. .John L Iracy, Meservey, Wilmington; 
brig .N siii Elizabeth, Burgess, Fall Liver. 
(>ct. .' sdi D H 1 ngraham, Ames, New Orleans. 
200 QTLsT cODFISH ! 
I.i tilt Salted and well Clin d, to be sold at Whole 
and lb*:ail by \. F. M VN-I'IFI.D & C<L, 
Foot wi Main St. 
N 12 "W 
\V. CLARK 
Annoucos that be lia- taken the store on Church 
street, lately occupied by the late David Durgin, 
wliei *- lie will ki ep ;i first class fruit and confection 
ery *>t li e. Also 
Oysters Fresh from the Shell ! 
It Will be ill every particular a strictly temperance 
-alooii, a pla to suit the most fastidious. 
W. G. CLARK, Belfast 
Sc. ond building south of Courv House. 
Black Jewelry. 
VIMb.F. AS' ORTMI NT. M W STYLES. Now opening it 
Ilci'U'y’s Jewelry Store. 
SHAWL PINS"! 
/ "'I I' IM..VI I- !>, (ill.T, III U.K, ail.I I AM Y 
t t r \ I I'KII.VS. SKI.1.1 Xli l.( l\\ 




Fail and Winter Wear! 
The Host INkt to Huy 
-is AT.- 
H. H. FORBES’, 
No. 13 MAIN STREET, 
Who bus mi hand a large stock of Boots, Shoes and 
Lubbers, direct from the Manufacturers, suited to 
Fall and Winter Wear, among which are Ladies’ 
and Misses’Cloth, Kid and Coat Button Boots of all 
grades, including the celebrated 
EDWIN C. HUT'S 
French Kid & Goat Button Biots 
For Ladies wear. flit* BEST IN' I'll F. W< >LLD. 
— ALSO— 
Ladies’ Woolen Boots 
C'>at Foxed, for Winter, the warmest boot out. 
I'egge<l Leather Work of all kinds at low prices. Al-o Mens’, Boys' and Youths’ Boots of all kinds, 
thick, kip and calf. Also 
Custom Work 
done to older at 
SHOUT NOTICE. 
ALL fur 
Prices that Cannot be Beat 
FOR 
G J\. SS H ! 
VtT 11 EMEMil EII Til E I l. A CE, 
And call before you buy, at 
FI. FI. FORBES’, 
No. 1.5 Muiii Street, Belfast, Maiue. 
Nov. 1st, 187o.—Vm IS 
The Poetry of Leather. 
At Muddock’s Store, in Peirce’s Block, 
^ ou’ll tind a most extensive stock ; 
His modest sign a big white boot, 
His boots and shoes in styles to suit 
• lie tinniest or the biggest feet, 
And make them look both trim and neat. 
Walk in ! Walk in! my limping friend, 
Your grevious trials here may end, 
What though your vexed by corns and bunions, 
As sore as boils and big as onions, 
Maddock’s boots of softest leather, 
Will give you ease for months together. 
Pome in, fair ladies—here you’ll tind, 
In latest styles, to suit your mind, Hoots, shoes and slippers; then again We’ve boots and shoes for boys and men, In faucy stocks or stoutest leather, 
Por any place or any weather. 
Indeed, we keep no worthless trash, fo vex men’s souls, and waste their cash; 
Come one and all from far and near, I n way of prices we are not dear; 
I he lowest prices—best of stock, 
Are lound at MADDOCK’S, Peirce’s Block. 
0wl7 
HAM XU taken advantage of the late panicky feeling and numerous lailures among the big W holesale Root and shoe Dealers in Roston, and 
elsewhere, whereby they were enabled by paying 
C jA. SS H 
To purchase a large stock of 
Roots, Shoes k Rubbers! 
At a great deal h-ss than their original cost. Will 
in order to pay their bills and not- s promptly, 
SELL FOR CASH 
for tlie next sixty days, any or all of their enormous 
i stock of 
Roots, Shoes & Rubbers 
At such LOW PRICES aa w.-r.- 
oltered in this city. 
Jl i:VS* AMI S*OYS‘ 
Thick Boots! 
| 
LOWER THAN EVER, 
! !>">' ji everything that is kept in ii-t Class j 
Boot ami Shoe Stores, and ell their goods at a 
Very Small Profit For Cash ! 
Before you buy your Boys and Bill- th.-ir \\ iutei 
Boot s, go and M*e 
DINSMOliE & SON 
Save Money! 
(io and see how low they are selling a l.ady's 
Nice Kid Button Boot 
1 hey ar.-ju-t introducing the celebrated 
SILLIMAN’S 
New York Boots! 
FOR LADIES, 
which are the nice-t i;11 ing goods made in t}iis conn 
try. They keep all widths ami size.-, of all kinds and 
ijualities, from a line French Kid FMe.ss Boat, to a ! 
Heavy Hoar Walking Foot, and sell them as low, 
and even lower than their former prices. For (.. n 
tleineu the 
Etiiglisli Walking Shop 
Made from genuine Knglish Crain Feather, is tie 
late-t and most sensible shoe for winter wear. Co 
and see t hem. 
HANDSOME UiiiBRELl.AS 
For Ladies and Gentlemen, 
$1.00 EACH. 
Finally when you want any Boots, Shoe-, Rubbers 
or anything in that line rail on l\vis 
DIXSMORE & SOX. 
Special Notice! 
-—To I'll I. 
Ladies A Livbisaiin 
— O !•- 
WALDO COUNTY. 
Haw Just IMimieil from the 
"Western Ivlarket! 
^ illi the Largest, and M<> l l,’a"liionahle 
Stock of 
DRY A FANCY GOODS! 
Ever ottered in this cily. 
"W c cannot enuineriite goods or <jm>le prices, 
as our stock is sc. very large, but we cordialh 
invite you all to call and examine them, 
ascertain our price*, and purchase if satisfac- 
tory. We thank you for your liberal patmn- 
age and hope to retain it, assuring you that our 
goods will bo sold at prices that will suit the 
purchaser. 
T. W. Pitcher & Co. , 





For Student and other Lamps. 
White and Non-Explosive! 
WREST OIL MASCEACTl'Rl'O : 
FOR SALE BY 
Wm, O. Poor & Son, 
DRUGGISTS. 
Non-Resident Taxes. 
In the town of Seur»monl in the County of Waldo, 
for the year Is i. 
riTHE following list ol taxes on real estate of noil 
i resident owners, in the town of ''••arsinont, lor 
the year 1874, in bills committed toC. i. llemenwav, 
collector of said town, on the 20th day (»t August, 
1874, has been returned by him to me, as remaining 
unpaid on the 12th day of August, 1875, by bis cer- 
tificate of that date, und now remain unpaid. Notice is hereby given that If said taxes, and interest, and I 
charges, are not paid in to the Treasurer of said 
town, within eighteen months from the date of the 
commitment, of said b: 11s, so much of the real estate 
as will be sufficient to pay the amount due thereon, 
including interest and charges, will without further 
notice, be sold at public auction, at the otliee of the 
Treasurer of said town, on Saturday, the loth day of 
February, 1870, at one o’clock in the afternoon. 
1. A. MAliltlJNEK, .treasurer ol" Soarsinont. 
Names. t J* * 
y,< > H 
Adams, Joseph, on barn, $150 $2.00 
Allen, Abner, 24 150 5.10 
Brown, Deo. If., 2 1 House. loo 2.40 
Benner, Isaac, 5 20 (58 
Blaisdell, Alpheus, 100 175 5.95 
Boynton, David, 22 120 4.42 
Bennett, Alvin, 50 225 5.40 
Cooper, Win., 45 90 2.0(5 
Crosby, Wm. D. & Co., 1 House & Stable. 75 2.55 
Curltun, Jeil., ISO } JJ j 4K10.0, 
Carlton, Jed., lot 50 125 2.C0 
Cross, John, 22 1-2 loo 2.40 
Elmes, Jos. E., 27 25 .(50 
Fuller, Edmund, 14 Stave Mill. 40 1.2(5 
Droves, Daniel, 5 40 1.2(5 
Howard, Frank, 25 75 2.55 
Jameson, Mrs. Orris, 25 140 2.2(5 
Knight, Adelbert, 8 80 2.72 
Keen, Mrs. Lucy, 1 2 House & Barn. 120 4.08 
Longfellow, II. M., 80 House & Barn. 290 9.2(5 
Littlefield, Jos., 38 House & Barn. 200 7.14 
Moody & Thomas, 7 28 .95 
Philbrook, Ebenr., 00 180 4.22 
Pease, Elijah, 1-3 Stave Mill, loo 2.40 
Toothaker, B. B., 10 so 2.72 
Woodman, Davis, 100 1-2 Stave Mill. 370 12.58 
(;bv 18) 
G R E A T 
ATTRACTION 
I 1ST 
A. N ID 
Coo. W. Burkett & Co., 
Announce to the l’ublic that they have 
received their lull stock of Kail and Win- 
ter Goods. 
DRESS GOODS! 
Li our Dress Goods department will he 
found an excellent assortment 01 ALL 
\V< >OL GOODS, iii numerous shades, qual- 
ities and prices. 
Paisley & India Striped Shawls 
\\ ill he our specialty, and we guarantee 
a sale on these goods at Lower Prices than 
can he obtained elsewhere in this city 
FLANNELS 
— A N I>- 
WOOLEN GOODS 
f rom our large assortment the trade 
cannot lail to make good selections at ex- 
treme Low Prices. 
Good Checked Shirting rianncl, 10c 
per yard. 
REMNANT PRINTS 
AT 6 CENTS PER YARD. 
GOOD BROWN COTTON! 
7-ts yd. wide, (i l-2c per yard 
Standard Sheeting ! 
AT 8 CENTS PER YARD. 
Bleached Cotton! 
12 in. wide, only 12 l-2c per yard, former 
price 17c. 
Extra Heavy Shirting Flannel ! 
Weight 7 c.z. to the yd., only ;17 1 -2e. 
LADIES' UNDERVESTS! 
prs. of these vests to be sold at 7>0c 
each; very good weight and nice quality. 
Hand Knit Worsted Jackets j 
Wo an- receiving semi-weekly those 
Hand KniL .Jackets from parties who are 
knitting them expressly lot our trade. 
ONLY t?2.00 EACH. 
JACKET YARN. 
Have received a lull assortment ot these 
American Worsteds in all shades. 
Wo have not space to enumerate all our 
poods and prices, Inn assure the public 
wo mean business, and propose to sell our 
poods at prices that will please one and all. 
\penis lor the celebrated DOMKSTIf 
I’M'l l: FASHIONS. Catalogues Free. 
New Goods 
Having previously closed out nearly all 
n! my old stock of goods, 1 am now pre- 
pared to show an entire stock of new goods 
in every department. All the LATF.ST 
STYI.KS of 
MILLINERY 
Scitvital IIV a Kir.sl ( lass Milliner, 
is/.riss BROWN, 
Who will take charge of that class of 
goods and guarantee satisfaction to all 
who choose to favor us with their pat- 
ronage. 
KID CLOVES! 





Braids, &c., &c, 
Merino Garment* ? 
Ladies in pursuit ot these will find our 
stock the largest in the city ranging from 
■12 cts. upward. 
I 
German Worsteds, Sock & Ball 
Yarn, Hosiery. Collars and 
Cuffs, Leggins, &c,, &c-t 
Ami many articles that are new and de- 
sirable which we have neither time nor 
space to mention. My store now being 
one of the largest in the city wo can dis- 
play our goods to better advantage. 
Many thanks for past patronage and 
hoping to see all of our olil as well as a 
few new customers at our new store, 
which they will find one of the largest in 
the city, and goods as CHEAP AS THE 
CHEAPEST. 
Youis Truly, 
B. P. WELLS. 
1375, 1375. 
OfP E M I K S- 
OF 
New Fall & Winter 
Dress Goods! 
H. H. Johnson & Co.. 
Oiler the Following Mentioned 
Dry Goods! 
At prices lower than any other house 









Fall and Winter Hosiery. 
-*» 
We invite particular attention to out 
stock of Ladies’, .Misses’ and Children's 
MERINO 
Cmler vests & Drawers. 
MZLLZHERY 
We have the pleasure to announce that 
we are opening our lall stock of 
Velvets, Sillcs uinl Ribbons in all n 
shades, Straw, silk and Velvet Hats 
it Bonnets, Trimmed Tints & Bon- 
nets, Feathers, Flowers, Jv., 
And a full and complete stock of 
MILLINERY GOODS 
Dress Trimmings, Ornaments &c.. 
Adapted to all tastes, to which wo invite 
the inspection of Ladies. 
H. H. JOHNSON & CO. 
October 5, 1875.—14it 
FURNITURE. 
IT L. LOCKE, 
; *p • (.Successor to <1>. Ki«-M 
[ Would inform the public that hfr has ju.-t re.-eio-d 
new addition to his stock of Furniture, which he pro 
poses to sell cheap for cash. 
Among tin- general assortment ofgoods in hi- line, 
are PARLOR St ITS, ( I/A.\fRKR stts. s/pj 
HOARDS, K TAt! KRIRS, U’JIA i A "/'v HA!R< 
TAHLK.S, HKD SI RADS, KRATOVS, ( OM 
MODKS, .\riRRORS. I l l TURKS. W I ft /, / 
IS, S PH ISO HKDS, HR A < ’/v K / JUTtRJ 
KRAMKS, ,v.. 
COFFINS & CASKETS (kVWk 
notice. An ice casket furni>heu when required. 
I pholstering and r< pairing by an experienced work 
man. 
J I T, ( ) O K K 
No. 11 I'IKKN I \ HOW ItllFAs : 
Sept, ltd, ls75.~;tml*J 
HAVENER'S 
Lunch Rooms 
rnnr nr vm\ v ri;i:rr. 
BELFAST, MAINE 
hill nr fa nr:. 
Cold Corned Beef, 
» lam Chowder. 
Baked Beans, 
Boiled Kegs, ■ 
Ham andKggs, 
Beel* Steuk, 
Brow n Brlad and Milk, C> 
Crackers and Milk, 1.» 




Tea, f» •* 
Milk, 
Burkhadt’s Celebrated Lager, I ri sh 
Tap every day), •* 
Choice Cigars and Tobacco, 
Confectionery, Fruit, if**. 
A I.AKfiK VAKIETY OF 
Bond's Cakes and Crackers ! 
LADIES! 
—— 
We have now on hand and an* each dav 
receiving 
NEW AND CHOICE 
MILLIN RY 
To which we invite your in-pection bcl'ore 
purchasing elsewhere. 
Mrs. A. L. RICHARDS 
—AND— 
Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH. 
Oct. til, INTO.—twit; 
Now and Successful Process 
—-—FOR- 
Cleansing & Purifying Feathers 
Dorn* exclusively by strain thus obviating all 
possibility of injury. 
TERMS, 
~ 
*2.00 PER BED. 
♦♦'Satisfaction guaranteed, or no charges. 
♦♦Beds Taken and Returned the same day ready 
for use. 
♦♦Call and sec the Machine iu operation at 
SEARSPORT. 
♦♦“[.cave or send iu your orders. 
♦♦-Town and County Rights for sale. 
E. C. MOODY, Proprietor, 
if. A. WEBBER, Agent. qimk 
KIPPERS PA8TILLES. 
| Sure relief cjmTTXf a Prlce40cts.ilo I UiH.l. 
by mail. Stowoll »fc Co. 
n htti katown, .Uus*. 
The Children's Bed-Time. 
BY JANE ELLICE HOPKINS. 
The clock strikes seven in the hull 
The curfew of the children’s day, 
That calls each little pattering foot 
From dance and song and livelong plav; 
Their day that in our wider light 
Floats like a silver day-moon white. 
Nor in our darkness sinks to rest, 
I .lit sets within a golden west. 
Ali. tender hour that sends a drift 
< h children's kisses through the house, 
And cm koo-notes of sweet “Good night," 
l hat thoughts of Heaven and home arouse: 
And a soft stir to sense and heart, 
A' \\ hen the bee and blossom part; 
And little feet that patter slower, 
bike the last droppings of the shower. 
And in the children's rooms aloft. 
What blossom shapes do gaily slip 
Their dainty sheaths, and rosy run 
From clasping hand and kissing lip, 
A naked sweetness t<> the eye.— 
lilossom and babe and butterfly 
In witching one, so dear a sight! 
An ecstas\ of life and light. 
And. ah, what lovely witcheries 
lb-strew the floor! an empty sock, 
|;\ vanished dance and song left loose 
As dead birds' throats; a tiny smock 
That, sure, upon some meadow grew, 
And drank the heaven-sweet rains; a shoe 
scarce bigger than an acorn-cup; 
Frocks that seem flowery meads cut up. 
riu'ii lily drest in angel-white 
I mother's knee they trooping come, 
l'iie soft palms fold like kissing shells. 
And they and we go singing home,— 
Their bright heads bowed and worshiping, 
vs though some glory of the spring, 
some daffodil that mocks the day. 
should fold his golden palms and pray. 
The gates of 1'aradise swing wide 
A moment's space in s ift accord. 
And those dread Angels, Fife and Death, 
A moment veil the flaming sword, 
A' o'er this weary world forlorn 
From F.den's secret heart is borne 
That breath of Paradise most fair. 
When mothers call “the children's prayer." 
All, deep patlictic mystery ! 
Thy world's great woe unconscious lupig, 
A rain-drop on a blossom's lip; 
A hit*’ innocence that woos our wrong. 
A ml Love divine that looks again, 
t m ojiscious of the cross and pain, 
From wee! child-eyes, and in that, child 
s.a earth and Heaven reconciled. 
M. u kissed, on beds we lay them down, 
W fragrant-white as clover'd sod. 
\nd all the upper floor grow hushed 
With children's sleep, and dews of Hod. 
Am! iv our stars their beams do hide. 
The stars of twilight, opening wide. 
Take up the heavenly tale at even, 
•\nd !i:dil us on to Hod and Heaven. 
It is Not I. 
i'ltOM Till-; A It ABIC. 
1':!illi(uI frieiuls! it lies, 1 know, 
I'.’de and wliite and eold as snow, 
\ nd ye say “Abdallah’s dead!’’ 
W< eping at the foot and head, 
1 an >ee your falling tears, 
1 ran hear your sighs and prayers, 
\ < 1 smile and whisper this 
I a in not the thing you kiss: 
* ea-e vour tears, and let it lie,— 
it w as mine, it is not 1. 
mw, t friend-! what the women lave 
1 lie last sleep of the grave, 
1 a luit that 1 am quitting, 
I a garment no more titling, 
I a rage from which at last 
I. lo- a bird my soul hath passed, 
l or the inmate, not the room; 
wearer, not the garb; the plume 
< *i the eagle, not the bars 
That kept him lrom those splendid star-. 
Lo\ ing friends! be wise, and dry 
straightway every weeping eye. 
What ye lift upon the bier 
I not worth a single tear; 
Ti- an empty sea-shell, one 
Out of which the pearl is gone. 
I'lie shell i- broken, it lies there;— 
foe pearl, the all—the soul—is here. 
It i- an earthen jar, whose lid 
A1 inil sealed, the while it hid 
The treasure of his treasury, 
A mind that loved him; let it lie; 
Lei the shard be earth once more, 
>inee the gold is in his store. 
Allah glorious! Allah good! 
N"W thy word is understood; 
Now the long, long wonder ends; 
\ < t yr weep, my foolish friends, 
While the man whom ye culled dead 
In unspoken bliss, instead, 
Live- and loves you—lost, Tis true, 
l or any light that shines for you, 
I hit in the light you cannot see 
< M' undisturbed felicity, 
I ii a perfect paradise 
\nd a life that never dies. 
Fan-well, friends! but not farewell,— 
Where 1 am. ye too shall dwell, 
I am gone before your face, 
A moment’s march, a little space; 
When vr come where I have stepped Ye will wander why ye wept: 
e will know, by true love taught. 
That here i- all. and there is naught. 
Weep awhile if ye are fain, 
Sunshine still must follow pain, 
< »nly not at death.—for death. 
N -w we know, i- that tirst breath 
Which our souls draw when we enter 
Fife which is of all life the centre. 
I if ye certain, all seems love 
\ i- wed from Allah’s throne above; 
be ye stout of heart, and come 
bravely onward to your home. 
Tin: Fuo<; Trade. I was out driving 
recently, and a few miles from here iound 
two men in a swamp by the side of the 
read, who seemed to be crazy, to judge 
from their movements. 1 watched them 
iT-rn the carriage some time, and finally 
made up my mind they were listing, but 
In w they could liud water enough to lisli in 
1 could not imagine. Finally I called out 
to them, “What are you doing there?” 
“Come and see,” one of them shouted 
back. 1 hitched my horse and picked mj 
way over the bi gs to them. They were 
ratchiiig lrogs. They would strike them 
with clubs where they could reach them, 
but the most ot them they caught with a 
wire “snare.” They had a large basket- 
ful, more than a hundred pounds, they 
said, and 1 gUess they told the truth. 
* )m ol them said lie had made a good 
deal ot money catching frogs lor the New 
1 *u k market lie said that in one month 
ast season lie caught 1,600 pounds of 
dressed lrogs, for which lie got thirty 
cc its a pound, making $760 lor his 
month's work. Part ol the time he had 
two boys to help him. Fast week near 
Hudson, lie said ho caught upward of five 
hundred pounds, and sold them for $160, 
or at an average of thirty-two cents a 
pound, l licsc stories seemed to me in- 
credible. and yd lie assured me it was 
the truth, lie can clear twenty-eight 
cents a pound, he says, easily. He seem- 
ed to he an honest man, and Irom the 
case with which they caught the frogs, 1 
was led to believe that he had not stretch- 
ed the story much, if at all. [Troy Press. 
It. is commonly supposed that women 
are unlilted by nature and training Ibrtlie 
hardships of travel in new and wild re- 
gions. But those who read the wonderful 
adventures of Sir Samuel Baker, in Afri- 
can exploration, will lind occasion to mod- 
ily their opinions. Airs. Baker was as good 
a traveller as Sir Samuel himsell, and her 
patience and dfleei fulness kept up the spir- 
its of the party when they were at the last 
stages of despair. Site seemed essential 
to tlie success of the enterprise, for she 
was not only the nurse ol the sick and 
wounded, and the helper of the weak, but 
her lorethouglil, provided for many great 
emergencies. On one occasion the whole 
party might have died of hunger but for 
her foresight. Finding tiiat the kings and chicks were growing hostile, and bringino’ 
in few provisions, she laid by, unknown 
even to her husband, twelve bushels of 
Hour for a time ol need. The need was 
speedy and urgent; lor soon after, the 
party, being obliged {to light their way 
back to Fowera, could neither buy pro- 
visions nor forage lor them. Their sup- 
ply gave out, and starvation scented im- 
minent, when Lady Baker produced her 
Hour, and the whole company were jubi- 
lant over their deliverance, and full of 
wonder at her forethought. 
1 he Hartford Courant tells of a farmer 
who, il the story is correct, has a head 
almost as innocent ot brains as are the 
pumpkins he raises. lie brought into 
Uirmingham a few days ago a pumpkin which weighed 17b pounds and which he 
sold lor §1.7.). lie explained that the 
pumpkin was an unusual kind, he having 
paid live cents apiece lor the seed, and 
offered to buy the seeds of the pumpkin 
from the purchaser at one cent and a 
halt each. The offer was accepted, the 
pumpkin cut and the seeds counted. 
There were G13 in all, but the tarmer 
purchased them. 
A young lady asked a book-store clerk the 
other day, if he had “Fcstus.” “No,” replied 
tlie clerk, “hut I'm afraid a boil is coming on 
Hie back of my neck.” 
A Tennessee girl, riding on the cars, crossed 
the aisle, kicked a young man up against the 
window, and remarked: “I was brung up 
never to allow a jailer-eyed man to wink at 
me.” 
Ucfo ^bbcrtiscmcnts. 
Dr. Tovasead shoving the manner of Inhaling. 
DR. TOWNSEND’S OXYGENATED AIR 
Cures Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption, 
Liver and Kidney Complaints, .Scrofula, and all 
Imparities of tin* Blood. 
With Parahjsis we are haring vubonn<1e<l success. 
Consultation at our office or bv letter free. All 
communications by mail will receive prompt atten- 
tion. Treatment, with full instructions, seat to all 
parts of the world by express. Physicians ami 
hruggists instructed in the use of our treatment, 
ami furnished with territory and advertising p ipers. 
None genuine unless “InliiiV hr. Townsend's oxy- 
genated Air” is blown in the bottle. ;il-o portrait of 
hr. Townsend on label. Be careful t<> examine 
both bottle and label. Send stamp for our illustrat- 
ed paper. Address hr.. E. 1-. Towxsm.m), ;;:»1 
Westminster St., Providence, B. I. 
DEVOE’S 
Hril 1 lant 
OIL, 
SAFK, ECONOMICAL, III'.ST, I o|; SALT. 15 Y All 






ftgents Wanted *•” Every Town 
\ handsome octavo vol. illustrated. 
Now read;. < Mie eanv asser is taking 
over loe subscribers per week. F.very 
family in the State should possess a 
copy. For territory and terms, address 
It. It. KFSSFLL, Publisher, 
■Vi ('ornhill, ltost on 
FELLOW’ HYPOiPHOSPHITES. 
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR. 
Tin: ASSISTANT TO l I IK TOILIXC STI'HKN I', 
IT UKI.1KV Ks Til I'. 
PALPITATING.GRIEF-STRiCKEN HEART, 
ami t;ivi-.s 
BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN 
or in; li \i;i: \ssi:i> man < n- m si\i:ss. 
Norfolk Oyster Co., 
72 CAUSVVAY STREET, 
BOSTON, IVEass. 
PROVIDENCE RIVER OYSTERS 
$1.15 per Gall., solid. 
NORWALK—IN SHELL, 
$6.50 per Barrel. 
^4JiK. 
Forestall Summer Fevers arid all lie complaints 
generated by excessive heat, by keeping the blood 
cool and the bowels free with 
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient, 
at once a most refreshing draught and the best of all 
regulating medicines. 
Sol.D r.Y Al.L 1)iu <;<;ists. 
Prescription Free 
lor the speedy cure of special troubles common to 
the young and middle-aged. Nervous, mental and 
physical depression, loss of memory and energy, 
pains in the back, self-distrust, dizziness, dimness of 
'ight, contusion of ideas, and other disorders of the 
nervous system con<e.jm nt on various habits that 
lower the vitality of the system. Anv druggist has 
the ingredients. Address IMl. 53. II. £fi E iL- 
TOI, < incintiiiti. Ohio. 
a day at home. Agents wanted, (hittit and 
terms free. TRl'K X Augusta, .Maine. 
10 Cortlandt Street, New York. 
for all kinds of business. Rubber .stamps; Ribbon 
Stamps; i\ <). Stumps; Seal presses, lor Notari« 
ami Lodges ; Name Stamps, for -Marking cards and 
Linen, smdjbr Vimthir. AGENTS WANTED. 
{ T AGENTS WANTED FOR THE 
■jj pt i “ff* #"* r\ 3 **. *? « a~ -•. 
I 112.1*1 I £24^ I® IMLs ^ HISTORY OF THE [|. 5. 
The great interest in tin- thrilling history of our 
country makes this the fastest selling honk ever 
published, it contains over Km line historical en- 
gravings and KUO pages, with a full accent o] the up 
broaching grand t'entennial celebration. Send for a 
full description and our extra terms to Agents. NATIONAL 1TTJ List 11 \t; in., Philadelphia, l'a. 
500,000 ACRES 
OF MICHIGAN LAUDS 
FOR SALE! 
I he Lund' (•! tile Jackson, I.unsing NS.iginaw JLiil- 
road (Company are now oli'ered For Sale. 
I !u‘y are situated along i’' railroad and contain 
large tract.' of excellent F A 11M I \ <; and FINK 
Lainl'. J lie tanning laud include -ouie of the most fertile and well-watered lmnhvood lands in the 
state. They are timbered mainly with hard-maple and beech; soil black, sandv learn, and abounds in 
springs of purest water. Michigan L one of tie 
least indebted and most prosperous state in tin 
Fnion, and its farmers have a greater \ariefy ,,f 
crops and resources than any Western State. W'hih 
some of the prairie States may produce corn in 
great abundance, they have n<> other resource, ami when this crop fails destitution follow s, as lias been 
the case the past year in Kansas and Nebraska. For 
Maps, <Circulars and further information, applv to or address O. n KAUAKa. 
J-and Commissioner, Lansing, Michigan. 
1711 TfSr GRAM* KXPOSJTIOX of (lie Trades men’s Industrial Institute, Pittsburgh, I’a 
opens Oct. 7, closes Xov. (i. Address \..l mi | is’ 
l’res. T. I. I. 
0^ * ',a> guarranteed using our K ▼ 1 \\ l-.I.I. ACGK1C& li|;ll.l„s. S' oo 
all ^  1 a month paid to good agents. Auger book free, dilz Au»er 
St. Louis, Mo. 
/I Positively and radically cured 
I ] ■ 1IAP II without use of the knife or 
I ! -l *1# |j P || less of Ij II table preparation. Si nd two v 
stamps for pamphlet and 
_ postage, or t'.'i cents for Can be Cured P.„npl,.. Address dr. al- 
■ rp IIA mi r J5K1IT II. GROWN, New AT HOME. Ilavcn, Conn. 
A PENSION iii!S,3ui5i 
disease. Many pen- 
sioners can now get more. Try it. No charge till 
you get it. Write at once to IJ i;x 1:v Boynton, Byt. 
Brig.-Gen’l U. S. Vols., Augusta, Maini:. Send 2 
stamps for reply. 
You CanMake $5000 
In 90 Days in A 1 Stocks. 
MY SYSTEM IS SAFE, HONORABLE & SIMPLE. 
Pamphlet Sent Free to all. 
W. II. WEEKS, Banker, 17.^ Broadway, New York. 
Stocks bought and sold at the N.Y. Stock Exchange. 
WANTEDH It contains 15 sheets paper, 15 Envelopes, Golden 
Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, Patent Yard Measure, and 
a piece of Jewelry. Single package, with elegant 
prize, post paid, 25 cents. Circular free. 
BRIDE & CO., 7f>‘J Broadway, New York. 
mmwKm riAi week guaranteed to 
M M Agents, Male and Female,in their 
^^B m M own locality. Terms and Outfit 
f* ** free. Address P. O. VICKERY & CO., Augusta, Maine. 
$5 tn IK*r day at home. Samples worth $1 V Lee. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
<tOAA a month to energetic men and women 
everywhere. Business honorable. EX- 
CELSIOll M’F’G CO., j!51 Michigan ave., Chicago. 
TO INVENTORS 
No Charges for obtaining Patents unless successful. 
Pamphlet free. C. A.Snxw, 
110 Tremont Street, Boston. 
...-*--- 
ii r>SV( FI05IANCY, OR SOUL CHARMING.” 
1 Mow cither sex inuy fascinate and gain the 
Ioveand affections of any person they choose, instant- 
ly- This art all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts; 
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, 
Dreams, Mints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A 
<pVer hook. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Tub’s, 
Thiladelphia. 
nnn K(>VAI' M a van a lottery. v J u. Distributed every tifteen days. 
1 prize *100.000 | 1 prize ^50,000 
2* prizes, * *VOOO each. 50,000 
*•>-* prize**, a in n ting- to..110,000 
Whole tickets, .*20; quarters, $5; twentieths, $1. 
Circulars of information free. Trizes cashed. 
A, IlOAVl A CO., IBankern, 
Tost-office Box 20fSt>. 21 Turk Bow, New York. 
Royal Saxon and Brunswick Governmet Lotteries 
constantly on hand. 
THE FRENCH PILL 
“L’EMPERATRICE.” 
file “EMTRESS” TILL will prove an infallible 
cure for most of the ailments of the human system, 
and is an unfailing specitic for “Female lrregulari- 
t .es.” 
Seiul for box (*1.50 each) and further instructions 
to G. D’ALBERT, Sole Agent and Importer, 
Ms Last Thirtieth .Street, New York. 
BE FORE 
YOU PURCHASE YOUR 
Fall Clothing 
COME AND SEE MY STOCK OF 
Fine Goods 
ousi.'tmg ol'a <iO<>I> YAKTKTY of 
Overcoatings, Worsted Coat- 
ings and Broadcloths, Boo- 
alt ins, Pantaloon Goods, 
Wit'll :i lino Assortment of 
SUITINGS! 
For Mon and Hoys Wear, 
All of which 1 will SKI, I,, Cl'T or MANUFACTURE 
liidrilcr in as <;on|> S FA KK and Warranted Per 
l«-ei Sati-laetion as can be had elsewhere for the 
money. 
I !m\ e also just received a line Assortment of 
Gents Underwear! 
Collars, Soarfs, Hosiery, Sus- 
penders, Fine Shirts, &e., 
And im ile you all to call and examine. 
RI L LORD, 
Williamson Block, Belfast. <h~ 
JUST THE PLACE 
-TO HI V d OUR- 
GROCERIES! 
And the many things wanted in a family, at 
ELLIS & GINN’S, 
:JO Church Street, 
(\!d door from Journal Olfice. ) 
II n i a list ol some of the things which we sell 
Glaeap for Gash.! 
Komi it carefully ami then give us n call and let us 
prove it. 
We have Flour <>f all grades. Corn, Weal. 
Kliorty, Feed. Ileef. Pork. Lard in Tails 
and Tierces, Wujrarofall kinds, of dif- 
ferent grades, Mvrup, Kerosene. Graham 
Flour. <iu**lie«l Wheat, Hominy, Oat 
Weal, live Weal. Wheat Weal. 
Ann mg mir line of Coffees may be found 
Woelia. Wale Kerry. O. I*. Java and Kio 
which we roast and grind ourselves and know they 
are STRICTLY TURK. 
We have a choice selection of TEAS of' different 
grades from 35c to si.10 per lb. 
if .?-< I L< »< o LA 1 I(’ It A< ’K KD-C( U<)A, C< >C< > A 
SHELLS, 15 RUM A, RAISINS, CITRON, CUR- 
RANTS, NU I S, < ANDY and FRUIT. 
S< > A Ts from a cheap laundry to a nice toilet soap. 
Our STICKS are STRICTLY TUItE, and our EX- 
TRACTS are of the REST QUALITY. 
In our line of WOODEN WARE may be found 
TUBS. TAILS, BROOMS, WASH-BOARDS, BAIL 
and NEST BOXES, BASKETS, STOVE, SHOE and 
S< 'RUB Bill SUES, BOWLS, TRAYS, ROLLING 
TINS, CLOTHES TINS, CATTLE CORDS; also 
BED CORDS, CLOTHES LINES and HALTER 
R< H’E, and many other tilings too numerous to men- 
tion. 
DON’T FORGET TilE VI.ACE. tf 12 
ELLIS & GINN. 
Knowlton & Knight 
Lru'd, Beef,Fish & Groceries 
Of all Grades, and a choice lot of 
Tobacco t£ Cigars 
That can be bought cheap lor cash. 
ir. Don't forget the place, Church Street, opposite 
the ('ourt House. 
Goods Delivered to all parts of the City 
FREE of CHARGE! 
N. B. —All who are indebted to file firm of Knowl- 
tou X Nash, are requested to settle within 30 days, 
or their accounts will be left for collection. 
GEO. W. KNOWLTON. 
A DELBERT KNIGHT. 





AND OTHER ILLS OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SORES ON ALL 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
-Witness tin names of (ientlemen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits: 
A. liayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor, Belfast, Me. 
Israel Cox, (ieu’l Ins. Agent, 
Harrison liayford, Farmer, 
I\ M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
s .1. 1 *«*i» 11, Drop, of Livery Stable, Rockland 
Lb* n W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport, 
Robert < 1. Ames, Teamster, 
.). \V. lilaek, Deputy Sheritr, 
•L M. Hale & Co., Stage Drops., Ellsworth, 
W. L. Cleaves, Drop of Liv. Stable Stockton, 
AND MANY OTHERS. 
lVqiaml By EMERY SAWYER, Pro’p. 
SEAIISPOKT, ME. 
RICHARD H. MOODY. 
Druggist and Apothecary tenoral 
tH5 Belfast. Me 
Fins km and Straps! 
— at — 
Hervey’s Jewelry Store. 
SPRING & JORDAN, 
MERCHANT TAILORS, 
ilS WatliingUn St., 3th door North of Summer St., 
BOSTON. 
First Class Work. Reasonable Prices 
TERMS CASH. 
SAMUEL II. SI>i:i.N<;. \VM. II. .JORDAN. 
3m 11 * 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
J. D. Tucker. B. F. Tucker. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guests. 
Livery and Boarding stable connected with the 
House. 




Gkntlkmi n,—I hereby certify that 1 have had 
Catarrh for ten years, and for the last six years have 
been a terrible sufferer. I was rendered partially 
deaf, had buzzing in the head, pains across the tem- 
ple, dizzy spells, weak and painful eyes, swollen 
and ulcerated tonsils, hard and constant cough, se- 
vere pain across the chest, ami (-very indication ol ! 
consumption. My head ached all the time. Tim 
matter accumulated so rapidly in my head and 
throat that I could not keep them free. Frequently 
at night I would spring out of bed, it seemed to me 
at the point of suffocation. I would then have re- 
course to every means in my power to dislodge the 
mucus from my throat ami head before being aide to 
sleep again. For a period of six years my tonsils 
were ulcerated and so much intlamed that I could 
with difficulty swallow. 1 finally consulted an emi- 
nent surgeon in regard to an operation on them, hut 
at his request postponed it. The constant inllam- 
mation and ulceration in my throat caused by the 
poisonous matter dropping down from my head had 
so irritated and intlamed my lungs that I caughed 
incessantly,—a deep, hard cough. Meanwhile my 
system began to show the effects of the disease, so 
that 1 lost flesh, grew pale, and showed every symp- 
tom ol an early death by consumption. When mat- 
ters bad reached this stage, or about six months I 
ago, 1 began the use of Sanford’s Radical < i:i 
for Catarrh. After using the first bottle 1 
began to improve rapidly. The first, dose seemed 
to ch ar my head as I had not known it to be for 
years. It seemed gradually to arrest the discharges. 
It stopped my cough in three days. By using it as a 
gargle I soon' reduced the inflammation and swelling 
of my tonsils, so that they soon ceased to trouble 
me. The soreness across my chest disap- 
peared, tile buzzing noises in my bead ceased, my 
senses of hearing and of seeing were complete]) re- 
stored, and every symptom of disease that, had re- 
duced me to the verge of the grave disappeaeti by 
the use of Sanford’s Radii al cfri. for Ca- 
tarrh. 
I have been thus explicit because, as a druggis;, I 
have seen a great deal of suffering from Catarrh,and 
hope to convince many that this is a great remedy. 
1 am familiar with the treatment of Catarrh’ as 
practised by tin* best physicians, and have consulted 
the most eminent about my ease. I have used 
every kind of remedy and apparatus that have ap- 
peared during a period of six years past, and Inn e, 
while following their use, taken great care of my 
general health, but obtained no relief or encourage 
mi nt from any of them. 
Since curing myself witli Sanford’s 1,’adh ai. 
Cl'Rk, I have recommended it in over one hundred 
cases without a single case of failure, and have in 
numerous instances received wholesale orders front 
parties to whom I have sold cue bottle. This is the 
only patent medicine 1 have ever recommended, 
never having believed in them before, although con 
stantly engaged in their sab*. 
Very gratefully yours, 
GKORGF F. 1UXSMORK, 
With.I. F. WmiT, Druggist- 
5f» Portland, corner Sudbury sin t. 
Boston, Feb. 
Suffolk, ss. Fob, ‘J-t, 
Then personally appeared the said George F. 
Dinsmore, amt made oath that the forgoing state- 
ment by him subscribed is true. 
Before me, 
S FT 11 J. I ill OI AS, 
Justice of the Peace. 
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE 
Is a Local and Constitutional Remedy. 
Local—Because it is applied directly to the seat 
of disease, the nasal passages, by insufflation, where 
it acts, instantly clearing the head of mucous aeon 
mutations, allaying pain and soreness, subduing in- 
flammation and gradually drying up the discharge. 
C’onstitf rioNAL—Because it is taken internally, 
where by its alterative and resolvent, properties it 
purities the blood of the acid poison always present 
in Catarrh, keeps the pores open, the skin moist 
and healthy, gives tone to the nervous forces, im 
proves the appetite, and enables the system, b) 
its powerful tonic influence, to completely throw «*1! 
the disease. 
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and 
Dr. Sanford’s Improved inhaling lube. Price SI,on. 
Sent prepaid to any part of the United Stale* lor 
$1.25. For sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS 
& POTTER, Boston, General Agents. 
th-j“Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER for 
Cramps and Pains, Colds and Chills. twhj 
BOOTS, SHOES, 
-A X I>- 
RUBBERS! 
MR. J. W. CLARK- 
(Successor to N. G. Prescott & Co.) 
Is receiving daily NEW GOODS in all the Fall 
styles of the best quality. 
A few pairs of the OLD STOCK left to be almost 
Gfiven Away. 
Starte of IvdCaine. 
WALIH) SS.— fo John A. Brackett ol Lineolnville, 
in said County, Gkkktim. 
WHEREAS John A. Brackett and two other persons, pew-owners in the Union Meeting 
House at Lineolnville Beach, having applied to me, 
Edward 1’. Hahn, Esq., one of the .Justices of the 
Peace, in and for said County of Waldo, requesting 
me to issue a warrant directed to one of said appli- 
cants directing him to call a meeting of the pew- 
owners in said house according to law, to act upon 
the following articles, to wit : 
1st. To choose a Moderator to preside at said 
meeting. 
2d. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year. 
3d. To choose a Collector for the ensuing year. 
■1th. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year. 
5th. To see what method the pew owners will 
take to make necessary repairs on the house and to 
pay for the stove and funnel now in use in said 
house. 
Oth. To choose n Committee to appraise the pews 
and to assess a tax on the pew-owners to pay for 
said repairs. 
; 7th. To choose a Committee to make the repairs. 
1 And you are hereby directed to notify a meeting of 
| said pew owner- according to law, to be held at the meeting-house, aforesaid, in said town, outlie loth 
day of November next, at 7 o’clock in the afternoon, 
for the purposes aforesaid. 
Given under my hand at said Lineolnville, this 
t lie ldth dav of October, A. 1). Ib7f>. 
EDWARD P. HAHN, Justice of the Peace. 
A true copy. Attest— 
3wl0 JOHN A, BRACKET'T. 
Notice to Creditors in Bankruptcy. 
In the District Court of the United States, for the 
District of Maine. 
In the matter of IIKXRY M« C1L-) 
VKllV, of Belfast, Bankrupt. i 1,1 1 :ulk,u‘,tl-'- 
DISTRICT OB' MAINE, SS. 
SIR .—Take notice that a meeting of the creditors 
of said bankrupt will be held at the office of Charles 
Hamlin, Register in Bankruptcy, in the County 
Clerk’s Office, at Belfast, on the 2‘.>th day of October 
A. 1>. 1875, at 10 o’clock, A, M., for the purpose of 
inquiring whether a resolution accepting a composi- 
tion proposed by said bankrupt to his creditors, in 
satisfaction of the debts owed by said bankrupt to 
each of his creditors, has been passed in the manner 
directed by Sec. 17 of the Bankruptcy Amendment 
Act,approved .June22,1874, and the Revised Statutes 
of the l.'nited States, title IAI, Bankruptcy, and 
has been continued by the signatures required by 
said Sections. And also, whether it is for the best 
interests of all concerned, that the said resolution 
(accepting tint composition proposed) should he re- 
corded, and that the said statement showing the 
whole of the assets and debts of said bankrupt should 
be tiled. >VM. I*. l’RFBLF, 
Clerk of the U. S. District Court, 
:5wl7 For the District of Maine. 
District Court of the United States ) Tll n.llli.-11T.f«v 
tor the District ot Maine. ) 
1 k }' 
In the matter of A. J. HA HIM MAN & CO., Bank 
rupts, against whom a Petition was filed in said 
Court, October lGth, A. D. 1875. 
D1 STRICT ()F M AIN F, SS 
A warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued, by said 
Court, against the Estates of A. J. llarriinan and 
Charles M. Littlefield, of the County of Waldo, and 
State of Maine, in said District; they have been 
duly adjudged Bankrupts upon Petition of their 
Creditors, and the payment of any debts, and the 
delivery of any property belonging to said Bank- 
rupts, to them or to their use, ami the transfer of 
any property by them, are forbidden by law. A 
meeting of the Creditors of said Bankrupts, to 
prove their debts, and choose one or more Assignees 
of their Estate, will be held at a (,'ourt of Bankruptcy 
to be hoidcn at Belfast, in said District, on the 18th 
day of November, A. D. 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M., at 
the office of Charles Hamlin, Esq., (in the Custom 
House), one of the Registers in Bankruptcy of said 
Court. S. S. MARBLE, 
lit 171 U. S. Marshal, as Messenger, for said District. 
Freedom Notice. 
HIS CERTIFIES that I have this day, for aval 
uable consideration, released to my son Fred- 
erick A. McAllister, the remainder of his minority, 
and shall not claim any of his wages or pay any of 
his bills contracted after this date. 
David b. McAllister. 
Witness, 71. J. Shaw. 
Burnham, Oct. 15, 1875.—3wl7 
Commissioners’ Notice. 
WE the subscribers, having been appointed by the Hon. Asa Thurlough, Esq., to receive and 
examine the claims of creditors to the estate of 
GEORGE O. CLEMENT, late of Montville, do- 
ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give notice 
that six months are allowed to said creditors to 
bring and prove their claims; and that we shall at- 
tend that service at the hall of It. K. Vose & Co., in 
Freedom, in said County, on the first Saturday of 
November, 1875, and the second Saturday of Febru- 
ary, 187<». JOHN HASKELL, f 
3wl(> 1. li. THOMPSON, ) Commissioners. 
Belfast and Carvers' Harbor 
Fall Arrangement. 
TIIE yaclit I*. M. Bonney, Capt.Thos. Burgess, will make weekly trips be- tween this city and Carver’s Harbor, on 
and after Thursday, Sept, lfith, 1875. 
—__Country produce of all kinds will be 
bought at market prices. People who wish to dis- 
pose of the same will do well to give us a call. May 
be seen at the store of Woods, Mathews, & Baker, 
or on board the schooner, at Haraden’s Wharf, where 
she may be found when in port. 
Fare for Passengers, $1.00. 
Capt. THOMAS BURGESS. 
Belfast, Sept. 9tli, 1875. 1 ltf 
The Region of lee. 
A New York special reports the arrival at 
Portsmouth, England, of the Arctic exploring 
steamer Pandora. She left Disco on the 7th of 
August and Upernavik on the 13th, crossing 
Melville Hay without mishap, for the usual 
fields of pack ice were not visible, and almost a 
clear sheet of water was found at Casey Islands. No signs of the government exploring expedi- tion were visible. Capt. Young decided to steer for Lancaster Sound, where she encountered 
the first iee-lloes. With great difficulty the Pan- dora forced her way. Despite the. ice she suc- 
ceeded in traversing the entire length of Har- 
row Strait reaching Heoehv Island August 25th. Mie there found the yacht Mary, which had been drawn upon the beach in is.lo by Captain Loss. The yacht, was still standing with both 
ina-ts upright. The storehouse built tor the 
benefit of sailors or castaways of ice hound ves- sels was loimd in a state of terrible confusion. 
I he destruction of the stores was accomplished l>\ polar bears, as tracks ot these animals were 
visible in every direction. The headboards over 
tin- graves of Sir John Franklin's men buried 
there were still in a good state of preservation. 
< )ti the 2<;th the Pandora steamed for Peel Strait, 
encountered vast fields of pack ice, which made 
the passage a most difficult and dangerous one. 1 he Pandora steadily worked her way onward and soon passed the furthest point reached bv 
the Fox when MeClintock was in search ot 
Franklin relies. Soon after reaching that point the Pandora neared King Williams’ Land, thus 
navigating a sea which no ship ever traversed 
before, except perhaps that of Franklin. 
The Pandora steamed down the coast, of 
Prince of Wales Land and encountered most 
delicious weather. The atmosphere was soft, 
refreshing, and the bitter cold of the arctic reg- ion was soon replaced by warm air eurreiiTs I 
and an expanse of water. Intense excitement ! 
prevailed among the officers and men ol the ex- ! 
pedition, and it was expected important results 
were at hand. On reaching Ponquetle Is- 
land they saw the edge of a solid pack of ice, 
which extended across the strait from side to 
side in one unbrokenexpan.se. Phis pack blocked 
the entrance to Beliefs Strait. The Pandora 
stayed at this point till the 7th of September, 
when, finding no further progress possible, it. 
was decided useless to go into winter quarters 
and far better to return next vear. 'The recent 
journey was full of difficulties as the ice was 
rapidly forming, and the passage of the Pando- 
ra was as a constant series of exciting scenes 
and narrow escapes from moving ice Hoes. 
Fnally escaping through Peel Strait, the ice 
still rapidly forming and accumulating the 
steamer at. length reached Carey islands in 
salety. From Melville Bay homeward the 
voyage was almost uneventful. Capt. Young 
reports that from tin- prevalence of mo th winds 
there is abundant promise that. (’apt. Nares will 
pmve successful. Pandora only lost two top- 
gallant yards and two jibbooms during the en- 
tire voyage. 
Mr. Mvriek L. \\ eeks, one of the most prom- 
inent men of Jellersoii, w as thrown from a car- 
riage on Monday of last week, and very seri- 
ously injured. The wrist, of his right forearm 
was dislocated and the arm broken just above, 
and the hones badly fractured, and was other- 
wise injured. 
N. Wiggin A: Co., F.llsworth, lumbermen and 
: traders, are reported failed, liabilities., heavy. 
| The failure throws 100 hands out of employ- 
ment. 
Look? Look? Look ! 
New Firm! 
New Goods! 
nnilK undersigned have lately returned from I»os. 
A tou with a Large Stock of the following goods 
Cloths, Clothing, Cents, 
Furnishing Goods, 
READY MADE CLOTHING, 
Rubber and Oil Clothes, 
CARPETINGS 
Of all descriptions. 
FURNITURE 
Brackets, Trunks,Valises, Paper 
Hangings, Curtains, &c., &e. 
Having purchased the interest of Mr. Webber, of 
the E inn ol \\ ebber & Ten ter, we are prepared to do 
TATI AP I 2 in the Latest Style, and war lAliAJIUJNl.r nmt :l Terfect Fit in every 
on.se. We also have on hand ami manufacture to 
CASKETS AND COFFINS 
of every description. Having secured the services 
<>f a tirst ehi'S workman, we are prepared to do all 
kiml U,E 11RN IT UR M RE PAT RING 
and LT1IOLS ri.lHNH, I’icture Framing, Nr. 
(’all and examine our goods and we will satisfy 
you with both price and quality. 
Porter Brothers, 




Don't Fail to Call Upon 
A X D E X A .All X E T11E C E E Eli I i A TED 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
ORGANS! 
They are built from the best material, in the most 
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that 
they possess all the qualities of l one. Action, De- 
sign, Finish and Durability which constitute nisr- 
ci.ass i.NSTiMWiKNTS, and wherever they have been 
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won 
their way into the admiration and confidence of the 
people. 
Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and 
eatistaction guaranteed to the purchaser. 
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be 
done by a person, that by constant practice and con 
nectiou with Organs, understands them perfectly. 
Conseq <-ntly we shall have a n nm from the fac- 
tory visit ns regularly and keep our Organs in 
ti nk and kkcam:. 
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and 
be convinced that they are an (.non and « iiku*ki: j ban any you ever saw, and if you want one we are : 
bound n> si;i.t, as we simll lei ><» *>,\k touch us in 
prices. Iyr2(5 
M. P WOODCOCK & SOiN. 
Maine Central Railroad. 
Commencing Oct. 25, 1875, 
Trains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting di- 
rect to Bangor, Dexter, Skow began, Farmington, 
Lewiston, Danville Junction and (irand lrunk 
Bail way, and via Eastern and Boston & Maine Kail 
roads, arriving in Boston at 7:55 pm- 
Leave Belfast 3:00 p. m. connecting to Dexter and Bangor, and witli night Pullman Train, for 
Portland uml Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m. 
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt. 
Portland, June 22, 1S75. tltil 
1ST E Vv^ 
MACHINE SHOP! 
F. A. HOWARD, Proprietor. 
-o- 
AIJ. WORK that is usually done in a first-class machine shop promptly attended to. 
SHOT—Mathews Iiros.’ Steam Mill, Cor. of Cross 
and Miller Sts., Belfast, Me. 151 f 
Masonic and Odd Fellows Pins 
-A T- 
Hervey's Jewelry Store. 
SUP K I11 O li 
Fadau Strings 7 
Violin, Bass Violin and Guitar, 
At Hervey's Jewelry Store 




Will leave Sanford Wharf, Belfast, every Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday at 'i o’clock B. 
M„ lor Brouksville, touching at Islesboro and (Jaa. 
tine. 
RETDRIOO, 
Leave Brooksvillc every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday at 'J o'clock A. M., touching at Castiue and 
Islesboro. • 
FARE: 
To Isleahoro and Can tine, 75 Cents. 
Brooksville, $1.00. 2rule* J 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Doyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
1IARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, It. 
4$~A11 business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt attention. 
POOR & WELSH 
PAINTERS! 
We arc prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE 
PAINTING in all its branches—both plain and 
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times. 
Our long experience in the business, and our past labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think, 
he a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us 
will he faithfully done. Consult us before guile' elsewhere. Shop over the Marble Works, ni^u 
Street. .JOHN 11. poor. 
° 
Belfast, March IS, 1875. tf MATT WKI.SII. 
THOMBS .V OSBORNE 
(Successors to the Into Chas. K. Tlmmbs.) 
SAIL MAKERS 
—AND HE A LICKS IN- 
Sails made and repaired at short notice. Lott on 
Swan & Sibley’s wharf, foot of Main street. 
JOHN B. THOM (IS. 
UFO. T. OS 120KM-;. 
Belfast, duly 2‘J, 1S7.T—lUnosd 
G-. T RE AD , 
MACHINIST! 
Di; A I, KB IN ALL KINDS OF 
Sewing Machine Needles 
AND ATTACHMENTS. 
SO’articular attention given to Model Making 
and S« wing Machine Repairing. Hiot Uuns Repair 
ed and Bored to shoot close. 
No. 46 MAIN STREET. tm 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
UAYK UKMOYKD to their new Banking Boom in Custom House Square, are prepared to re 
ceive deposits, jdacing the same on interest oi, tin- 
first days of dune, duly, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March, interest 
being computed on same, tbe’tirst Mondays of Julie 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, ('except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays, from to 1\J A. M.,und g to I B. M. 
Saturdays Bank closes at l'.’, noon. 
J<Hi n II. Qi iMitv, ] reas. A>A FAFN< 1, Brest. 
Belfast, dune Mil 1.N7L tf 
BITTERS! 
DR. R~ MOODY'S 
VEGETABLE TITTERS 
The best Spring Bitter in the market. 
Its peculiar medical proper! ies gives it a p>. cedent 
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debiiitv, I mli 
gestion, .Jaundice, and all kindred diseas* which 
people are subject, to in the Spring and Summer. It 
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with 
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick 
and sutiering. For sale wholesale and retail by 
R. H. MOODY, Druggist, 
tflOCornor of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me. 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician ami Surgeon. Late from 
Boston. 
Office, 5S Main St., over store of S 
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME. 
N. B.—Catutuir, Surgical and (Mironin Dis- 
eases, with thme peculiar to WOMAN ami t'lin. 
iiUEN, will receive tiis Skeoial Aite.vi ion. 
KlwtkK'ii y use*l in all its forms—where this 
valuable agent is indicated. 
is & 1I»- will \ isi v Ba n:\rs at their houses, who 
are unable to cull at his rooms. 
Office Hours—From lo A. M. until 1 B. 3L 
From g B. 31. until 5 B. 31., and from 7 B. M. until 
9 F. M, ttL. J 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still he l'ound at the old stand of 
Dr. Moore, corner of ( luirdi and 
Spring Streets. Has all the latest 
improved instruments lor operating upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious thun by the old methods. IV. t ?i insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid R:ise, ms person' prefer. | 
lie hms the country ri^ht lor the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making andinsert ing 
artificial teeth. tfhi 
THIS I KNOW! 
--THAT AT- 
S. L l WETHERBEE’S 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
Can 1 Mi found all the 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this paper, at ns low 
and even lower prices. 




MADE TO ORDER. 
Warranted to Fit. 
433 Congress st., Portland Me.... 
HAY presses: 
O^TJTIOlSr ! 
rpiIK SUBSCRIBER iu-reby givus notice that he 1. has jnircb.icil lhe interest of his late associate 
in the 
Hayford & Strout May Press 
Patent. 
Thereby becoming sole owner. IIe not ilics all per 
sons who have built or are intending to build or 
operate said presses without his sanction, tliat they 
will be prosecuted, and compelled to recognize his 
right s in the invent ion. 
lie is prepared to furnish Presses ready built, or 
to sell rights to use the same. 
AMBROSE STRoi: 
Belfast, Aug. 10, 1875.—3mos(i* 
sooo 
Butterick’s Patterns 
JUST RECEIVED BY 
H. II. JOHNSON & CO. 
Orders can be filled at once 
for any PATTERN which is in 
the Catalogue. 
Catalogues Free to All 1 
WANTm V Active men and women every- vv nil I LU where, located and to travel. For 
particulars address, with stamp, 
J. M. CKROW, 
3m 12* 121 Main St., Bangor, Me. 
Gf or man Canaries. 
A FEW MOKE IIARTZ MOUNTAIN ( ANA- KIES on nand,and selling rapidly at $2.50 each. 
II. M. THTJRLOW, 
tf 10 POST OFFICE. 
LADIES’ & GENTS’ 
Pocket Knives. 
— A T — 
Hervey’s Jewelry Store. 
BACK COMBS! 
A NEW STOCK JUST RECEIVED AT 
B. F. WELL’S. 
Sm GENERIS. 
|fePALMAMfequ I 42 
v'i > 
VB73. ?!\Riy 
MASON & HAMLIN 
CAB NET ORGANS. 
UNEQUALED 2X UNAPPROACHED 
in capacity and excellence by any others. Awarded 
THREEHIErlESTMBMLS 
™> DIPLOMA OF HONOR 
VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867. 
nijl Y American Organs ever awarded any medal UHL I in Europe, or wip- h present sm h extraordi 
nary excellence as L» command a wide sale there. 
II \U i VC awarded login* premiums at Ted.;-, HLlf nlu trial Kspe.'itions, In America un well u« 
Europe. O’ltof hundr -ds th-•: *• huve imt Ix-m :v iu 
all where any other organs have been preferred. 
DECT Declared by Eminent M 
ULu I hemispheres, t !><> iinriuihul 
TESTIMONIAL (TRUl/LAR. with ..pm, ,.,re 
than One Thousand (sent free). 
ItlQIOT "n having a Mason Xt Ham :n Do m IIIU10 I take any other. Dealers get uim u «-dm 
missions for Helling inferior organs, ml for r/os 
reason often try very hard to sell somerii/ g < is,-. 
fijriM CTVI CC with most import t imt.ne n L II O I I LLO me Nru 
Solo ami Combination stop*. Superb 
JK large re anti other < ai*e» « now design*-. 
PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN 
quisite combination of these iimrrnna i.- 
EASY PAYMENTS.' 
payments: nr rented until r< ut pat < n m u 
CATALOGUES 
II \ Ml.IN Up; AN Ci;.. '. A I 1 .-n ■ r.i ■:< I 
TON: ar> Union Square. NEW VvUUv : *■• A M 
Adams St.. OU IDAHO. 
1 or Sale ii P.cliast by 





This standard article i compounded with the 
greatest care. 
Its effects are as wonderful and -atMactorv a- 
It restores gray or fad' d hair to it.- youthful color. 
I- remove- all erupt ions, itching and dandruff; 
and the scalp by its use become-* white and clean. 
I’.y its tome properties it re-tore- the capillary 
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldm 
and making the hair grow thick and .-{rung. 
As a. dressing nothing ha been found ~o rt u .1. 
or desirable. 
Dr. A. A. Hayes, Slat- As>ayer«»f .M aicliu-* tt 
says of it "I consider it tin ties! are paratmu J*.r it 
intended purposes.” 
Buckingham’s Dye, 
FOR THE WHISKERS. 
This elegant preparation may !>■ n !i-<1 on to 
change the color of the beard from gray or any other 
undesirable shade, to brown or black, .it discretion. 
It is easily applied, being in om pr> para! inn, and 
quickly and effectually produce- a p.-runnc nt r 
which will neither rub nor wa-li oil. 
M \ xt .\< it l;t.t) 
R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H. 
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medirim 
FOWLE’S 
PILE AND HUMOR CURE. 
The (jrcnlest and onlff .1 Tedi ine er< din-arrred 
and tea era id'd) far tlte peri' ■ f eurr >>ia/I tin te-ast 
/<«/•///.* of 1*11.1-:s, i.V ri;osv, s', k,,ii \,I,T\<. \V<o:m, 
S\i.t Kitta .M, Cami.i:, C\r\i:i:!i, Kurt matism. 
A I'll At A, l>\ Sl-KOSI A, K I I'NI .Vs, and all din ■'■<> ,f 
the Skin and Ilian,m r.ntim /// e, /,//./. .Mm,.;, 
returned in :,ii ca-r- of l.iilun II. I> I *»U l.i 
(' 11e111ist, lb,-toll. Sold u b< 
Send for irculars. 
FOREST TAR, 
1 a new propanition. containing all tie1 medi- 
cal properties of common far, s< par:,led from 
tin; black and impure products, and ■diould 1»- 
kept in (‘Very tamilv. It i- safe and reliable in 
all eases W here cures call bo eHreted, and i- 111** 
only preparation of Tar approved and iced by 
phvs'eians as a standard remedy. 
F’o^est Tar? 
For Consumption, Bronchitis. Catarrh, A Him i. 
Sore I'hroat,, Piles, Ilisi ascs of tie• >kin, kidte 
and tTiiiary (irgans. 
FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION, 
I'or inhaling, for Catarrh, ('onsmuption, Bronchiti 
Asthma, and as a wash for disease.- of the Skin.® 
FOREST TAR TROCHES, 
For Bronchitis, .Sore Throat, 11 om-i muni for 
Pur if) ing the Breath. 
FOREST TAR SALVE 
For cleansing, purifying, ami healing Indolent >'av-. 
t leers, Cut-, Bruises, Id-ea-os of tin skin, mi l 
wherever a healing process is wanted, for man or 
beast. 
FOREST TAR INHALERS, 
For inhaling the solution. Manufactured by 
FOREST TAR COMPANY, 
Trial Bottle, Price Inch-. P«»i:n..\M>, M: 
WM. 0. POOR & SON. Druggists. 




This Superior HEATER has been 
fully tested the pasi seven1 
whiter, and has proved 
itself a. powerful 
and 
ECONOMICAL FURNACE, 
and is admitted by all prae- 
tieal men to be the only 
durable Wrought 
Iron Kiinmee 
m a d C. 
/"iMOKif pf« 1 ; 










MAXUFACTdlEH ONLY l!Y 
98 North St., Boston, Mass. 
(SMNIJ Foil HU 1 LAU.) 
-0- 
FOU SALK HY 
R. F. Clark, Belfast, 
Agent lor Belfast, anti vicinity. 
aug5tn> 
KIPPER S PASTILLES. SKSlKiSTHIl. by mail. Stnwell <t < ’•>. 
L'Larlcatuvv u, Maas* 
Manhood: How Lost, How Restored! 
dust published, a new edition of Mr, 
Culierweiri Olelirated Km- 
on the. radical cure (without 
medicine; of SPERMATOHRIIU-A or 
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, I.mi’oti \< v, Mental and Physical incapacity, Im pediments to Marriage, etc. { also, Cmnm'MITIon, 
Lrn i.i'sV and Fit.*, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, tec. 
liv "Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents. 
The celebrated author, in this admirable Ls.-av, 
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful 
practice, that the alarming consequences of sell- 
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous 
u-. of internal medicine or the application of the 
kniii ; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple, 
ami effectual, by limans of which every sufferer, no 
matter what his condition may be, may cure himself 
cheaply, privately, and radical/}/. 
ihis Lecture should be in the hands of ever) 
youth and every man in the fund. 
Sent under -eul, in u plain envelope, to any ad 
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents, or two post 
age -tamps. 
Address the Publishers, 
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
S-I BoH«*rv. Y»■ v» York: 
lv-11 Cost Office Box, 
AMERICAN ANl'> FOREIGN PATENTS 
R. EL EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
I hi' liiveatimis, Trail.* Marks ur l)t,si?iis. 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Bo at on 
\AT Pli an extensive practice of upwards of years, cont iiitn to secure Patent in th* l itit.d 
St;tt.'-. n!-o in (irc.it ltrifaiu, f ranc* and other -i 
eign i'ointri-s. (avenfs, >p*cilicafions, A-ign 
nn '.it-. .tad all p..j 1 : P.ifonts executed on •. a-.u 
able term-. with d< -pan h fb searches math to d« 
ter min. :! altdi; and utility ot Pat. nfs a I m. 1. 
tioim, an-1 b'gai am! oilier advice rendered in ... 
matters touching tfn- ~;i. u < n i* of tin claii 1 
iin; patent Turni- to d I v r*•milling-n.t dollar. A- 
signments r* void. in \\ mgt. m 
A*> .itjcnci/ in tin: t niti <1 Stott s />■ < ■ruj,- ri 
fucHitii .< f,r otto:,in/ 1‘nt-ntior >■<., rt.,i m, /! 
pat> iitahil it}/ of inct n't ini 
All necessity ot a Journey to Wa-hington to 
cure a Patent. and the usual great delay t h* 1. ,t». 
here saved im entors. 
Ti'.smroM \ls. 
‘•I regard Mr P.ddy .1- one of t lie 1110-1 rap.ih,. an 1 
succ. '-tnl practitioner- v i! ii w hoiii I t.av •• had 
iicinl intercour.-c. 1 li API.I * M A -o\, 
( omVr of Pa|i tits 
“l have no hesitation in assuring inventor-that 
they canum employ a man ■• m/n tout 11 n,t trt: m 
worth}/ and more capable of putting their appli.-a ion- in a form to -ecu re for tie111 an .-arlv ami la 
abb co id. ration at the Patent (»Mic.-. 
1- I >.M i N 1 > LP liiv 1 < nt'-’r d‘ Pat* n* 
M r. IP IP Pi.i.v has mad. for a, .v.-r III I P I ) 
appli'': 11 mils for Patent S, ha j lig he. n Ml (V. -ill! 
nitno-t e\ erv case. Such untili-takable pro..f gr. (r 
lab 1.1 and ability 011 hi- part leads nietore. ommen.i 
in\ entors t" apply lo him to procure 1 lo ir pa 
Pnt -. a tin rnay l>. nr. ..| bav ing the mo«i la 1 
tnl attention .. !• u «.| up 01 tin ir ca-. s, mid h» v 1 
rea "Mahl, hat-g. .JolP\ I ,\i .1, A I; | 
p.o-toli. I; 111 I 
PBRTLAHD SAFE DEPOSIT CO, 
Chartered by an act ot the l.« gi-latur*- <d M 
p.*u 1 in. 
Safe Keeping of Valuables 
and the IiKN t .VI. of SA1 1 I 
IP !:<■!.\r.-Plan*! \ m 1 1 -' 
97 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND. 
Pit: I a 1 * I: V N 11 -Maui M..| M I. 
John Mu--ey, IP J. 
I K. .'-wan. I 
W iHialll I .. io'l’d 1' t. 
William 1 1. I »:i i- \\ Id,on I tn.i., 
W li. \ nder-011, I 
P. I*. -M. :-w. It, A \V. ( ...ml 
Abin r < '..barn. k-.u ! 1. gan, 
Auson P. .Mup'i i, lb idle hi. 
.Joseph hail-', lvemiebunk. 
L. D. M. SWEAT. 
A. W. COOMBS, >• 1 
Kj; I "f circular- or ini..rmation a- .1. -- 
tfa A. W. < ( Seer. ! .rt and 
To tho People of Searsport. 
| II V\ P. t::k-!l the v .• 
1 I:. I \ M 
I lit I W u ( iark x f 'n ild P ;.ri. o J 
sous vv i-hiiig pun Vi- Mar'.i.- v\ uk a; 
script ion call do -.. ..l nil a "a up a- .. an b 
am win .n t Id- >: at* 
\ I <jl IMP.) 
Searsport, Sept. P», i-;11' 
I HO* l\ THE tUOHh. 
Till. PKItl VIW SVRl r 
\ it:ili/< iii<! I i:t i. In 
tin Mood. I no i.j. ti; 
ituilds ill- 
iVmk'-n do vi.. •; ■ 
I Hio|im < In I It 
l>»rr» I imiiiii 
Ilia rrlMi*.« \» r» 
on % If fill o II 
lloi It, II ii m i» 
Hi t«*;*t«‘t I* i«• 
mot d III .i«l>l •* 
IViualt* Coiii])laiiitt »v<. 
I 1 i; ;i nd !i:i' ■ 
iVim-dy from w.iU, -i«-k 1 v, -> r- rnr ■ i;ui- 
"t roll o, Ii alt ll., I in mm. u -,i.d a >im h. .no ., 
lid' rnnnot i-<*11:i:•! !• 
< amion If PI It I \ | 
n *.1 III l‘ |-> I; k > id 
dealer- •.■••ueralh. 
A : j-a„o | •: 111111111« : ■■ill'- 
ns a medical a-o-ut mid i 'u..‘| .... :• r- 
t imonials from did in loi '-'i -ii c in no 
ami ot lit rs, will b< sm t fr> < to air. stddr* — 1 I li 
U K«»\V I.I-. S( 1 .\ IT*.} .••■:■, ill 
Avenue, JJo.ston. U \ 
Will most positively ■.•hit my ci-i of rheum.t 
or rlu-iimutir you!, no man. u >\\ P-ny -tan 
tlie face of the earth. Heii nwiu 
i! .!tt he v\ ■ >rk juiekly, t In u«>• iirh i> a I | < rn am a 
ly, h aviuy rle him -tr- u .•ml a. W 
lo air. proiuiiieiil pm-..n mi W -1 m nyt m t m. 
t• v» rv part imilar. 
loMH \ I < I.i: i III- \ n 
N vii'-N \ 11 11 
\\ .1 -liinyoni, i o 
M* r- !.• ;p!i«‘H Ml. \ IP nr i' 
.nil! I v r> In •» rlul -tai t ia' In- ’In’ 
any'' Kin iimatie K. un-.i) % illi ■!• !• >i I u< 
\. 11 S 1 I. I III \ 
Mi tuh. r ol i,i- •. 
l’i;l.-11 1 M s 
Wa-iiiuyfon, h 
Me*-rs II> Iplu n-t in.- v Ip ■ 11 ’• 
.‘fills I 1 In- ;■.!-! -i 
a (rreat sulf. r li >i.i rl■< 1 
iny In i\ <■ her r»■!ief. -i ♦ !!.;■• I m _• 
Kin nina! in K am •! all II >\ 
n suit. W M 11 < IP '< >K 
“I. \. native I ]. rk t«» i‘n -ah-m I .rant 
W'a-hinytoti, l>. March a, -P 
In 1 lie | an < d twelve In nil m v In a in. a! i- •. a 
yiaie, haviny taken t hive il.i-. of I uu-a;.^'- IP 
ina; in IP 'an •!’.'. \i y brother. .i Ii. « 
lord, Ka.. \\a cured I a similar amm.uP 
.It >|| \ » 1 >>\ v, 
M- mlu "1 ■' myr* ■ ■• Ka 
l'riee, one dollar a hotil or -i\ i".np i..; 
dollar-. A'k your dmya i.-a !•>: Ium.hi. IP 
K< iu. ‘l\, mauiifanlii! ed Kv 
Uhl.1*11 KNsI IM KI N I I I A 
Dl tiyyi-i' ami » 1 ■ m- 
M a-l !!.'• -n I > t 
For Sale 1 * v 1) KI i. i, I > |> F.\ I.K’l U III t.i 
Sold !.V Wllul.l M l hill |s | s m I •> a.. 
Mass. mo-1 
HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWIGIITS, SHIPSMITUS, 
iViast. Spar and B'ockmakers. 
-JOIN 1 Rss, »V<•. 
OFFICE: 1 i'' ^ L | \ F HI1 (Ml|„ WORKS : i lurton 
This linn i*onfi*|i'i»ll. < ur< tin- nu l< »i 
'T' <»t' -hips that tin •■- li;.\ ;h«- -i f ta* i! *i i- 
• \-wnting t-ven hrai.Hi ■' -!n; \\ rk-. *i .• ...| 
n ami iron ships, in a manm r ^uarauit ».1 t. io 
sal Man ion. tl. I 
A Smail Farm for Sale. 
A .''MALI- I A I!M lit I- r. 1 Iii'U' li, Liiif<*lii\ ill' "ill.mail: 
:il»oiit .1 :u*ri*>, all in mu at ln»u 
ami .-i:11• l• nearly new. I< rtiu I 
tiit (In lairvlui'er. 
i». \V I HI N < II 
House for Sale. 
-1)- 
rp 11 I: liiiit'i' "ii I liioii Sir>i'. 
cupird by I .1 I irn.u hi 
t new, with good <:• liar, wi II ol wati r, 
r quart* r aero «>! lain!. I he hous* is 
Elt-txtfo, 
Pstari<’s tin 
kitrfn-n: lour room- ami k n'.o\-, ».t-1. i. « 
attic. I'll*- lious« is 11, ninthly l'iii!t,an<l m « \oi 
N ut (‘oitilition 111mmir 1: .1. ami adapt* I lor two 
lainili< Will 1.h* old on rt u-onaldr ti-rms In 
■ jiiin oi \\ || <1 MCxiN 
llrll’a-t, July Isr:,. tf| 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing vour goods, flu-re voil u i!I 
find Ueneral 11 A KI > W A KK. l'\l\l>, oil > 
and V A It N 1SIIF.S, NAILS, tiLASS. ant 
I'AIIM Kit’S KKil.S, constantly on hand and 
for sale at LoWI'.sr I'Kli'l.S. l>on‘t forget 
the place, A\( JI Kit’S, .No. ! l’hem\ lion. 
April -0, 1875. 11 
Flare Clrance 
—FOR A FFAV— 
Good Looking Young Ladies, 
WHO ro.SSKSS a fine voice, and would like to learn the business of a Lady Vocalist lor the 
Variety Theaters. Altos and Sopranos, both desir 
ed. Best Instruction given and Wardrobe furnish 
ed to parties engaged. Business first class. Address 
IN O. 15ox 3038, Boston, Mass. tfl3 
trn» 
